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Abstract
This thesis explores a new type of gain medium for fiber lasers and amplifiers, active
tapered double-clad fibers (TDCF), and describes their distinct properties, design, and
applications. The TDCF technology is based on fabrication of axially non-uniform active
optical fibers, with the aim to provide highly practical and cost-effective alternatives to
the widely used fiber devices of today. While retaining all the flexibility associated to
present-day double-clad fiber (DCF) instruments, these fibers offer the added benefits of
low-brightness end pumping combined with high output brightness, a robust method for
mode area scaling, and mitigation of certain deleterious optical effects.
The TDCF technology was first established as a proof of concept during this dis-
sertation work, followed by gradual power scaling to near-kW range in the continuous-
wave (CW) regime, and to multi-mJ energies in pulsed operation. Given the preceding,
practically nonexistent, high-power fiber laser (HPFL) research at the home university,
this progress required substantial developments in thermal management, pumping tech-
niques, and fiber design. The characteristics of the asymmetric and non-reciprocal active
fiber waveguides were found to be very distinct from regular, cylindrical fibers. Their
special features have been thoroughly studied within this work.
The ytterbium-doped flared active DCFs studied in this dissertation work were ap-
plied as gain fibers in several types of laser cavities, as amplifiers in master oscillator –
power amplifier (MOPA) configurations, and as pump sources for nonlinear processes.
The appended publications demonstrate all these applications, and the related TDCF
characteristics are discussed in the thesis. Given the directly-applicable wavelength ver-
satility provided by manifold rare-earth dopants, the established technological platform
appears particularly feasible for realization of compact MOPA systems for mid-power
materials processing at 1 µm, as well as light detection and ranging (LIDAR) and medi-
cal applications at 1.5 µm.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Where there is much light, the shadow is deep. – J.W. von Goethe
Soon after the first laser was realized by Maiman in 1960 [1], the concept became
known as a solution in search of a problem. Countless suitable problems have presented
themselves ever since, and in the modern society lasers have become ubiquitous, find-
ing applications from Blu-Ray players to anti-missile systems [2] and ranging in size
from single atoms [3] to football fields [4]. High-power lasers are particularly useful
for applications including materials processing, remote sensing, medicine, military, and
display technology, to name a few. The technical challenges associated with the high
power levels include thermal management, material damage, nonlinear optical effects,
delivery of high pump energy, and economic feasibility. In addition to fiber devices dis-
cussed here, the most common approaches to tackle such problems include diode bars
or stacks, bulk solid-state diode- or lamp-pumped slab and thin-disk lasers, and CO2 or
excimer gas lasers. The fundamental inherent benefits of the fiber medium with respect
to high power are the high surface-to-volume ratio enabling facile thermal management
and the waveguiding nature that allows avoiding thermal lensing even under substantial
heat loads.
Fiber lasers were demonstrated shortly after Maiman’s discovery [5]; however, they
remained a niche application for a while. General interest in fiber devices began to rise
in the 1970s with strong investment in fiber-optic communication technology, leading to
the now-legendary erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) at the 1.5 µm telecom wave-
length [6]. The advent of DCFs in the late 1980s [7] finally allowed fiber laser output
power scaling beyond approximately 1 W, due to the significantly relaxed requirements
1
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for pump diode brightness. In these fibers, the signal light is guided in the small core
as in single-mode fibers (SMF); however, the pump light is confined in a much larger
cladding surrounding the core (Figure 1.1a). The DCF breakthrough was accompanied
by tremendous progress in pump diode technology, and soon allowed output powers
to rise to the 100-W level. Since the early days of the double-clad fiber, DCF devices
have often been referred to as brightness converters, converting the low-brightness diode
pump light into more useful high-brightness output light with high efficiency.
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Figure 1.1: (a) Schematic examples of a standard single-mode fiber, a double-clad fiber, and a
photonic crystal fiber. (b) Highest reported continuous-wave, near-diffraction-limited fiber laser
power by year [8–18].
However, further power scaling with the small, strictly single-transverse-mode fiber
cores used for early DCFs were soon found to be limited by nonlinear optical effects
due to high in-core intensities and long interaction lengths. The problem of nonlinearity
could be alleviated by fibers with increased (effective) core sizes that later became known
as large-mode-area (LMA) fibers [19, 20]. Goethe’s shadow, however, lurks within the
LMA concept, as a larger core generally leads to degraded output beam quality, and
the increased power may be of little use due to decreased brightness. Nevertheless,
LMA fibers form the basis of present-day high-power and high-energy fiber devices,
now capable of handling kW-level continuous-wave (CW) in-core powers and multi-mJ
pulse energies with high output beam quality.
Typically, the increase in core size of an LMA fiber must be accompanied by a de-
crease in the numerical aperture (NA) of the core to maintain output brightness. The
NA is determined by the (effective) refractive index difference between the core and
2
cladding, i.e. NA =
√
n2core−n2clad for a step-index fiber, and is limited by fabrication
technology to approximately 0.04–0.06. Due to this limitation, alternative methods to
realize large mode areas without loss of brightness remain an active field of study [21].
Proposed approaches include selective mode excitation [22–24], dopant profiling [25],
index profiling [26], bending-induced mode selection [27], and tapering-induced mode
selection [P1]. Furthermore, various methods based on structural fiber modification have
been demonstrated, including several types of microstructured photonic crystal fibers
(PCF) [28–32] (Figure 1.1a), leakage-channel fibers (LCF) [33, 34], chirally-coupled
core (CCC) fibers [35], multicore fibers (MCF) [36, 37], gain-guiding index-antiguiding
fibers [38], and higher-order mode (HOM) fibers [39]. Progress in the field has been
rapid, as illustrated by the development of highest CW fiber laser (amplifier) output
powers achieved since mid-1990s (Figure 1.1b), a reasonable benchmark for the overall
progress. In devices utilizing short pulses or narrow emission bandwidth, the scaling
limits are different and often more stringent; however, the general direction of develop-
ment remains unchanged.
All the proposed approaches have their specific downsides. Depending on the tar-
get application, the optimal solution is a compromise between several factors, such as
brightness, robustness, size, simplicity, and cost. The TDCF technology discussed here
enables the construction of bright, small-footprint, potentially monolithic fiber devices
pumped by low-brightness and low-cost diode bars. Although numerous low-power fiber
laser applications exists, especially in the ultrafast regime, this thesis is mostly concerned
with industrial-scale mid- and high-power fiber lasers and amplifiers. In this application
sector, the total available market is expected to reach $2.5 billion in 2013, out of which
the share of fiber lasers nearly $500 million [40]. Along with direct diode lasers, fiber
lasers are expected to be the fastest growing segment in the near future. More than 60
% of the fiber laser revenue consists of materials processing applications, whereas the
medical sector holds roughly one quarter. The fiber laser market is currently dominated
by IPG Photonics with more than a 70 % revenue share. Other major manufacturers
include Trumpf group (SPI Lasers) and Rofin group (Nufern), the latter recently having
announced a strong focus shift towards HPFLs [41], despite having traditionally been
associated with other laser types.
Finally, nearly all HPFLs utilize rare-earth (RE) ion doping of the active medium.
This thesis mainly focuses on ytterbium-doped silica devices (emitting at 0.98 µm –
1.11 µm), the common choice for materials processing applications due to pump wave-
3
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length flexibility, low quantum defect, and the absence of certain adverse effects often
encountered with other RE fibers. The two latter qualities provide a solid basis for all
high power results achieved with Yb-doped fibers. Other common RE dopants for sil-
ica fibers include (typical emission wavelength in µm in parentheses) neodymium (1.06,
1.3), praseodymium (1.3), erbium (1.53 – 1.62), thulium (1.7 – 2.1), and holmium (1.9 –
2.2) [42,43]. In addition to Yb, 100-W CW level has been demonstrated with Er (Er/Yb,
297 W [44]), Tm (1 kW [45]), and Ho (140 W [46]). The TDCFs studied within this the-
sis are exclusively Yb-doped; however, changing the RE dopant would allow for flexible
wavelength variation with little loss of generality for the results presented here.
1.1 Incentives
As outlined above, the market penetration of high-power fiber devices continues to grow.
The main reasons for this are the well-known advantages of fibers in industrial applica-
tions, including high brightness, high wall-plug efficiency, facile beam delivery, and low
maintenance. The main obstacle for further large-scale implementation in industrial ap-
plications at present is the relatively high cost. In general, the cost of a fiber laser is dom-
inated by the pump diode costs; the exact cost breakdown depends on technical details
and the utilized pumping approach (Section 4.1.2). This applies to both single-emitter
and bar (or stack) pumping, whereas the advantages offered by the two alternatives are
different and outlined in Section 4.1.1. The level of commercially available output power
is currently in the 10-W order per single-emitter and in the 100-W order per bar; how-
ever, multi-emitter or multi-bar assemblies are often used to couple higher power into
a single delivery fiber. As a common factor for both pumping schemes, the pump cost
generally increases with increasing brightness of the source.
The core size of DCFs is limited by beam quality requirements. This in turn lim-
its the inner cladding (pump core) size, as the pump absorption is determined by the
core/cladding area ratio. Finally, the pump power that could be coupled through the
fiber end face for a given pump brightness is limited by the cross-sectional area of the
DCF cladding. While this limitation can be circumvented by side-pumping techniques,
such a pumping scheme can lead to significant increase in device complexity and cost
due to the large number of pump units required. However, the TDCF is naturally suited
for low-brightness end-pumping due to the large end face in one of the active fiber ends,
while retaining a high output brightness. Thus, in economic terms, the concept would
4
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seem an interesting candidate for replacing existing mid- and high-power systems up to
kW-range.
Furthermore, the non-uniform axial fiber shape has been shown to mitigate stimu-
lated Brillouin scattering (SBS) in fiber lasers [47]. This advantage can be utilized to-
gether with previously demonstrated methods for increasing SBS threshold (cf. Section
4.2.2) in single-frequency devices. Akin to SBS mitigation, the recently popular topic
of thermal mode instability (stimulated thermal Rayleigh scattering) appears interest-
ing with respect to tapered devices; longitudinally varying effective mode area could be
useful for mitigation of this effect as well. In addition, the tapered fiber shape enhances
pump absorption due to the mode mixing effect in the pump propagation direction result-
ing from gradually decreasing diameter, and for the same reason, it can act as a filter for
wide-to-narrow propagating amplified spontaneous emission (ASE). Finally, as noted in
the previous section, fiber tapering is a feasible method for mode area scaling to cope
with the high power levels. The main benefits gained by utilizing TDCF fibers can be
summarized as follows:
• Mode area can be scaled substantially to mitigate fiber nonlinearities without
significant beam quality degradation.
• Low-brightness pumping is possible due to the large cladding diameter at the
pump end of the tapered fiber without significant absorption degradation.
• Mitigation of certain unwanted effects occurs due to the longitudinally varying
core diameter.
1.2 Outline of the Thesis
As mentioned above, this thesis mostly deals with Yb-doped mid- and high-power sil-
ica fiber devices. In Chapter 2, the theoretical background of TDCF concept is intro-
duced, and the distinct properties arising from the non-uniform waveguide are examined
in detail for co- and counterpropagating laser configurations. In Chapter 3, the tapered
geometry is discussed in terms of pump conversion efficiency (PCE) optimization. In
addition, mode coupling and fundamental mode propagation in a TDCF are experimen-
tally studied. Chapter 4 is focused on high-power CW fiber lasers and amplifiers with
5
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emphasis on pumping methodology and power limitations in these devices. Practical de-
vices utilizing TDCF technology are discussed. Pulse generation and energy scaling are
analyzed in Chapter 5. The associated limits to device performance resulting from high
peak power and narrow linewidth, somewhat distinct from the CW case, are discussed.
Finally, conclusions and main achievements are presented in Chapter 6.
6
Chapter 2
Theoretical Model of Tapered
Double-Clad Fiber
The TDCF concept, based on active DCFs adiabatically tapered along the entire fiber
length, was first reported in 2008 [P1], with the aim to develop low-brightness-pumped,
high-brightness fiber devices with additional benefits including increased SBS thresh-
old [48]. During the course of this work, this proprietary [49] technology has been es-
tablished at ORC, gradually power scaled, and implemented in various CW and pulsed
laser and amplifier configurations. In this chapter, theoretical modeling of TDCFs is
presented and the distinct properties of the non-uniform gain medium are discussed.
2.1 Ray-Optic Modeling
Within this work, two numeric models have been used to support the experimental stud-
ies and fiber design. First, ray-optic analysis was used to estimate the effect of pump
vignetting, i.e. the (unabsorbed) pump light leakage out of the waveguide via the side
of the fiber due to a violation of the total internal reflection (TIR) condition. Second, a
rate equation model was developed to comparatively study the properties arising from
the tapered waveguide shape in different fiber laser configurations.
Launching and propagation of highly multi-mode (MM) pump light can be consid-
ered in terms of ray optics. Figure 2.1a schematically illustrates the propagation of a
meridional pump ray launched into the TDCF at an angle αin. Assuming a linearly ta-
pered fiber of length L, the propagation angle increases at each reflection by a constant,
7
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Figure 2.1: (a) Schematic pump ray propagation in a tapered MM waveguide. (b) Simulated
illustration of the dependence of double-clad absorption on the launch NA for three linearly
tapered fibers with different paraxial absorption and one experimental taper [P5] with suboptimal
shape.
equal to twice the tapering angle 2θ= (D1−D2)/L, where D1 and D2 are the wide and
narrow end cladding diameters, respectively. Because the taper angle in TDCFs is small,
typically 10−6 to 10−5 radians, an infinitesimal section of the fiber can be approximated
as a cylinder. With this approximation, the propagation angle at distance z can be shown
to be [P5]
α(z) = arcsin
D1 sin(αin/nclad)
D1−2θz , (2.1)
where nclad is the refractive index of the cladding. The ray propagates without vignetting
as long as nclad sin(α(z))< NAclad ,where NAclad is the NA of the cladding, and through
the entire taper without vignetting if
sin
αin
nclad
<
NAclad
T nclad
, (2.2)
where T = D1/D2 is the tapering ratio, or for paraxial rays (small αin)
αin .
NAclad
T
. (2.3)
The double-clad absorption for such small-angle pump rays that do not experience
vignetting is independent of the longitudinal taper diameter profile, and will be referred
to as paraxial ray absorption γp.
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Figure 2.2: (a) The near-paraxial (vignetting-free) fraction of pump power as a function of
tapering ratio for three different fill factors F . F = 0.68 corresponds to typical experimen-
tal values used in this study for all-glass fibers (NAlaunch = 0.15, NAclad = 0.22). (b) The
dependence of vignetted power on paraxial absorption (bottom-left axes) for three different
parabolic taper shapes, and the corresponding axial taper profiles (top-right axes) of the form
D(z) = (b0−b)/L · z2+b · z+D1.
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However, the actual double-clad absorption is determined not only by paraxial ab-
sorption, but also by the taper geometry and the angular distribution of the pump beam.
Typically, the critical paraxial angle is smaller than practical launch NAs, indicating that
a large fraction of the incident pump power would eventually be lost due to vignetting in
a tapered cladding. However, it has been shown in several studies that with proper fiber
design, the effect of vignetting can be made negligible, and the total vignetted power is
typically in the range of 1% – 2% [P6]. The reason for this is the high active volume in
the large-diameter section of the TDCF, that results in absorption of most of the power
for a given pump ray before vignetting would occur. Increasing the paraxial absorption
e.g. by increasing the dopant concentration, further reduces the effect of vignetting (Fig-
ure 2.1b). In addition, assuming a Lorentzian power distribution of the pump beam, the
large-angle rays that are vignetted first only contain a small fraction of the total power.
Nevertheless, to avoid a decrease in efficiency due to pump vignetting, the pump
beam should underfill the cladding NA of the TDCF to an extent. The effect of the fill
factor F = NAlaunch/NAclad describing the launching condition is illustrated in Figure
2.2a. Furthermore, the fraction of vignetted power depends on paraxial absorption and
the axial taper shape, as shown in Figure 2.2b. Despite the underfill launch condition,
brightness enhancement in a properly designed TDCF laser remains several times higher
than in a regular DCF laser, and will be discussed further in Section 2.4.
2.2 Rate-Equation Modeling
To simulate the signal generation in a TDCF laser, a conventional rate-equation model
was used, as outlined e.g. in [50]. In addition to the TDCF design, the simulations were
performed for a regular cylindrical fiber with diameter similar to that of the narrow end
diameter of the TDCF, i.e. with approximately similar output beam quality. Furthermore,
two different fiber laser configurations were simulated: one with co-propagating signal
and pump, and the other with the opposite (counter-propagating) directions.
The schematic energy level diagram of the Yb3+ ion and the simulated laser con-
figurations are illustrated in Figure 2.3a and b, respectively. The configurations were
modeled by solving the coupled-wave equations in adiabatic approximation [50]{
±dS±dz = ΓS((σes+σas)N2−σasN)S±−αsS±
±dP±dz =−ΓP(σapN− (σap+σep)N2)P±−αpP±
, (2.4)
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Figure 2.3: (a) Simplified energy level diagram of the Yb3+ ion. (b) A schematic of the sim-
ulated laser cavity. Co- and counter-propagating configurations correspond to mirror pairs with
reflectivities R1 = 100%, R2 = 4% and R1 = 4%, R2 = 100%, respectively.
where S± and P± are the signal and pump powers, respectively, propagating to the right
(+) and left (-) in Figure 2.3b. N is the total Yb3+ concentration in the core, σas and
σes are the signal absorption and emission cross-sections, respectively, and σap and σep
are the pump absorption and emission cross-sections, respectively. αs and αp are the
scattering loss coefficients for signal and pump, respectively, and ΓS and ΓP are the
confinement (fill) factors for signal and pump, respectively. Finally, the excited state
concentration N2 was found from the steady state rate equations to yield [51]
N2(z) =
N(z)(ΓPσapλP(P++P−)+ΓSσasλS(S++S−))
Ahc/τ+ΓPλP(σap+σep)(P++P−)+ΓSλS(σas+σes)(S++S−)
, (2.5)
where λS and λP are the wavelengths of signal and pump, respectively, A is the core area,
h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light, and τ is the excited state lifetime.
Equation 2.4 was solved subject to boundary conditions
P+(0) = P+pump
P−(L) = 0
S+(0) = R1S−(0)
S−(L) = R2S+(L)
, (2.6)
where R1 and R2 are the mirror reflectivities at z = 0 and z = L, respectively, and P+pump
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is the pump power launched as shown in Figure 2.3b. The simulation considered am-
plification of the fundamental mode only, using the same material parameters for both
cylindrical fiber and TDCF.
To take the tapered shape into account in the simulation, the concentration of active
ions was varied axially with the relative volume ∆VT DCF/∆Vcylinder of the active medium,
i.e.
NT DCF(z) =
∆VT DCF
∆Vcylinder
N =
r2T DCF(z)
r20
N, (2.7)
where rT DCF is the taper core radius, and r0 =min(rT DCF) is the core radius of the cylin-
drical reference fiber. With this assumption, the TDCF ion concentration approaches the
actual concentration at the narrow end of the taper; however, the axial change in overlap
of the fundamental mode and the active medium is neglected. Furthermore, a TDCF
has a higher absorption per unit length compared to regular fibers with the same dopant
concentration in the core, because the doped volume in a TDCF is always higher than
the doped volume of a regular fiber with core diameter similar to the narrow side of
TDCF. Although the absorption is generally determined by the core-cladding area ra-
tio, the TDCF exhibits higher absorption due to mode mixing introduced by the tapered
cladding shape, and near core-pumping due to the large core size at launch end. The
simulation conducted by varying the active ion concentration according to Equation 2.7
overestimates these effects; however, it serves to qualitatively illustrate the differences
between the two fiber types, i.e. the consequences of the increased asymmetric absorp-
tion in the TDCF.
Pump vignetting was implemented as [52]
dP+
dz
=
dP+P
dz
− dPv
dz
, (2.8)
where P+P is the pump power without vignetting and [P2]
dPv
dz
=
1
L
(1− r
2(L)
r2(0)
)exp(−αpz). (2.9)
With these assumptions, Equation 2.4 was solved for co- and counter-propagating
configurations for a cylindrical fiber and for a TDCF with equal narrow end diameter, to
yield the output power as a function of laser length and pump conversion efficiency as
a function of absorbed pump power (Figures 2.4a and b, respectively). The power and
power density distributions were calculated for all four schemes with results shown in
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Figure 2.5. The results presented here were simulated with typical parameters, similar
to those used in [P2].
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Figure 2.4: (a) Simulated output power as a function of cavity length for different laser configu-
rations. (b) Pump conversion efficiency versus absorbed pump power for the same configurations.
As noted above, pump absorption in the TDCF is higher, resulting in shorter optimal
TDCF laser lengths in Figure 2.4a, which leads to higher PCEs for TDCF configura-
tions in Figure 2.4b due to lower background loss. Although co- and counterpropagat-
ing schemes only differ in the location of the output coupler, their characteristics are
quite distinct due to the much higher active volume in the pump launch side of the ta-
pered fiber. Qualitatively, the uneven ion distribution and end pumping lead to optical
power being generated mainly in the wide side, from where it either propagates through
the narrowing fiber (co-propagation) before exiting the fiber, or exits the fiber directly
(counter-propagation). Therefore, the background loss for counter-propagation scheme
is lower, resulting in higher PCE in Figure 2.4b.
The effect is further illustrated by the power distributions in Figure 2.5a. As can
be seen in the figure, similar behavior takes place in a regular end-pumped fiber laser;
however, the TDCF enhances the asymmetry of the power distribution. In the counter-
propagating configuration, this asymmetry is beneficial due to the synergic fiber geom-
etry, as shown in Figure 2.5b. The power density over the entire fiber, and especially at
the output endface is reduced due to this effect, which in turn reduces fiber nonlinearity.
This was confirmed experimentally in terms of the threshold of self-pulsing, an effect
commonly encountered in high-power density fiber lasers [53]. In [P2], a sevenfold in-
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Figure 2.5: Simulated intracavity power (a) and power density (b) for different laser schemes.
The numerical values in the legend in (b) are the (average) power densities per unit length.
crease in self-pulsing threshold was measured for counter-propagation laser compared
with otherwise identical co-propagation scheme.
Furthermore, the two laser schemes differ in terms of mode coupling, and the asso-
ciated deterioration of PCE and beam quality. In the co-propagating scheme, the output
beam quality is diffraction-limited because the narrow end core supports only a single
mode (SM). However, the presence of mode coupling can lead to filtering of a large
fraction of power into the cladding. The power leaked into the cladding contributes to
cavity loss, reducing pump conversion efficiency. Conversely, in the counter-propagation
scheme, the deterioration PCE is minimal. Consequently, in a narrow-to-wide traveling-
wave (TW) TDCF amplifier the only adverse effect for the signal due to fiber geometry
is the potential reduction in beam quality in the presence of mode coupling.
2.3 Mode Coupling
Mode coupling inevitably exists in non-regular waveguides [54, 55], and can have a
significant effect on TDCF devices. In a TDCF laser, mode coupling can lead to signal
leakage into the cladding, degrading pump conversion efficiency, whereas in both lasers
and amplifiers the effect can result in beam quality deterioration. There are two basic
mechanisms for mode coupling in tapered fibers; mode coupling induced by the core
diameter variation [54–58], and by bending of the tapered fiber [59, 60].
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The magnitude of mode coupling between modes m and n can be characterized in
terms of the mode coupling coefficient Ωmn. The mode field ε in the wave equation in
scalar approximation
∂2ε
∂r2
+
1
r
∂ε
∂r
+
∂2ε
∂z2
+n2(r,z)k2ε= 0, (2.10)
where k = 2pi/λ is the vacuum wavenumber, can be expressed as a superposition of local
normal modes ϕm at any point of the tapered fiber [61]. The expansion coefficients cm of
the normal mode expansion are interdependent, and satisfy the coupled-wave equations
[62]
dcm
dz
=∑
n
Ωmncnei
∫ z
0 (βm−βn)dz′, (2.11)
where βm is the propagation constant for mode m. Utilizing the normal mode expansion,
the coupling coefficient resulting from core size variation for a step-index taper at core
radius r can be shown to be [55]
Ω(r)mn =
2pik(ncore−nclad)
βm−βn r
∂r
∂z
[ϕmϕn], (2.12)
proportional to ∂r/∂z, which corresponds to the taper angle for a linear taper. The power
loss for the dominant mode was shown to decrease rapidly with decreasing taper angle
in [55] for several taper shapes. A linear step-index taper with a tapering angle of 0.44
mrad exhibited < 10−3 dB loss from the dominant mode due to tapering-induced mode
coupling. For the tapered fibers discussed in this work with typical tapering angles of
the order of 10−6 rad – 10−5 rad, the corresponding loss can be expected to be even
lower, and allows concluding that the effect of mode coupling induced by changing core
diameter in TDCFs is negligible.
Mode coupling due to local bending of adiabatically tapered single-mode fibers has
been studied theoretically and experimentally in [59, 60, 63]. The tapered fiber bent at
a given angle can be modeled as a sequence of cylindrical segments with a step-wise
varying diameter, so that the longitudinal axis of each segment is rotated in an angle ψ
(the total bend angle divided by the number of segments) towards the direction of the
bend. The mode coupling coefficient resulting from such a local bend is given by [60]
Ωψmn,pq =
∞∫
0
2pi∫
0
ε(k)mnε
(k+1)
pq (J0(β
(k)
mnψr)+2iJ1(β
(k)
mnψr)cosφ)rdrdφ, (2.13)
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where subscripts m, p and n, q refer to the radial and azimuthal mode numbers, respec-
tively, ε(k)mn and ε
(k)
pq are the transversal input and output mode field functions at segment
k of the bent taper, respectively, J0 and J1 are Bessel functions, β
(k)
mn is the propagation
constant of mode mn at segment k, and r and φ are the radial and azimuthal coordinates,
respectively. It has been shown that even small bends can lead to substantial mode cou-
pling, e.g. ∼ 10 % for a one-degree bend [59, 60]; the effect is significant enough to be
utilized in sensing applications [63].
Furthermore, distributed bending due to coiling of a long adiabatic taper for practical
purposes effectively constitutes another mode coupling mechanism that can be signifi-
cant in a TDCF. In this case, although each local bending angle for a large coiling radius
rc is small, the aggregate mode coupling coefficient can be significant, defined as the
integral over the fiber length
Ω=
L∫
0
Ω1/rcmn,pq(z)dz, (2.14)
where Ω1/rcmn,pq(z) is the coupling coefficient caused by the local bend at location z.
As noted in the previous section, the impact of mode coupling is different in co-
and counter-propagating laser configurations and in TDCF amplifiers. The main distinc-
tion between the laser configurations is, qualitatively, that in the co-propagating scheme
most of the generated power propagates through large part of the taper towards the nar-
row side, whereas in the counter-propagating scheme it does not. In wide-to-narrow
propagation (prevalent in the co-propagating scheme), the number of available modes
decreases along with the core diameter during propagation, and assuming the common
nearest-neighbor coupling, eventually cladding modes will be excited [64]. This leads
to signal leakage into the cladding, contributing to cavity loss. In addition, in the co-
propagating configuration, the high-reflection (HR) mirror is located in the highly multi-
mode section of the fiber and any defects in the reflector, non-ideal alignment of a free-
space mirror, or any fiber Bragg grating (FBG) [65] can result in significant additional
mode coupling. Conversely, in narrow-to-wide propagation, strong coupling to cladding
modes requires excitation of nearly all core modes, because at each subsequent section
of the fiber the modes near cut-off would need to be excited. Therefore, little cladding
mode coupling takes place, and intracore coupling can only degrade beam quality, not
PCE. Furthermore, in the counter-propagating laser configuration the HR mirror is lo-
cated in the single-mode section and any non-idealities can only result in parasitic loss
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without effect on mode coupling.
2.4 Geometric Limitations
In general, bearing in mind the manufacturing limits for the NA (Chapter 1), the core size
of a step-index fiber has an upper limit to maintain near-diffraction-limited beam quality.
A commonly used parameter to characterize the SM cut-off for operating wavelength λ
is the normalized frequency [66]
V =
2pir
λ
NA, (2.15)
where r is the core radius and V . 2.4 corresponds to single-mode operation for a circular
waveguide. Although LMA fibers rarely are strictly single-mode waveguides, typically
guiding a few modes, they can not significantly deviate from this condition when regular
fibers are utilized. Furthermore, the double-clad absorption in a DCF is determined by
the core-to-cladding area ratio and can be estimated by [67]
γdc = γcore
Acore
Aclad
, (2.16)
i.e. the core size restriction immediately imposes a limitation for the cladding size, as it
is necessary to maintain a reasonable level of pump absorption in practical devices.
Enhancement of double-clad absorption for a given core-to-cladding area ratio can be
achieved either by increasing the core doping level (to increase γcore) or by implementing
special features in the preform. To maintain high efficiency, feasible core doping levels
typically limit the in-core absorption approximately to 600 dB/m – 800 dB/m at 980 nm
pump wavelength due to photodarkening [68–70] and background loss [71]. Absorption
enhancement methods independent of core doping include increasing the (effective) core
size with respect to the cladding size while maintaining good beam quality e.g. by
controlled bending of the fiber [14, 27] or by utilizing a PCF [30, 72], although it is
debatable whether high-power rod-type PCFs should be regarded as fiber devices. To
alleviate the effect of saturation of pump absorption due to the presence of weakly-
absorbed pump modes arising from waveguide properties [73–75], several additional
techniques can be employed. These include transversal shaping of the preform [76–78]
(Figure 2.6a), introducing mechanical perturbations in the cladding [79, 80], and again,
controlled bending of the fiber [81, 82]. However, the above approaches typically suffer
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either from parasitic pump or signal loss, or from poor reproducibility. In addition, the
problem of pump absorption saturation is not eliminated, but the saturation length merely
increases.
As noted above, it is generally desirable to pump DCF devices by low-brightness
pump sources, as the pump diode cost is directly proportional to the brightness. Due
to the near-single-mode limitation for the core size (Equation 2.15) and the core-to-
cladding area ratio restriction induced by the absorption requirement (Equation 2.16),
the size of the cladding can not be increased arbitrarily even if additional absorption-
enhancement methods are utilized. The restraint in cladding size, in turn, limits the
pump power launched through the fiber end for a given pump brightness (unless side
pumping is utilized, cf. Section 4.1.2).
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Figure 2.6: (a) A micrograph of the wide endface of one of the TDCFs used in this work. The
preform has been transversally shaped (truncated four times) to improve double-clad absorption.
Outer cladding diameter∼ 1 mm, core diameter∼ 60 µm. (b) Schematic of taper profiles utilized
in [83–87] (1), [P1,P4,P5] (2), and [P6] (3).
In a TDCF, the above restraint is significantly relaxed, as the pump launch endface
of the fiber can be very large without severely compromising either pump absorption or
beam quality. Considering two fibers with similar output beam quality; a TDCF with
wide end cladding diameter D, tapering ratio T , and cladding numerical aperture NA,
and a uniform double-clad fiber with diameter D/T and the same NA, the theoretical
pump launch efficiency into the DCF is [88, 89]
KDCF = (
D ·NA ·FDCF
2BPP ·T )
2, (2.17)
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where FDCF is the pump launch fill factor for the DCF, and BPP is the beam parameter
product (BPP) of the pump source. For the same pump source, the launch efficiency into
the TDCF is
KT DCF = (
D ·NA ·FT DCF
2BPP
)2, (2.18)
where FT DCF is the fill factor for the TDCF, and thus,
KT DCF
KDCF
= (
FT DCF
FDCF
T )2. (2.19)
Usually FDCF = 1 as there is no need for pump launch underfill in a cylindrical DCF, i.e.
the pump launch efficiency into a TDCF is (FT DCFT )2 times higher than for a cylindrical
fiber with similar output beam quality. Assuming similar slope efficiency and no beam
quality degradation due to mode coupling, the brightness enhancement ratio between
TDCF and DCF scales with (FT DCFT )2 as well. The exact limitations of FT DCF and T
depend on the paraxial absorption and the acceptable level of pump vignetting (Figure
2.2); however, typical experimental values used in this work with high slope efficiency
yield brightness enhancement several times higher compared to a regular DCF, e.g. 3 –
8 in [P6].
Additional limitation for the tapering ratio can arise from HOM coupling in a TDCF
laser. In the above, the output beam quality of the TDCF was assumed to be equal to
that of a regular DCF with diameter similar to the narrow end taper diameter. In the
presence of mode coupling in the taper; however, this is not exactly the case (cf. Section
3.2). In a TDCF laser with bidirectional signal propagation, mode coupling leads to
filtering of coupled HOMs to the cladding in the narrow (single-mode) end of the fiber,
i.e. part of the signal can propagate in the cladding, characterized by contrast of the
output beam C = Score/Stotal , where Score is the signal power propagating in the core and
Stotal is the total signal power. If C < 1, the brightness enhancement is correspondingly
deteriorated; therefore, the tapering ratio is limited to relatively low values in a TDCF
laser [P6]. Notably, in a traveling-wave TDCF amplifier with solely narrow-to-wide
signal propagation, C = 1.
Another design consideration in a TDCF is the longitudinal shape of the taper, affect-
ing not only pump vignetting (Section 2.1) but also mode coupling in the taper (Section
2.3). Figure 2.6b schematically illustrates three taper profiles . Assuming pumping from
the wide side, profile type 1 exhibits very low vignetting loss, because nearly all pump
power is absorbed in the wide side of the fiber, and is largely depleted at the steep slope
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section where significant vignetting would start to occur. However, the lasers constructed
using such tapers generally resulted in low slope efficiencies of 30% – 54% in [85–87].
This is likely due to strong mode coupling effects arising from the large tapering angle,
which would be further aggravated by any (micro)bending of the tapered region (cf. Sec-
tion 2.3). The power coupled into HOMs is subsequently filtered out of the core in the
next wide-to-narrow pass through the short tapered section. The type 2 profile, in turn,
suffers from significant pump vignetting due to the large slope near the pump launch
end where unabsorbed pump power is substantial. Finally, the type 3 profile represents
a compromise between the two former cases with low vignetting loss and minor mode
coupling effects, and such a profile was used to achieve the highest CW powers within
this work [P6].
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Experimental Study of Tapered
Double-Clad Fiber
Nowadays, most high-purity (low-loss) optical fibers are fabricated by heating a glass
preform, typically a few cm thick and tens of cm long cylinder, in a furnace located
in a tower several meters high. The half-molten glass is drawn down while it cools
to yield thin glass fiber with an inner structure corresponding to that of the preform.
Subsequently, the fiber is coated with a protective jacket, typically made of acrylate
polymer or polyimide. The fiber diameter can be continuously monitored below the
furnace, and an automatic feedback loop is used to adjust the drawing speed and the
furnace temperature to keep the diameter constant. For the tapered fibers used in this
work, such a feedback loop was instead used to controllably vary the diameter during
the drawing with an appropriate algorithm.
There are various methods currently available for fabrication of the preform, and al-
though other approaches exist (e.g. [90]), the predominant techniques for step-index
fiber fabrication are based on some form of chemical vapor deposition (CVD). The
fibers studied in this work were fabricated by surface-plasma chemical vapor deposi-
tion (SPCVD) [91–93], a high-precision method utilizing microwaves to heat the depo-
sition region. The higher index required for the fiber core is typically realized by adding
Al-, Ge-, or P-oxides to the reactant flow, i.e. by doping of the same glass used for
the cladding. Additional dopants can also be utilized e.g. to improve the solubility of
the active rare-earth dopants added in the core. Furthermore, the index of the (outer)
cladding can be lowered by doping with F- or B-oxides. Whereas pulling of the fiber
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can be considered a somewhat standard procedure, the fabrication of special preforms
requires careful process management, as the material parameters of the end product are
determined solely at this stage. Particularly for a TDCF, the paraxial absorption (Section
2.1) is determined by the properties of the preform; not only by the rare-earth doping of
the core, but also by geometric parameters such as transversal preform shape and the size
of the core relative to the cladding. Whereas paraxial absorption and background loss are
determined by the preform, several other factors affect the pump conversion efficiency,
and will be discussed next.
3.1 Pump Conversion Efficiency
The pump conversion efficiency of a DCF laser is defined as the product of pump launch
efficiency, slope efficiency, and beam contrast. A TDCF laser was compared to a regular
(cylindrical) fiber laser in terms of PCE in [P2]. Both fibers were pulled from the same
preform, i.e. they were only different in terms of fiber geometry. The wide end of the
TDCF had 40 µm / 650 µm core/cladding diameter, tapered down to 6.5 µm / 110 µm
over the length of 20 m, as shown in Figure 3.1a. The transverse dimensions of the
regular DCF (L = 25 m) were equal to the narrow end of the TDCF, with strictly SM
core at 1 µm wavelength; all other fiber parameters were identical. Each active fiber was
used in both co- and counterpropagating laser configuration, and the slope efficiencies
were measured using the end-pumped setup schematically shown in Figure 3.1b.
The same highly MM pump source was used for both fibers, with measured launch
efficiencies of 5.5 % and 78 % for DCF and TDCF, respectively. The very large differ-
ence in launch efficiencies could be expected (cf. Section 2.4), as the cylindrical DCF
would require much higher pump brightness for efficient launching compared to a TDCF
with similar narrow end transverse dimension and relatively high tapering ratio.
The measured slope efficiencies in copropagating configuration were 50 % (DCF)
and 51 % (TDCF), and in counterpropagating configuration 57 % (DCF) and 60 %
(TDCF). The slope efficiency was slightly higher for the TDCF laser, whereas the higher
values in counterpropagating configuration are typical for end-pumped fiber lasers with
uneven population inversion distribution.
The beam contrast could be readily measured only in the copropagating scheme, with
the results C = 98 % and C = 70 % for DCF and TDCF lasers, respectively. Both fibers
had a core NA of 0.11, yielding high contrast due to strong confinement for the DCF
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laser. The 70 % contrast for the TDCF in copropagating configuration can be taken as
an estimate for the fundamental mode power, with approximately 30 % of the power
distributed to HOMs. In the counterpropagating scheme, although the contrast could not
be examined directly, the output divergence was measured to be 0.03 rad for the 0.11-
NA core. This suggests that the output aperture is not fully filled, indicating a contrast
of 1 for the counterpropagating scheme, i.e. all the output power propagated in the core.
Despite the ∼ 30 % HOM content, the output beam quality was near-diffraction-limited
with M2 = 1.06/1.2 for two orthogonal axes.
The above comparison indicated that, using each fiber type in the more favorable
counterpropagating configuration with the same low-brightness pump source, the TDCF
allowed achieving a 15-fold increase in PCE with 35 times larger output mode field area
compared to the DCF. The only disadvantage was the HOM content in the output signal
due to mode coupling, resulting in slightly degraded beam quality of M2 < 1.2. This
effect will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Cladding diameter versus length of the studied DCF and TDCF. (b) Schematic
counter- (upper) and copropagating (lower) fiber laser setups used for slope efficiency measure-
ments.
3.2 Mode Coupling
Several methods for experimental mode power decomposition have been proposed to
date [94–97]. In this work, the recently demonstrated S2-method (spatially and spectrally
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resolved) [98, 99] was used in a simplified form to characterize mode coupling effects
in a TDCF. The S2-method is based on launching single-mode broadband emission into
an LMA fiber and measuring the spectral modal beats at a number of locations over the
output near field. Fourier transforms of the beat patterns can then be used to reconstruct
the spatial distributions of the propagated modes. In this work, the broadband single-
mode source was input at the SM end of the taper, and the output was measured by an
optical spectrum analyzer through a SM fiber (acting as a spatial filter) directly coupled
to the output endface at a given location. In the absence of mode coupling, the intensity
after the spatial filter is determined by the spatial function of the single fundamental
mode and the transmission function of the filter. However, in the presence of multiple
modes (due to mode coupling) the intensity becomes frequency-dependent, containing
the sum of modal functions with periods equal to the intermodal group delay [P2]
τmn =
∆ne f f ,mnLp
c
, (3.1)
where ∆ne f f ,mn is the difference between effective indices of modes m and n, and Lp is
the distance between the mode conversion location and the output end of the fiber. Thus,
periodic spectral modulation after propagation through fiber under study and the spatial
filter indicates mode coupling in the fiber. In general, the value of τmn, the amplitude of
the harmonic with the period τmn, and the shape of the intermodal group delay spectrum
(the Fourier transform of the optical spectrum) give information on the type of interfering
modes, the coupling coefficient of the modes, and the type of mode coupling (distributed
or discrete), respectively.
Mode coupling in a TDCF was studied experimentally in [P2] for a 20 m long fiber
tapered down with an approximately linear axial profile from (core/cladding diameter
in µm) 650/40 to 110/6.5, i.e. with a tapering ratio of 6.5, and with core and cladding
NAs of 0.11 and 0.4, respectively. In such a fiber, the narrow end supports only the
fundamental mode, whereas in the wide end with V = 14 up to 100 modes can be guided.
The measurements were performed for coiling radii of 25 cm and 15 cm, and the effect
of local bending was studied for bends of 5 cm radius separately at one meter from the
wide end and three meters from the narrow end; both locations were in the multi-mode
section of the TDCF. An example measurement is shown in Figure 3.2 for the coiling
radius of 15 cm without local bending.
The results showed a few modes at the TDCF output, and an increasing number of
coupled modes with decreasing coil radius. The beam contrast measured for the co-
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Figure 3.2: (a) Optical spectrum measured after narrow-to-wide propagation through a TDCF
with a coiling radius of 15 cm and a SMF spatial filter. (b) The intermodal delay spectrum, i.e.
Fourier transform of the optical spectrum, and the near field (left inset) and far field (right inset)
beam profiles.
propagating scheme was found to be ∼ 70 % independent of the coiling radius, indicat-
ing that up to 30 % of the signal propagated in the higher order modes. The power cou-
pled out of the fundamental mode was distributed over an increasing number of modes
with decreasing radius of coiling. It was also found that local bending at the wide section
had little effect on mode coupling, whereas bending at the narrow (still multi-mode) sec-
tion caused strong coupling, essentially resulting in a multi-mode speckle pattern at the
output. This was attributed to the strong dependence of mode coupling coefficients on
the outer diameter of the fiber, i.e. Ωmn ∼ D−6 [100], and emphasizes the importance of
avoiding local bends especially in the narrow part of the multi-mode section of a TDCF
in practical operation.
The beam quality of the same TDCF was characterized by M2 and divergence mea-
surements for the 15 cm coil radius. Whereas the beam quality from the narrow single-
mode end was naturally diffraction limited, the wide end output beam from the 40 µm
core with NA=0.11 was measured to have an M2 of 1.06/1.2 and a divergence of 0.03
rad, characterized in the counter-propagation laser scheme. Theoretically, in the absence
of mode coupling the divergence would be even lower, approximately NA/T = 0.018
due to conservation of brightness. This discrepancy and the corresponding degradation
in beam quality result from the HOM excitation. The presence of a few high-brightness
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modes, however, has little effect on beam quality [98,99,101,102], and therefore allows
the realization of bright practical devices, although the HOM content could impede some
applications requiring e.g. high pointing stability.
3.3 Fundamental Mode Evolution
As noted in Chapter 1, in addition to low-NA LMA fibers with controlled bending [14,
27] and various types of microstructured fibers [33, 103], selective excitation of a single
mode (fundamental or another) in MM fiber has been found a feasible mode area scaling
method [23,104]. The results of preceding studies allow concluding that the contribution
to mode coupling by macrobending in DCFs with sufficiently large cladding diameter
is small, and it is possible for a single excited mode to propagate over long distances
without significant mode coupling, even if the core would support a very large number
of modes.
Typically, single mode excitation in a highly MM fiber requires either careful free-
space launching to the fundamental mode, or special techniques such as utilization of a
long-period fiber Bragg grating [24]. Adiabatic tapering in a TDCF is a simple method
for fundamental mode excitation with the input signal launched through the narrow SM
guiding end. Mode area scaling by tapering has been demonstrated e.g. in [105]; how-
ever, only few-cm-long tapers up to∼ 50 µm maximum core diameter have been studied
before.
Within this work, fundamental mode evolution was studied in several meters long
passive TDCFs by launching an input signal through the narrow end and recording the
output beam parameters at different axial locations via cut-back measurement [P3]. The
studied tapers were strictly SM in the narrow end and had an output core diameter up
to 117 µm, V up to 38, and T up to 18. Minimal defects and a uniform refractive index
profile of the fiber core were ensured by fabricating the tapers with the so-called rod-in-
tube method, i.e. the core was formed by a solid silica rod inserted into a cladding tube,
and the fibers were pulled directly from the aggregate.
Robust single fundamental mode propagation in the studied tapers was confirmed
by several techniques, including measurements on divergence and degree of polarization
at various cut-back lengths, as well as mode beating measurements. However, despite
the single-mode character of the output signal, the mode field at the output was found
to exhibit annular deformation in the near field (Figure 3.3). Since the mode content
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Figure 3.3: (a) The wide end output near field beam profiles of a 7-m passive TDCF at various
cut lengths / output core diameters. (b) The far field beam profiles at the largest and smallest out-
put core diameters with gaussian fits (red). (c) Measured axial stress and lower limit estimation
of the corresponding index change.
was unchanged, this deformation was attributed to built-in stress in the fibers, which was
measured to have an annular shape near the core-cladding boundary, resulting in a signif-
icant annular distortion of the core index profile [106]. Thermal annealing performed on
a short fiber piece was found to significantly reduce the built-in stress. The stress likely
arose due to inhomogeneous cooling of the fiber structure during drawing, or due to the
mismatch of the thermal expansion coefficients of core and cladding materials [107].
The requirements of rare-earth doping and bending can present problems in terms of
stress prevention [108, 109]; however, minimization of the built-in stress by annealing
procedures and varying the chemical compositions of the materials can be expected to
allow fundamental mode area scaling to very high core diameters.
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Continuous-Wave Fiber Lasers and
Amplifiers
As outlined in Chapter 1, the last two decades have seen tremendous progress in power
scaling of fiber devices. Recently, the theoretical upper limit for near-diffraction limited
output power from a single fiber was estimated to be as high as 36 kW, mostly based
on currently available technology [110]. However, various power scaling issues such
as thermal management may need to be considered already at output powers of a few
tens of watts, depending on application. Since the vast majority of fiber laser sales
lies in the mid-power marking and micromachining sector, it is often more important to
minimize the cost and complexity of a practical system than to aim for highest possible
output powers, and as noted above, pump diode cost typically constitutes most of the
fiber laser cost. In this chapter, state-of-the-art pump sources and pumping methods, as
well as their applicability to TDCFs will be discussed, followed by an overview of the
main limitations of power scaling of CW fiber devices and selected high-power results
obtained within this work.
4.1 Diode Pumping
Optical pumping is utilized in lasers and amplifiers based on doped-dielectric gain me-
dia, such as fiber lasers, to provide the required energy into the system. Although edge-
emitter diode pumping is nowadays by far the most common method, pumping by dis-
charge lamps or by other laser types are utilized for certain applications due to either
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low cost per watt or maximum achievable performance (e.g. pump brightness or spectral
versatility), respectively.
Compared to lamp pumping, the most important advantages of diode pumping in-
clude high electrical-to-optical conversion efficiency, long lifetime, compactness, high
beam quality, and narrow emission bandwidth. The two last-mentioned properties con-
tribute to higher overall wall-plug efficiency of the system, because the overlap of the
pump and signal emission can be higher, and the narrow line enables efficient direct
pumping of certain transitions of the active medium.
Diode pumps can be fabricated as single-emitters, diode bars or diode stacks, de-
pending on the required power. Diffraction-limited single emitters can be utilized in
very compact, even battery-powered, systems, and yield output powers up to 1 W. Broad-
area single-emitters with somewhat decreased beam quality can reach several watts, and
diode bars with multiple emitters side by side are capable of >100 W. Diode stacks, i.e.
multiple vertically stacked bars, can produce multiple kilowatts in a compact assembly.
However, the output beam quality and brightness decrease with increasing power, and
the asymmetric output beam often requires the use of beam shapers.
4.1.1 Pump Source Brightness
Although alternatives exists, direct diode pumping remains the most feasible approach
for the majority of solid state laser (SSL) applications. The lowest cost per watt is
achieved by lamp pumping; however, their low brightness and short lifetime consider-
ably limit the applicability. On the other hand, it is possible to use other high-brightness
pump lasers, such as in tandem pumping of fiber lasers; such schemes have been utilized
in all highest-power HPFL systems demonstrated to date [111]. In fact, tandem pumping
can remove the issue of pump brightness from HPFL power scaling consideration alto-
gether [112]. However, such an approach significantly adds to footprint and complexity,
and if the overall system cost is of concern, direct diode pumping is more reasonable for
most applications. Therefore, the diode pump brightness remains an important design
aspect in cost-effective industrial systems.
Brightness of a laser beam increases with increasing output power and beam quality.
The beam quality is commonly characterized by the BPP, defined as
BPP = w0θd [mm ·mrad], (4.1)
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where w0 is the beam waist radius and θd is the (far-field) beam divergence half-angle.
The beam quality factor M2 relates to BPP as
M2 =
pi
λ
·BPP. (4.2)
For a diffraction-limited beam, M2 = 1 and BPP ∼ 0.3 mm · mrad at 1 µm. Essentially,
both parameters describe the focusability of the beam for a given divergence angle, typ-
ically limited by the NA of the focusing lens.
HPFLs can be pumped by either a large number of broad-area single emitters or by
a smaller number of multi-emitter bars (or stacks). Over the recent years, a fierce debate
has been going on about the advantages of one method over the other, see e.g. [113].
Generally, single emitters offer much longer lifetimes, increased process yield, and
somewhat higher efficiency, whereas highest brightness can arguably be achieved with
diode bar pumps and the overall HPFL pump assembly can be significantly simpli-
fied [114–116]. Furthermore, single emitters typically do not require water cooling,
whereas bars exhibit less thermally-induced wavelength shift, and bar-pumped systems
are more robust due to facile elimination of back-reflections with a dichroic element in
the bulk pump assembly. Lower cost per watt of raw pump power arguably favors sin-
gle emitters; however, direct comparison is difficult due to varying required brightness,
limited disclosure, and often biased views of the manufacturers. Complications arise
from the need to consider several factors simultaneously for each application, including
the cost per watt, required brightness, and the integration cost, i.e. the cost of the entire
pumping scheme. State-of-the-art pump assemblies often pursue a compromise between
the two approaches, either by integrated packaging of multiple single emitters or by uti-
lizing short, few-emitter bars to gain some of the benefits typically associated to single
emitters.
4.1.2 Pumping Methods
Optically pumped lasers act as brightness converters, producing more applicable high-
brightness output from low-brightness pump light. The desirable feature of DCF devices
is that they are capable to perform the conversion at a very high efficiency. Further-
more, as shown in [P6], the use of a TDCF can provide several times higher brightness
enhancement compared to regular DCFs. The increased performance results from the
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possibility to launch the pump through the wide taper end, enabling the use of low-
brightness (low-cost) pump sources in a simple coupling scheme.
In general, the pump light is launched into an optically-pumped gain medium either
by side pumping or by end pumping. Depending on the type of the laser, either ap-
proach can offer certain advantages. In the case of HPFL pumping, side pumping allows
multi-point pump injection providing higher damage threshold and leaves the fiber ends
available for handling the signal. However, the pump scheme is typically rather compli-
cated and requires critical components, e.g. side pump combiners susceptible to thermal
damage and high brightness sources.
Examples of side pumping methods include the V-groove technique [117], fused
[118, 119] or non-fused [120] side pump couplers, and evanescent coupling [121]. The
first method is based on small grooves etched on the side of the fiber that can be used to
launch the pump light perpendicularly from outside the fiber and allows good distribution
of the pump light as well as a scalable number of injection points, as do the side pump
couplers. However, the launching schemes for these methods are often laborious to
implement and not very robust. The evanescent coupling methods are based on bringing
the signal fiber cladding and the multi-mode pump fiber(s) into optical contact during
fiber fabrication or by fusing them manually at a later stage. This technique has been
utilized successfully in commercial high-power systems.
The end-pumped HPFL scheme, widely used due to its simplicity, can be realized
by directly launching the pump light from a beam-shaped bar or stack, or via delivery
cable by either splicing it to the active fiber or by free-space coupling between the two
fibers. Directly integrated launching of bar or stack emission decreases the system cost;
however, the use of hermetically packaged fiber-coupled pump unit(s), as in this work,
is often more robust and flexible especially for research purposes. Furthermore, splicing
the single pump fiber directly to the active fiber protects the vulnerable end face; how-
ever, it requires cavity termination between the fibers by a fiber Bragg grating (FBG)
and denies signal output from the pump side. For a TDCF device, inherently suitable
for single-end pumping, the simplest method is to use free-space coupling between the
fibers, allowing facile pump-side signal delivery with a dichroic element in addition to
high flexibility.
Another approach, enabling both the fiber end protection by splicing and the pump-
side signal output, is to utilize a pump combiner (fiber bundle) spliced to the active fiber.
Figure 4.1 shows example combiners used in this work and pump units with pigtails
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spliced to the combiner ports. The current ”industry-standard” end-pump combiners are
rather similar, with six multi-mode pump fibers (e.g. D = 200 µm, NA = 0.22) surround-
ing a double-clad signal fiber. State-of-the-art fiber-coupled pump units are capable of
delivering near-kW power into one standard pump port with BPP = 44 mm · mrad (775
W in [116]). Such a brightness would allow all-fiber (6+1)-to-1 single-end delivery of
up to 4.5 kW of pump power into an all-glass TDCF with a relatively modest wide end
cladding diameter of 1 mm and a typical fill factor of 0.15/0.22. Allowing robust mono-
lithic integration, pump combiners are often the go-to solution for commercial devices,
although they typically need to be tailored for each active fiber type, and the fabrication
of custom high-quality combiners is not trivial.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.1: (a) An exemplar of a 7-port pump combiner. The central fiber is often double-clad
to yield a (6+1)-to-1 combiner with signal delivery. (b) Fiber-coupled pump units used with the
combiner in (a). (c) Micrographs of fused combiners fabricated within this work: the endface of
a 7-to-1 tapered fiber bundle for end pumping (upper) and a 1-to-1 side pump combiner cleaved
near the narrow end of the tapered pump fiber, partially fused into the active DCF (lower).
4.2 Power Scaling Considerations
As noted in Chapter 1, significant efforts to pursue ever higher output brightness from
fiber devices are in active progress. It has become common to refer to any improvement
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in device output power as power scaling regardless of the method, although it can be
debated whether e.g. end-pumped fiber lasers should be considered power-scalable at
all [122]. Nevertheless, single-fiber near-diffraction-limited devices with several tens of
kW CW output seem to be manageable. Some of the methods and problems related to
generation and handling of high power levels will be discussed in this section. Although
the approach proposed in this thesis mainly targets practical kW CW level devices, most
of the covered topics related to power scaling become relevant already at much lower
power levels.
It should be noted that MM fiber devices with up to 100 kW output power and BPP∼
10 mm ·mrad are nowadays commercially available [18] with several hundred kW to be
expected in the near future. However, such systems are typically realized by incoherently
combining the output of many SM devices into a single MM delivery fiber. In this
section, only power scaling of near-diffraction-limited devices will be considered.
4.2.1 Thermal and Material Limitations
Due to the nonzero quantum defect and non-radiative decay mechanisms, significant
amount of heat can be generated in the active core of a fiber laser or amplifier. Although
optical (glass) fibers can safely withstand relatively high temperatures up to hundreds of
◦C, in the absence of appropriate cooling the excess heat can lead to thermal fracture,
melting of the core, or thermal lensing. These effects have been analyzed in [110, 123],
indicating that fracture and melting generally do not fundamentally limit the achievable
CW power, provided that sufficiently robust coating material is utilized along with forced
cooling. Typically, air cooling is not sufficient for output power levels beyond a few
hundred watts, and water cooling must be used instead (Figure 4.2a).
Thermal lensing, on the other hand, was established as a fundamental limit in [110]
for step-index fibers with very large core sizes. A thermal lens forms in the fiber core
when the transversal temperature gradient either modifies the refractive index via the
thermo-optic effect, or gives rise to mechanical stresses that in turn result in a transver-
sal index gradient. Until recently, fiber devices were regarded as largely immune to
thermal lensing due to the inherent excellent heat dissipation. The pursuit for higher
brightness has, however, led to higher thermal loads per meter and higher core areas,
i.e. designs with thermal issues resembling those of solid-state rod lasers. Furthermore,
recent studies indicate problems with thermally-induced degradation of the modal con-
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tent [124–127]. This so-called mode instability seems to arise in several types of active
fibers at relatively low output powers of a few hundred watts, often with a very sharp
onset, and currently hinders the bleeding-edge work on CW HPFL power scaling. The
origin of the effect has been traced to local variation of deposited quantum defect heat
load caused by intermodal beating, and resulting in an index grating due to the emerged
temperature gradient [128]. However, for coherent coupling of the fundamental mode
to a HOM, a phase shift between the irradiance profile and the index perturbation is re-
quired. Such a phase shift can be produced by a moving irradiance pattern that could
result from a frequency shift between the light in the two modes [124]. The effect was
recently identified as a manifestation of stimulated thermal Rayleigh scattering, and it
is somewhat analogous to SBS (Section 4.2.2) [129, 130]. The frequency offset corre-
sponding to maximum gain for the HOM is inversely proportional to the effective mode
area of the LMA fiber [131], indicating that the effect could be mitigated to some extent
in a TDCF with continuously longitudinally varying effective mode area. However, this
mitigation effect remains to be experimentally confirmed.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: (a) Cooling of a TDCF HPFL pump end under kW-level pumping. The part of
the active fiber with the highest heat load is sandwiched in a groove between two water-cooled
aluminum blocks with silicone heat-sink paste in between to provide better thermal contact. (b)
COD in the core near signal output resulting from a fiber fuse effect. The effect arises when
plasma ignited by e.g. a burning dust particle at the fiber end face propagates along the core by
creating high-absorption spots at the extremely heated locations.
Despite the low signal absorption in silica-based HPFLs, high peak intensities partic-
ularly at the output end face of the fiber can lead to catastrophic optical damage (COD)
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for the intensity range of ∼ 10-20 W/µm2 [111, 132]. Due to the complexity of the
topic (particularly for pulsed devices), clear-cut damage thresholds are difficult to estab-
lish. The damage threshold may depend on host glass composition and doping, and can
be significantly different for bulk and surface of the fiber, depending on surface qual-
ity. The latter issue often necessitates the utilization of end caps to expand the mode
prior to exiting the fiber, raising the damage threshold level to that of the bulk glass.
In addition, damage mechanisms arising exclusively in fibers, such as the fiber fuse ef-
fect [133, 134] (Figure 4.2b) may need to be considered. However, in CW devices COD
does not fundamentally limit the achievable output power for currently available pump
diode brightness, although the situation may change in the near future with the ever-
increasing brightness of diode pump sources [110].
4.2.2 Fiber Nonlinearities
While nonlinear effects in fibers present an extensively studied branch of optics with
numerous useful applications, in the context of (peak) power scaling they impose cer-
tain limitations and are generally considered parasitic. In CW devices, typically only
stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) and stimulated Brillouin scattering need to be con-
sidered, as the thresholds of other nonlinear effects by far exceed those of SRS and SBS.
In addition, the susceptibility of a device to each effect directly depends on the emission
linewidth; broadband emission is generally limited by SRS, whereas narrow-line devices
are limited by SBS at much lower output power.
Raman scattering refers to the scattering of an incident photon by a molecule that
results in a frequency-downshifted photon and excitation of the molecule to a higher-
energy vibrational state. SRS arises from the Raman effect much like laser operation
arises from spontaneous emission, and can transfer a large fraction of the optical energy
to the Stokes wave at a longer wavelength. The output power at which the transferred
power becomes significant is referred to as the SRS threshold [135]. The SRS threshold
increases with mode area and decreases with increasing fiber length; therefore, despite
the low Raman gain coefficient in silica (∼ 10−13 m/W [136]), the large intensity and
long interaction length in HPFLs can easily meet the threshold condition. In fused sil-
ica, the Raman-gain spectrum peaks at 13.2 THz [137], resulting in a Stokes line shifted
from e.g. a 1080-nm pump wave to 1130 nm. The broadband nature of the Raman-gain
spectrum in silica is utilized in widely-tunable Raman lasers, or in broadband Raman
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amplifiers. Furthermore, the generated Stokes wave can generate a second-order wave
and so on, yielding multiple cascaded Stokes orders separated by 13.2 THz frequency
gaps. Finally, approaches for SRS suppression are based on wavelength-dependent loss
mechanisms [138, 139]; however, their implementation is not straightforward. SRS fun-
damentally limits the output power of broadband CW HPFLs for long fiber lengths and
small to moderate core sizes [110].
Stimulated Brillouin scattering can be described as the scattering of the pump wave
from a moving refractive index grating in the fiber core. The index grating emerges
due to a longitudinally propagating acoustic wave induced by the pump field via elec-
trostriction [140]. The pump-induced Bragg grating scatters the pump light resulting in a
Stokes wave with frequency downshifted according to the Doppler shift from the grating
moving at the acoustic velocity. The acoustic frequency depends on the scattering angle
with the maximum effect in the backward direction, and SBS in practice produces only a
backscattered wave [137]. The Brillouin frequency shift and gain bandwidth are orders
of magnitude smaller than the corresponding values for SRS, due to being related to the
acoustic frequency and damping time of the acoustic wave (acoustic phonon lifetime),
respectively. The SBS threshold is determined by the Brillouin gain coefficient, which
in silica fiber depends on the pump linewidth with a peak value of 5 ·10−11 m/W [135]
for a very narrow line. Sufficiently narrow emission bandwidth with Brillouin gain co-
efficient near the peak value limits the operation to much lower power levels compared
to broadband devices; up to 2 kW maximum achievable power in Yb:silica HPFLs com-
pared to 36 kW for SRS-limited broadband emission [110]. Methods for increasing the
SBS threshold include waveguide modification with longitudinally-varying core diame-
ter [47, 141], refractive index profile [142], or strain distribution [143], and introduction
of an acoustic-guiding layer around the core [144]. Special doping profiles can be used
to efficiently reduce the overlap of optical and acoustic modes in the fiber core [145].
Furthermore, SBS can be mitigated by a longitudinal temperature gradient, either exter-
nally applied, or naturally present due to pump absorption in end-pumped devices [146].
A combination of the above methods has allowed generation of more than 500 W single-
frequency output with high beam quality by utilizing a SBS-mitigating fiber with tailored
dopant profile [147].
Another notable manifestation of nonlinear effects in CW fiber devices is sustained
self-pulsing (SSP), first reported in 1997 [53] and consequently investigated in a number
of studies. The effect arises either due to the interplay of cascaded Rayleigh scatter-
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ing and SBS [53, 148], or relaxation oscillations and saturable signal reabsorption in a
weakly-pumped section of the fiber [149,150]. SSP generally becomes more pronounced
with decreasing cavity Q-factor, i.e. with increasing output coupler transmission and
parasitic cavity loss [151, 152]. The high peak powers generated by the initial SSP
mechanism may initiate a cascade of nonlinear processes, namely SRS, self-phase mod-
ulation (SPM), cross-phase modulation (XPM), and four-wave mixing (FWM), leading
to supercontinuum (SC) generation. The SSP effect can be suppressed in some cases by
improving the intracavity pump distribution [153] or by extending the active fiber with
a passive section [154]. Figure 4.3 shows an exemple of a temporal instability and the
optical spectrum associated to SSP [P2].
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Figure 4.3: (a) An example of a chaotic SSP pulse. (b) Typical optical spectrum of SSP with
sufficient peak power to exceed SRS threshold. In addition to the signal at 1090 nm, two Stokes
orders emerged at approximately 13 THz intervals are visible.
4.2.3 Other Limitations
For practical diode-pumped Yb-doped CW HPFLs, pump brightness (Section 4.1.1) may
limit power scaling for devices with relatively small core area and short active fiber
length. The small core area alleviates thermal lensing and the short fiber length allows
to mitigate SRS and SBS; however, both adversely affect the absorption of pump light.
For efficient laser operation, nearly all pump radiation needs to be absorbed in the active
core, however, the core absorption (doping level) is limited by quenching effects [155]
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and photodarkening [68]. For a given core absorption, the high-absorption requirement
in turn limits the cladding diameter, and thus the launchable pump power with given
brightness. However, the pump power limitation should not be taken as a hard limit, as
the progress in diode technology constantly increases the available brightness. Novel
materials may allow higher doping levels, relaxing the brightness limit. Furthermore,
methods such as tandem pumping may be utilized to circumvent the problem, albeit at
the expense of increased system complexity. These approaches will be discussed further
in Section 4.2.4.
In any LMA technology, the mode size is scaled up to reduce the in-core intensity.
The increase in mode field diameter (MFD) involves two detrimental effects, namely
increased susceptibility to coupling to other modes, and sensitivity to mode shape and
area changes due to bending (coiling) of the fiber. The former effect stems from the
fact that increasing the effective area of the (fundamental) mode in most conventional
fiber designs leads to a decrease in the effective index difference between neighboring
modes, facilitating coupling between the modes [110]. Furthermore, bending of an LMA
fiber contracts the effective mode area, and may severely limit the realization of prac-
tical devices for core diameters larger than a few tens of µm, as the use of long fibers
is necessary due to the high-absorption requirement and bending can not be avoided
altogether [110, 156].
Finally, for broadband ASE sources required for certain applications, output power
is limited to much lower level by parasitic lasing due to the characteristic high fiber gain.
Nevertheless, superfluorescent fiber devices have been demonstrated up to 100-W level
by utilizing sophisticated feedback suppression techniques [157].
4.2.4 Auxiliary Scaling Methods
To reach extremely high powers, it has become common to utilize master oscillator –
(fiber) power amplifier schemes in both CW and pulsed devices. In fact, many com-
mercial ”fiber lasers” consist of a low-power seed laser (often not a fiber laser), and
one or several amplifier stages; the (average) in-core intensity is always lower in an am-
plifier than in a laser with similar output power. In addition, the length of the power
amplifier stage can be minimized to mitigate nonlinearities, and by counter-pumping
the effective length can be shortened further. Another significant advantage of a MOPA
system is increased flexibility; system architecture can be modular, different gain fibers
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can be utilized for the stages, and bandwidth control and wavelength tuning are sub-
stantially easier to realize in a low-power seed source. As an example, a high-power
single-frequency fiber source is difficult to establish, whereas amplification of an exter-
nal low-power source is relatively simple. However, there are drawbacks to the fiber
MOPA approach, namely higher sensitivity to back reflections and increased system
complexity. The high gain typically requires feedback suppression by angle-cleaved
fiber ends and optical isolators after each amplifier stage. The major advantages still
make MOPAs worthwhile particularly in pulsed applications (cf. Section 5.2.4); the
scheme is even more common due to the facile pulse parameter control at the low-power
seed oscillator.
A somewhat less common technical development is the tandem-pumping approach,
i.e. pumping of a fiber laser (amplifier) by fiber lasers. Recently, the maximum output
power from a tandem-pumped single-fiber Yb device was estimated to be more than 70
kW [112], nearly twice the power limit estimated for directly diode-pumped devices.
The scaling limit increase stems from the substantially increased brightness compared
to diode pumps, essentially removing the pump brightness limitation from power scal-
ing consideration altogether. Furthermore, the decreased overall thermal load resulting
from the lower achievable quantum defect, reduced gain for unwanted modes, and po-
tential mitigation of photodarkening significantly benefit the tandem-pumped architec-
ture [158]. However, the increased system complexity and reduced wall-plug efficiency
may limit the practicality of tandem-pumped devices. Near-diffraction-limited single-
fiber output power of 10 kW at 1070 nm, demonstrated experimentally by IPG [159],
was realized via tandem-pumped MOPA system, utilizing several sub-kW Yb-doped
fiber lasers at 1018 nm as pump units. Although kW-class near-diffraction-limited pow-
ers have been achieved from directly diode-pumped fiber lasers [160], all reported output
powers above ∼3 kW have to date been achieved via tandem pumping [111].
Because the hard limits of power handling in Yb3+:silica fibers are already in sight,
alternative dopant and host materials have started to attract attention in terms of highest
achievable powers. Recently, it was estimated that the limits for Tm3+-doped silica fibers
are similar to, and for Er3+-doped even higher than, their Yb3+-doped counterparts,
assuming the core area could be scaled accordingly without loss of brightness [161].
Phosphate host glasses could offer another interesting prospect due to the shorter possi-
ble fiber lengths achievable with higher absorption due to increased rare-earth solubility.
However, currently available phosphate hosts suffer from extremely high background
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loss [162], severely limiting the practical length of the active fiber. Finally, rod-like Yb-
doped yttrium-aluminum-garnet (YAG) fibers with low Brillouin gain could potentially
exhibit an order of magnitude higher narrowband (SBS-limited) output powers than sil-
ica fibers, though not with currently achievable background loss. Although promising in
terms of hard physical limits, such new approaches still require substantial advances in
materials development to become practical. [161]
Finally, the techniques of beam combining offer a scaling method independent of
single-device limitations. Albeit not limited to scaling of fiber systems, recent results in
spectral and coherent beam combining of fiber lasers and amplifiers have been promis-
ing. Beam combining potentially allows significant increase in output power, and more
importantly, brightness, with the final combined output power emerging from a passive
component, e.g. a delivery fiber. Beam-combined fiber systems have been realized with
various different combining methods, with multi-kW output powers demonstrated with
both spectral [163] and coherent [164] beam combining, and attractive prospects for fur-
ther scaling. Arguably, an order-of-magnitude combined single-aperture power increase
should be within reach [165]. However, due to challenging technical issues, the output
powers currently achievable from single devices have not yet been reached with beam
combining.
4.3 Practical High-Power Devices
As noted above, the fundamental limit for single-aperture, diode-pumped Yb-doped fiber
lasers (amplifiers) was recently estimated to be approximately 36 kW for SRS-limited
and 2 kW for SBS-limited devices. In addition to the limit due to nonlinear scattering
for long fibers, both cases were found to be limited by pump brightness for short-length
and small-core fibers, and by thermal lensing for large-core fibers. However, these levels
can only be achieved assuming perfect scaling of the fundamental mode for very large
core diameters. With state-of-the-art pump technology, the minimal core diameters re-
quired to achieve the above mentioned maxima were more than 60 µm in both cases,
corresponding to approximate MFD of 50 µm and effective mode area of 2000 µm2 for
step-index fiber [110]. Although much larger effective mode areas have been reported in
the laboratory, the practicality of many scaling approaches remains unclear. The mode
area of a standard SMF is only ∼ 100 µm, and commercial LMA devices are typically
limited to mode areas below 1000 µm2. An additional practical limitation in conven-
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tional step-index fibers arises from decrease in effective mode area due to bending of
large-core fibers [166].
As mentioned in Chapter 1, several MFD scaling methods are currently actively stud-
ied. Most of these methods are based on either low-NA fibers with controlled bending,
microstructured PCFs or LCFs, or selective excitation of the fundamental mode or cer-
tain HOM in a multi-mode fiber. In a TDCF, mode area scaling can be achieved with
inherent selective fundamental mode excitation without cumbersome free-space launch
schemes or problems with large-core fusion splices that may induce HOM coupling. The
difficulties with low-NA engineering, bend control, and application-specific microstruc-
ture design can be alleviated, while the bendable long fiber still retains the advantages
regarding thermal management and substantial absorption length. Nevertheless, care
must be taken with bending to avoid significant mode coupling and bend-induced mode
area deformation in the large-core section. Moreover, the preform should be fabricated
so that the radial refractive index profile of the core is flat, as the large-area mode es-
sentially follows the profile in the wide part of the TDCF, and e.g. a central dip in the
profile common to CVD-preforms can be detrimental to the output beam quality [160].
Even with careful index control, difficulties may arise due to mechanical stress built in
the fiber during drawing, as explained in section 3.3.
In addition to fundamental power limits and mode area scaling, multiple practical
aspects need to be considered when assessing the expediency of a fiber device for a
given application. These factors include the choice of pump source (diode bar or sin-
gle emitter), cavity design and feasibility of MOPA approach, cooling arrangement and
packaging issues, required brightness, and the overall system cost. The inherent ben-
efits of TDCFs mentioned above can be exploited to realize highly practical trade-offs
between these factors. In this work, various types of TDCF devices have been studied in
different optical configurations, some of which are shown schematically in Figure 4.4.
The novel type of active medium and non-existent preceding HPFL research at ORC
posed significant technical challenges in the early stages of the work. Near-diffraction-
limited CW TDCF lasers were first demonstrated as proof of principle in [P1], followed
by efforts to increase output power by improvements in pumping technology and fiber
design [P4, P5], finally resulting in a high-power, highly efficient 750-W laser, still lim-
ited only by pump power [P6]. This progress is summarized in Figure 4.5, and leaves
significant room for further scaling with respect to fundamental limits. However, invest-
ments in significantly more powerful pump units is not sensible for small-footprint de-
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vices targeted for .1 kW. At later stages of the work, the studied devices were designed
mountable into a standard 19" rack, and a fully packaged ∼ 100-W turn-key prototype
was assembled for pre-commercialization testing in materials processing applications
(Figure 4.6).
Whereas a TDCF laser suffers from contrast degradation due to mode coupling and
other associated problems (Section 2.3), a in narrow-to-wide propagation TW TDCF
amplifier such drawbacks can be avoided. Therefore, several TDCF MOPA systems
were constructed throughout the work, and a high-gain CW amplifier was demonstrated
in [P7] (Figures 4.4b and 4.7). High-power LMA amplifiers are often based on cascaded
design (e.g. [167, 168]), with successively increasing mode areas of the active fibers.
Typically, this approach requires careful free-space alignment into each (few-moded)
fiber, or multiple fusion splices with mode conversion, potentially inducing mode cou-
pling or compromising the practicality of the system. Conversely, a TDCF gain medium
can be used to replace two or more stages to form a compact, monolithic scheme with
a single pump launch point, enabling the use of simple diode-bar pump units. Further-
more, in applications requiring narrow linewidth, a TDCF device inherently benefits
from both the varying core diameter and temperature gradient induced by end-pumping,
both of which have been found to significantly mitigate SBS [47,141,146]. Narrowband
and single-frequency fiber sources, preferred for applications such as beam combining,
range finding and LIDAR, and nonlinear frequency conversion, typically comprise mul-
tiple amplifier stages with moderate gain of 18 dB – 22 dB [147, 167, 169–171] in the
final power amplifier stage. The single-stage high-power TDCF amplifier demonstrated
in [P7] featured a gain of more than 25 dB for narrow line signal amplification, and
nearly 40 dB gain for broadband ASE seed amplification.
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Figure 4.4: Schematics of optical setups used in this work. (a) A generic free-space-pumped
setup, utilized in this work to construct different types of TDCF lasers or superfluorescent
sources. A monolithic scheme can be realized with fiberized versions of the components, and
by replacing the pump coupling with a pump/signal combiner at the wide end of the taper as
described in Section 4.1.2. AR — anti-reflection. (b) A typical MOPA setup, as utilized e.g. in
[P7]. The choice of seed source depends on desired characteristics, microchip lasers, (modulated)
diodes, and distributed feedback (DFB) lasers are fairly common. In high-power, narrowband,
and pulsed systems one or several preamplifier stages are often used between the seed source
and the final power amplifier, and cascaded schemes typically require isolators and ASE filters
between stages. A monolithic MOPA can be realized with in-line components much like its laser
counterpart. CMS — cladding mode stripper, LR — low-reflection.
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Figure 4.6: (a) A 750-W TDCF laser operating in the laboratory. Most of the fiber rests on
grooves etched on a water-cooled aluminum plate, and the free-space pump launch unit and
cooling element for the pump launch end of the fiber can be seen in the background. (b) A
packaged mid-power laser prototype featuring a touch-screen user interface.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Output power and backward-propagating power of the narrowband TDCF ampli-
fier demonstrated in [P7], with the insets showing the gain as a function of launched seed power
for several launched pump powers, and the near field output beam profile. The output power was
limited by available pump power, whereas the maximum gain was limited to 24 dB – 26 dB by
the onset of self-pulsing due to the interplay of ASE, distributed Rayleigh backscattering, and
SBS. (b) The same amplifier seeded by broadband ASE was limited to lower output power by
spurious lasing; however, nearly 40 dB gain could be achieved without output power degradation
due to the absence of temporal instabilities triggered by SBS.
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Pulsed Fiber Lasers and Amplifiers
Several inherent features of fiber devices would make them a desirable choice for var-
ious purposes requiring short optical pulses, particularly in the important application
ranges of remote sensing and micromachining. Traditionally, such applications have
been dominated by bulk diode-pumped solid state lasers (DPSSL), although they suffer
from thermally induced aberrations with increasing average powers. Conversely, in fiber
devices the well-distributed thermal load and robust waveguiding substantially mitigate
such problems. However, the high in-fiber intensities and long interaction lengths can
result in various nonlinear effects, limiting the use of pulsed fiber devices to telecom-
munications and certain niche applications with modest pulse energies and peak powers.
Using methods developed primarily for CW power scaling, state-of-the art pulsed fiber
devices can nowadays produce ns-pulse energies in the 10-mJ range [172], and kW-
class average powers of ultrafast pulse trains [173] with near-diffraction-limited beam
quality. In this chapter, common methods of pulse generation are introduced. Power
scaling of pulsed fiber devices, nonlinear effects in fibers, and their operational impact
are discussed addressing primarily TDCF devices. Finally, several pulsed fiber device
applications will be covered, particularly the generation of high-energy supercontinuum
demonstrated within this work.
5.1 Pulse Generation Methods
Different types of laser sources can be utilized to produce very short pulse durations
and high spatial coherence that enable very high focused intensities. Compared to CW
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lasers, pulsed laser sources offer additional degrees of freedom for applications, namely
pulse duration, pulse energy, peak power, and repetition rate (duty cycle). Several laser
pulse generation methods exists; however, the most utilized methods are mode locking,
gain switching, and Q-switching.
Mode locking is the dominant technique for ultrashort pulse generation with typical
repetition rates of tens of MHz to 100 GHz, determined by the round-trip time of the
resonator. Mode locking refers to the oscillation of axial resonator modes with a fixed
phase relationship. It is convenient to consider the technique in the time domain with a
single pulse circulating in the cavity and amplifying during each round trip in the gain
medium. The pulse duration is typically between tens of fs to tens of ps, determined by
various effects during propagation through the resonator. Due to relatively high repe-
tition rate, the pulse energy from a mode-locked laser is low, typically from picojoules
to hundreds of nanojoules [174]. Mode-locked operation requires fast intracavity loss
modulation opening the low-loss time window resulting in pulse shaping, and leading
to a steady state with the shortening effect balanced by pulse-broadening effects such
as chromatic dispersion. The modulation needs to be synchronized with the resonator
round-trip time, and can be realized actively e.g. by an electro-optic modulator (EOM)
or passively by a saturable absorber. Mode-locked RE-doped fiber lasers are typically
realized with passive modulators, resulting in compact and robust setups that enable sub-
ps pulse durations due to the large gain bandwidth. However, the long interaction length
and small mode area lead to high nonlinearity and dispersion that need to be taken into
account. In this work, a mW-level ultrafast mode-locked fiber laser was utilized as a seed
source for proof-of-concept demonstration of amplification in a TDCF to 10 W average
output power with high efficiency and free from SBS [P1].
Gain switching refers to pulse generation by modulating the pump power of the laser.
Although different types of lasers can be gain-switched, the method is most commonly
applied to semiconductor lasers to produce nanosecond or even shorter pulses with facile
electronic control of pulse duration, pulse shape, and repetition rate. Albeit the directly
achievable pulse energy is low, the simplicity of pulse generation and good control of
pulse parameters make gain switching an attractive technique e.g. for seeding a fiber
amplifier with a modulated diode. Fiber gain media are too slow for practical gain-
switching, thus Q-switching is typically used for direct high-energy pulse generation.
Q-switching is based on modulation of the cavity Q-factor by varying the resonator
loss. Initially, the high-loss modulator state prevents lasing and allows high energy stor-
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age in the cavity. Then the loss is abruptly reduced, resulting in substantial net gain and
exponential increase in intracavity power until the gain is saturated and the power begins
to decay. Most of the energy stored in the gain medium can be extracted by the short
pulse; therefore, high active volume and long upper state lifetime are desirable to achieve
energetic pulses. Q-switching is a relatively simple method for direct generation of in-
tense ns-pulses, and although ultrashort pulses can not be generated, the high achievable
energies make Q-switching the method of choice for many applications. Q-switching
can be active or passive, using e.g. an acousto-optic modulator (AOM), or a passive
saturable absorber, respectively. Due to the omission of the active modulator and control
electronics, passive Q-switching is significantly simpler to implement, although it pro-
vides less pulse control and typically lower pulse energy. Pulse energies of several joules
are possible with large-footprint systems, whereas pulses generated directly from fiber
lasers are typically limited to the mJ-level. In-line modulators required for Q-switched
all-fiber setups are usually limited to SM fiber devices, which lead to nonlinearity and
damage issues for high pulse energies, and bulk modulators are required to achieve the
highest energies. Figure 5.1 shows a typical setup for high-energy actively Q-switched
LMA fiber laser utilized in [P8] with a TDCF gain fiber.
High-energy pulsed sources are preferably realized using MOPA configurations for
better pulse parameter control. Particularly in the ultrafast regime with relatively high
repetition rate, the directly-generated pulse energy is low, and further amplification is
usually required. Ultrashort pulse amplification schemes include single- or multi-pass
bulk solid-state amplifiers, regenerative amplifiers with an auxiliary resonator and an
external switch, and optical parametric amplifiers. Fiber amplifiers, in particular, offer
a large gain bandwidth and a high gain, and are suitable for scaling the signal to very
high average powers. However, the achievable peak power is limited by nonlinearities,
thus fiber amplifiers are typically used for relatively high repetition rates and mid-range
pulse energies.
5.2 Pulse Energy and Peak Power Scaling
Generally, both nanosecond-range and ultrafast fiber systems are limited to somewhat
lower average powers than corresponding CW devices due to high peak power and en-
ergy of the short pulses. Factors limiting the output power include COD in the bulk or
at surfaces, nonlinear optical effects, and extraction of energy from the gain fiber. Al-
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Figure 5.1: A high-energy Q-switched TDCF laser setup with the loss modulation provided by
a free-space AOM [P8].
though thermal effects are often a lesser concern, for pulsed devices with high average
power all the issues discussed in Section 4.2.1 need to be taken into account as well.
5.2.1 Fiber Damage
Material damage ultimately limits the achievable peak power in fiber devices, and the
underlying physical processes responsible for the dielectric breakdown include various
mechanisms. The critical peak intensity in Yb-doped silica fibers has been estimated
to be approximately 450 GW/cm2 (4.5 kW/µm2) independent of pulse duration above
50 ps, i.e. the damage fluence increases linearly with the pulse duration τp [175, 176].
Several preceding experimental studies, however, reported a τ0.5p fluence dependence
with significantly lower damage thresholds [177,178]. For pulses shorter than a few tens
of picoseconds the damage fluence in silica increases with the pulse duration as well,
albeit with a weaker dependence (τ0.33p in [179]).
Enlargement of the mode area alleviates damage issues by reducing the in-fiber inten-
sity. However, the critical intensity only scales with the mode area up to certain critical
power set by self-focusing due to the intensity-dependent refractive index (Kerr effect,
Section 5.2.2). The critical power for the fundamental mode LP01 in silica fibers can
be estimated to be ∼ 5 MW for 1 µm wavelength independent of mode area [180, 181],
thus exhibiting a fundamental limit for peak power scaling in silica fibers. The damage
threshold for the fiber facets can be significantly lower than the bulk threshold. Although
the difference should theoretically be small, up to an order of magnitude lower thresh-
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olds (40 GW/cm2) are often observed in practice due to non-ideal cleaving or polishing
processes [42]. However, the issue of surface damage can usually be avoided by end-
capping, i.e. splicing a short segment of non-guiding silica at the output end face to
substantially expand the beam prior to the glass-air interface, without degradation of the
beam quality.
5.2.2 Fiber Nonlinearities
The combination of very high intensity and long interaction length in fiber devices makes
them highly susceptible to various nonlinear effects. Whereas many of the effects can be
exploited for applications, in terms of peak power scaling they are considered detrimen-
tal, and in practical devices encountered in the form of SBS, SRS, SPM, XPM, FWM,
and self-focusing.
The effects of SBS and SRS were already considered in Section 4.2.2; however, in
the pulsed regime some additional details should be noted. SBS is typically not an issue
for pulses shorter than a few ns due to the large bandwidth of a short pulse, and reduced
spatial overlap over the fiber length. For instance, the spectral width of a transform-
limited 3-ns pulse already exceeds the typical Brillouin gain bandwidth, and the (spatial)
length of such a pulse in fiber is less than 1 m, resulting in a relatively short overlap
with the counterpropagating Stokes pulse. Several factors may affect the susceptibility
to SBS, e.g. effective seeding of SBS by signal components at the Stokes frequency,
cumulative SBS build-up by several pulses of a high-repetition-rate train with period
less than the phonon lifetime, and the contribution of parasitic optical feedback on SBS.
In contrast, the gain bandwidth of SRS is large enough to generate Stokes components
even for very short pulses, and the generated Stokes pulse co-propagates with the input
beam. However, due to the large group velocity dispersion, ultrashort pulses accumulate
significant delay with respect to the generated Stokes pulse (temporal walk-off), resulting
in substantial mitigation of the effect for τp . 10-ps pulses.
In contrast to CW devices, in addition to stimulated inelastic scattering, several other
nonlinear effects can be significant in short-pulse operation. The intensity-dependent
refractive index, i.e. the Kerr effect, causes an intrapulse phase shift referred to as SPM.
The phase shift in turn leads to chirping of the pulse, detrimental for ultrashort pulse
quality, and broadening of the output spectrum, which may hinder linewidth-sensitive
applications. If the signal exhibits multiple frequencies, their nonlinear phase shifts can
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become coupled (XPM), with potentially further increased spectral broadening. Whereas
SPM can be regarded as a temporal manifestation of the Kerr effect, its spatial counter-
part is self-focusing due to peaking of local intensity at the beam axis. As noted above,
the critical power for self-focusing is independent of mode area, resulting in a funda-
mental peak power scaling limit. Finally, the effect of FWM leads to power transfer to
spectral sidebands and can become important for applications demanding high spectral
purity, especially if the sideband frequencies are effectively seeded by adjacent signal
frequency components similarly to seeding of SBS mentioned above. [137]
5.2.3 Amplified Spontaneous Emission
The maximum extractable pulse energy is a key characteristic of a fiber device, and in Q-
switched fiber lasers it scales linearly with effective mode area. Given the peak intensity
below material damage threshold and a tolerable level of nonlinear distortions, the limit
to energy extraction is ultimately amplified spontaneous emission. ASE is problematic
especially in low-repetition-rate devices, as the long inter-pulse period allows for signifi-
cant ASE accumulation. In addition, ASE co-propagating with the output signal reduces
the signal-to-noise ratio. Furthermore, the presence of spurious reflections in an ampli-
fier enhances all the adverse effects of ASE due to the emerging multi-pass behavior.
Although high inversion (gain) between pulses is required for high energy extraction, it
also favors ASE and can lead to spurious lasing e.g. by distributed Rayleigh scattering,
even if isolators and other feedback suppression mechanisms are applied.
Energy scaling of Q-switched fiber lasers is of interest particularly because many
industrial and LIDAR applications require energetic pulses with tens of ns duration at
low duty cycles. Suitable high-energy fiber sources include rod-type PCFs and low-NA
LMA DCFs; however, sources of this type are generally limited to relatively high duty
cycles of 10−5 for few-ns pulses and 10−4 – 10−3 for > 100 ns pulses [25, 182, 183].
Typically, ASE is the main limitation in this type of fiber sources. Some techniques for
alleviating the problem have been proposed, including doping the fiber with a saturable
absorber, spectral filtering, and ring doping [43, 184, 185]. In a TDCF, a major fraction
of wide-to-narrow propagating ASE is filtered out of the core due to vignetting. Further-
more, since the amount of spontaneous emission scales with the number of supported
fiber modes, narrow-to-wide propagating ASE is weaker than in a cylindrical fiber with
similar average core area, due to mode selection in the narrow part. In the Q-switched
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TDCF laser reported in [P8], the M2 of the wide end output ASE was measured to be 4.2,
with an estimated number of modes (M2)2 ∼ 18, whereas an estimation based on the V-
parameter at the output would give V2/2 ∼ 430 modes, indicating substantial reduction
in narrow-to-wide propagating ASE modes due to mode selection [20, 100]. With the
Q-switched TDCF source, high-energy, sub-100-ns pulses were produced in a direct-
generation setup [P8] that allowed achieving multi-mJ pulse energy [186] at very low
duty cycles, up to single-shot regime (Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.2: Average power and pulse energy versus repetition rate for a fixed pump power of
the 1.6 mJ actively Q-switched TDCF laser in [P8]. The left inset shows the output pulse right
before (black) and after (red) SBS-induced pulse breakdown, and the right inset shows the output
beam profile at maximum pulse energy.
5.2.4 Master Oscillator — Power Amplifier
The characteristics of CW MOPAs noted in Section 4.2.4 are also applicable to pulsed
amplification. In the pulsed regime, MOPA systems are widely utilized due to several
important advantages. The potential advantages include improved spectral and temporal
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pulse parameter control, utilization of multiple gain fiber types, and facile ASE mitiga-
tion via gain staging. For pulse durations of picoseconds and longer, a common alter-
native for direct pulse generation is a diode- or microchip-seeded MOPA with one or
several fiber amplifier stages. Fiber-coupled SM diodes modulated by a pulsed current
source provide excellent control over repetition rate, pulse duration, and pulse shape.
On the other hand, they are susceptible to damage by parasitic back reflections, and the
generated ns seed pulse energies are typically in the nJ-range, requiring a very high-gain
amplifier (chain) to achieve practical level of pulse energy. Microchip sources are able
to generate significantly higher energies of several µJ; however, they are less flexible in
terms of pulse parameter control due to pulse generation by passive Q-switching. An
amplifier scheme allows utilizing different types of gain fibers e.g. with successively
increasing mode areas, which can be useful to minimize nonlinearities while maximiz-
ing the overall efficiency. A multi-stage amplifier also allows filtering of ASE between
stages, either spectrally with bandpass filters, or temporally with pulse pickers.
Finally, due to very high peak intensities, ultrashort pulse amplification in fibers
is usually realized by temporally stretching the pulses prior to coupling to the gain
fiber, followed by subsequent compression at the output. The technique is referred to as
chirped pulse amplification (CPA), and it is a dominant technique in moderate to high-
energy systems. The ultrashort seed pulses are typically generated by a mode-locked
oscillator and broadened temporally via dispersive stretcher up to ∼ 1 ns duration. The
stretched pulse can then be amplified up to∼ 5 MW peak power limited by self-focusing,
and finally compressed back to the ultrafast regime resulting in an output peak power of
the order of gigawatts [31]. While the resulting peak powers remain substantially lower
than those achievable by bulk lasers, high-repetition-rate (hundreds of kHz) fiber CPA
systems allow generating very high average powers of hundreds of watts [187, 188].
5.3 Applications
A wide variety of laser applications require fast or ultrafast pulsed sources, typically with
high brightness and sometimes with high brilliance as well. Fiber devices excel in many
such applications due to their inherent advantages outlined in previous chapters, com-
bined with ruggedness that allows facile packaging for non-laboratory environments, and
relatively low total cost of ownership due to long-term reliability and low maintenance.
Important applications for pulsed high-energy fiber devices include materials pro-
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cessing (e.g. precision drilling and marking), remote sensing (e.g. ranging and ter-
rain mapping), spectroscopy, and fundamental science. For instance, in high-precision
micromachining, short or even ultrashort pulses are often essential to reduce collateral
damage on the workpiece due to small heat affected zones. The wide range of remote
sensing applications, in turn, requires pulsed sources for temporal resolution. Further-
more, for many applications short pulses with peak intensities (fluences) orders of mag-
nitude higher than those possible with CW devices are needed. The extreme intensities
are particularly useful for experimental nonlinear optics. In this work, a high-energy
Q-switched TDCF laser was used as a pump source to initiate a cascade of nonlinear
effects in a PCF to generate a supercontinuum, discussed in the next section.
5.3.1 Supercontinuum Generation
The process of SC generation refers to frequency conversion of laser emission by sev-
eral nonlinear effects into light with very broad spectral bandwidth while retaining high
spatial coherence. Broadband SC sources find applications e.g. in optical coherence
tomography, fiber-optic communication systems, and fluorescence microscopy. Optical
fibers are a favorable medium for the process due to long interaction length and high in-
fiber intensity. High-nonlinearity PCFs, the workhorse of SC generation during the last
decade [29, 32], have allowed broadband generation even with CW pumping [189, 190];
however, short pulses are more commonly used to enable efficient generation in a short
length of fiber [191]. Widely used compact and ultrafast SC sources are typically high-
repetition rate systems with relatively low pulse energy. However, many applications
require spectral slicing of the continuum, reducing the output energy, and would benefit
from more energetic sources.
In this work, a ns-range PCF SC source was constructed with a directly Q-switched
TDCF laser as a pump source [P9]. In the ns pump regime, where the SC mechanics
significantly differ from the more common ultrashort pulse pumping [192–194], previ-
ously achieved pulse energies are of the order of 10 µJ [195–198]. The utilized TDCF
laser source allowed the generation of 250-µJ, 50-ns SC pulses spanning over 1000 nm
spectral bandwidth from 600 nm to beyond 1600 nm within 5 dB intensity deviation
(Figure 5.3). The maximum pulse energy was eventually limited by COD at the input
end face of the PCF, and to the best of the authors knowledge, represents the highest
energy generated from a broadband supercontinuum source at the time of writing.
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Figure 5.3: (a) The average output power and pulse energy of the supercontinuum demonstrated
in [P9]. The insets show the 50-ns pump pulse shape (left) and the endface of the PCF used to
generate the continuum (right). (b) The output spectra of the supercontinuum at different average
output power levels.
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Conclusions
In this thesis, double-clad active fibers adiabatically tapered along the entire fiber length
were proposed and studied as a gain medium for high-power fiber lasers and amplifiers.
Various aspects related to the axially non-uniform fiber geometry were considered theo-
retically and experimentally in a number of laser and amplifier configurations, including
potential applications and prototyping. During the course of this study, a HPFL infras-
tructure was established at ORC, and various related technical problems were tackled.
Different types of CW TDCF lasers were studied and compared with analogues based
on cylindrical fibers. Properly engineered end-pumped TDCF lasers were found to be
advantageous in terms of brightness enhancement, pump conversion efficiency, and tol-
erance of nonlinearities, due to the TDCF geometry enabling low-brightness pumping,
higher absorption, and axially varying core diameter. The limitation imposed on pump
launch aperture (fill factor) due to vignetting of the pump light was thoroughly studied.
Practical TDCF devices exhibiting several times higher brightness enhancement factors
compared to cylindrical fibers were demonstrated.
Fundamental mode evolution, mode coupling and associated beam contrast deterio-
ration in a TDCF laser were studied in detail. Whereas intermodal coupling due to adia-
batic tapering in long fibers was found negligible, mode coupling could be enhanced due
to local or distributed bending of the taper, or by fabrication-related defects or features.
Fundamental mode propagation through a passive taper with more than 100 µm output
core diameter without mode coupling was demonstrated, although the fundamental mode
shape revealed some annular distortion due to built-in stress. TDCF lasers were found to
exhibit beam contrast deterioration due to mode coupling, particularly in co-propagating
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configurations. Consequently, counter-propagating traveling-wave TDCF-based ampli-
fiers were judged to be most appropriate for high-power applications.
The initial proof-of-concept CW TDCF laser demonstration was gradually improved,
and the output power was scaled to near-kW regime by fiber design optimization, pump
scheme engineering, and developments in thermal management. The optimized fiber
parameters included active ion doping level, core-to-cladding area ratio, transversal
cladding shape, tapering ratio, and axial profile shape, of which the two latter param-
eters are TDCF-specific. In addition, a high-gain, high-brightness CW TDCF amplifier
with excellent power scaling prospects was demonstrated. Furthermore, a high-energy
actively Q-switched TDCF laser with good-quality beam was shown to offer an interest-
ing alternative for widely used complex multi-stage ns-MOPA systems. The potential of
this type of devices was demonstrated by generation of the highest pulse energy super-
continuum reported to date.
To conclude, the TDCF platform was found to offer substantial advantages compared
to regular cylindrical fibers. The shortcomings associated with tapered geometry were
shown to be adequately manageable by careful fiber and device design. The tapered fiber
technology was validated as a practical means for advanced mode control in high-power
fiber systems. The output brightness of a TDCF device can be to a certain extent com-
promised by provoked mode coupling, or by refractive index profile irregularities, and
eliminating such shortages should be the focus of future research efforts. Furthermore,
experimental confirmation of supposed mitigation of thermal mode instability by tapered
active fiber provides an intriguing direction of study. Overall, counter-propagating CW
and pulsed TW TDCF amplifier devices appear most interesting for practical applica-
tions demanding bright, compact, and cost-efficient devices.
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Abstract:  We report a novel type of active fiber – tapered double clad fiber 
suitable for pumping by low brightness sources with large beam parameter 
product of 50÷300 mm×mrad. Ytterbium double clad all-silica fiber 
(core/1st clad/2nd clad diameters 27/834/890 µm, NAcore=0.11, NAclad=0.21), 
tapered down by a factor 4.8 for a length of 10.5 m was drawn from a 
preform fabricated by plasma chemical technologies. At a moderate Yb-ion 
concentration and 1:31 core/cladding ratio, the tapered double clad fiber 
demonstrates 0.9 dB/m pump absorption at 976 nm and excellent lasing 
slope efficiency. An ytterbium fiber laser with 84 W of output power and 
92% slope efficiency, a 74 W superfluorescent source with 85% slope 
efficiency and amplifiers operating both in CW and pulsed regimes have 
been realized. All devices demonstrated robust single mode operation with a 
beam quality factor of M2=1.07. 
©2008 Optical Society of America  
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1. Introduction 
Fiber laser technology has attracted significant interest during the last decade. The 
breakthrough in ytterbium fiber laser power scaling looks especially remarkable. Kilowatt-
level fiber lasers and amplified laser systems have been demonstrated recently [1, 2]. 
A double clad amplifying fiber is a key component of a fiber laser. This fiber usually 
contains a core doped with rare earth elements and the cladding, where pump radiation 
propagates. Small-signal cladding pump absorption can be estimated from the expression [3]: 
                              
clad
core
coreDCfiber A
A
⋅= αα                                             (1) 
where αcore is core absorption, Acore , Aclad are core and cladding areas, correspondingly. 
 
It can be seen from this equation that the pump absorption increases with the core 
absorption αcore, i.e. with doping level and/or with the core/clad ratio. These two options 
available for improvement of the efficiency of pump absorption are, however, restricted. 
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 Particularly, the photodarkening effect [4-6] and background loss [7] set the upper level of 
rare ions concentration. The acceptable level of in-core absorption limited by the 
photodarkening effect is about 600-800 dB/m at 976 nm. But even when photodarkening 
effect is low, a high concentration of dopants may lead to a notable background loss of up to 
50-200 dB/km caused by partial glass crystallization in the presence of rare earth ions [7]. The 
high level of background loss would obviously result in poor efficiency of the fiber lasers and 
amplifiers. This is one reason why the typical slope efficiency observed experimentally from 
ytterbium double clad fiber lasers and amplifiers is below 70-80 % [2, 8-10], though the 
theoretical limit is over 90 %. 
Another method of pump absorption enhancement is scaling of the core/clad ratio. This 
can be achieved in two ways. First, an increase of the core diameter with simultaneous 
reduction in the numerical aperture (e.g., down to 0.05 in [2]) allows the V-parameter to be 
kept relatively small, e.g. V=5.7 in [2] and V=7.4 in [8]. With appropriate bending of the 
fiber, a nearly diffracted-limited beam quality could be maintained even with enlarged core 
diameter, e.g. M2=1.4÷1.6, as shown in [2, 8]. Another way to increase the core/clad ratio is to 
use a photonic crystal fiber (PCF) with a large outer fiber size [9, 10]. However, such devices 
can not, however, be anymore regarded as truly fiber systems since PCF now represents an 
unbendable rod-like gain medium with a diameter of a few millimeters. The quality of the 
fundamental mode regime and the corresponding value of M2 that can be achieved using this 
approach are still to be reported [10]. It should be noted that the analysis made using Eq. (1) is 
incomplete since it does not take into account saturation of pump absorption. Indeed, the 
pump radiation in a cladding propagates in a highly multimode regime. Effectively, it is 
possible to sort out all these modes into two groups – “well absorbed” and “weakly absorbed” 
modes. The modes of the first type have an axially symmetrical field distribution with a 
maximum of intensity at the doped core in the center of a fiber, and are well absorbed, thus 
contributing efficiently to gain. The other group includes the modes that have poor overlap 
with the doped core and, therefore, do not contribute notably to pump absorption. These 
modes could, however, carry a significant fraction of pump power. 
In terms of ray optics, there are meridian rays which propagate along the fiber crossing an 
optical axis of the fiber and skew rays, which are also guided, but propagate in spiral 
trajectories without core crossing and, as result, without significant absorption. Schematically 
pump absorption occurs according to the following scenario. The “meridian” modes are 
absorbed very quickly during the propagation through the initial meters of fiber, while the 
residual unabsorbed pump corresponding to the “skew” modes propagates practically without 
significant absorption. Consequently, the first meters of a fiber have significantly higher 
absorption since the modal content of the pump in double clad fiber is varies strongly along 
the fiber. 
The decrease in pump absorption with propagation distance could be prevented by using a 
fiber with broken axial symmetry. Among numerous shapes of proposed fiber cross-section, 
the most popular are truncated or D-shaped, double truncated or double D-shaped, core-offset, 
octagonal and helical fibers [3, 11-18]. Generally, this method, however, does not eliminate 
the saturation of pump absorption; instead, the saturation length just becomes slightly longer 
[12]. An essential problem with non-symmetrical fiber is practical handling. Indeed, the splice 
of non-symmetrical and conventional circular fibers usually exhibits optical losses for both 
pump and signal. 
An alternative solution for enhancing the pump absorption is introducing the non-
regularity in the mode propagation by external mechanical perturbations. Granular matter 
embedded chaotically in the cladding would cause a non-regular periodical bending of the 
fiber and lead to a chaotic mode coupling [19]. This mode coupling would direct power from 
“weakly absorbed” modes to “well absorbed” modes. This technique could be effectively 
applied only to thin fibers, typically up to 125 µm of outer diameter because the mode 
coupling coefficient is inversely proportional to the sixth power of the fiber outer diameter 
[20]. The embedding of “truncated regions” or “filaments” directly into the cladding enhances 
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 the scattering of pump light propagated in the cladding [21]. Obviously, this causes efficient 
mode mixing; however, it would also inevitably lead to a certain loss of pump. 
Marcuse has shown that the bending could induce an efficient mode coupling to the 
waveguide [22]. Based on this observation, non-regular properties could simply be achieved 
by coiling fibers with special shapes, e.g. kidney, figure-eight, etc. that apply different radii of 
bending to different fiber locations. As it was shown in [23], bending of one-meter-long piece 
of Er-Yb fiber could increase absorption by 10.7 dB: from 2.7 dB for straight fiber to 13.4 dB 
after figure-eight bending. Unfortunately, since the absorption depends strongly on the 
specific shape of a fiber, this technique has poor reproducibility. Apparently, this approach 
can be applied only to relatively thin fiber, typically with a diameter less than 400 µm. 
Thus, considering that the pump absorption can be essentially increased by using various 
mode mixing methods, Eq. (1) should be modified by introducing a mode scrambling factor 
S: 
S
A
A
clad
core
coreDCfiber ⋅⋅= αα                                 (2) 
The value of the factor S depends on the exact mechanism of mode mixing applied for a given 
fiber and could describe the observed increase in pump absorption [23].The factor S is a ratio 
of pump absorption in an arbitrary, e.g. longitudinally or transversally non-uniform DCF 
relative to absorption in a circular, symmetrical and uniform double clad fiber with the same 
in-core absorption and core/clad area ratio. The value of S factor, therefore, shows an increase 
in the pump absorption induced by the enhancement of the mode mixing owing to the broken 
transversal symmetry or longitudinal scrambling in a fiber. 
In this work we propose and demonstrate a tapered double clad fiber (T-DCF) that offers a 
significantly enhanced capability for pump absorption. The proposed fiber design allows for 
efficient launching of pump light, could have high immunity to photodarkening, and superior 
slope efficiency. Such fiber has a number of obvious advantages as compared to regular 
fibers: 
• Efficient intrinsic mode scrambling mechanism for cladding modes. Significant 
pump absorption in a fiber is due to large value of mode scrambling factor S rather 
than to a high dopants concentration or a large core/clad ratio. Therefore, using an 
active tapered fiber allows remarkable properties to be achieved - a high pump 
absorption in combination with low dopants concentration featuring low background 
loss. A low doping level would also result in substantial suppression of the 
photodarkening effect and background losses would allow for efficiency approaching 
the ultimate value of 90 % attainable for ytterbium fiber; 
• Large clad diameters, perhaps up to 2 mm, make T-DCF suitable for using pump 
sources with poor beam parameter product (BPP) (50- 300 mm×mrad) and would 
allow for essential increase in output power; 
• Fundamental mode operation could be preserved for large core diameter (tens of 
microns). 
 
2. Properties of tapered double clad fibers with active core 
Tapered active double clad fiber can offer attractive features as compared to ordinary, axially 
uniform, fibers. The most important properties are a high rate of cladding pump absorption, 
non-reciprocity of spectral response and high slope efficiency (or pump conversion 
efficiency). In this section we will discuss the special features of light propagation caused by 
tapered geometry. 
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 2.1. Pump absorption in T-DCF 
As it was mentioned above, the saturation of the pump absorption caused by preferable 
absorption of certain modes is a main disadvantage of axially regular double clad fibers. The 
intrinsic reason of this property is the identical characteristics of the regular DCF waveguide 
over the entire length. T-DCF as an essentially non-regular waveguide has a distinguishing 
difference owing to the gradual change in the mode content along the fiber. Strictly speaking, 
the modes in T-DCF should be identified for every given cross-section independently and it is 
unconstructive to introduce the modes for entire T-DCF.  
Following to Marcuse [24], the T-DCF can be approximately modeled with a sequence of 
uniform multimode fibers with different diameters, as it is shown in Fig. 1. Each of these 
“partial fibers” guides the specific set of modes. The excitation of all guided modes then 
occurs in the consecutive fiber by illumination from the preceding fiber with larger diameter 
thus recovering the quasi-equilibrium mode distribution broken by the mode-dependent 
absorption [24]. 
                                    
 Fig. 1. T-DCF: the optical equivalent scheme 
 
The different overlap of modes with fiber core allows to distinguish well and weakly 
absorbed modes in each partial uniform fiber in this step-like taper structure. The fraction of 
the pump power initially concentrated in the “well absorbed” modes will be rapidly depleted; 
therefore, the mode content gradually evolves in a partial fiber due to different mode 
absorption in favor of weakly absorbed modes. This schematic presentation of the tapered 
structure simulates the mechanism when the “quasi-equilibrium” mode content lost by the 
selective mode absorption in the uniform part of the guide is recovered at the step-like 
transition by excitation all guided modes thus ensuring the efficient mechanism for mode 
mixing. Similarly, the mode content modified by different mode absorption during the light 
propagation in T-DCF is continuously recovered and thus the population of “well absorbed” 
modes is maintained. 
Ytterbium doped T-DCF was made by drawing on a tower with special pulling regime. 
The total length was 10.5 m and cladding diameter was dependent on the length as shown in 
Fig. 2. The preform fabricated by plasma chemical deposition technology [25] has been 
polished at one side with a 1:0.88 ratio. The preform was then coated by fluorosilicate glass 
with a low refractive index. Core/clad diameter ratio was 1:31 and numerical apertures of core 
and cladding were 0.114 and 0.21, respectively. The cross section of fiber is shown in the Fig. 
2 as an inset. The core and cladding diameters of the wide part of the tapered fiber were 27 
and 834 µm, respectively; the dimension of the truncated part was 732 µm. The core and 
cladding diameters of the narrow part were 5.8 and 177 µm. The length-dependent outer 
diameter and corresponding normalized frequency V with a maximum value of V=9.1 is 
shown in Fig. 2. The taper ratio is 1:4.8. The shape of the fluorosilicate glass cladding was 
slightly non-uniform and varied within a 35-54 µm range, as seen from Fig. 2, inset. 
 
Light propagation 
direction 
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Fig. 2. T-DCF clad diameter and normalized frequency as function of fiber length. 
 
The small-signal in-core pump absorption is 280 dB/m at 976 nm. The measured pump 
absorption in T-DCF was 9.6 dB or 0.9 dB/m. The background loss of T-DCF found from 
measurement was 10 dB/km at 1µm. 
Double clad pump absorption of uniform (non-tapered) fiber with 1:31 core/clad ratio and 
core absorption of 280 dB/m was found from Eq. (1) to be 0.29 dB/m. The experimentally 
measured pump absorption of longitudinally uniform fiber pulled from the same preform as 
the taper has demonstrated an even lower value of 0.22 dB/m at 976 nm. By contrast, the 
pump absorption of the double clad T-DCF was 0.9 dB/m. In other words, the pump 
absorption increases compared with ordinary double clad fiber due to a higher value of the 
mode scrambling factor S [Eq. (2)] which rises from 1 for uniform fiber to 4.1 for T-DCF. 
The higher level of double clad pump absorption can be explained by efficient cladding mode 
mixing occurring in the T-DCF. 
2.2. Non-reciprocity of T-DCF 
The non-reciprocal spectral response is an interesting property of a T-DCF. Indeed, the taper 
has demonstrated essentially different spectral characteristics for different directions of light 
propagation. Generally speaking, the taper spectral selectivity is a known effect which has 
been observed earlier [26, 27], though it was not studied in detail. 
The T-DCF spectral selectivity has been studied experimentally. The spectral response of 
the tapered fiber has been measured with an optical spectrum analyzer and light from the 
broadband source launched into the fiber core. 
The results of experiment displayed in Fig. 3 show the spectral transmission for light 
propagation from wide-core end towards narrow-core end (black line) and for the opposite 
direction (red line). 
The physical mechanism behind this phenomenon is the multimode character of light 
propagation in a wide section of the taper, whereas the narrow part of it is a single-mode 
waveguide. Due to modal interference in the wide multimode part of the taper and subsequent 
spatial filtering in the single-mode part, the intermodal phase delays are converted into a light 
intensity modulation. This effect has been studied earlier for multimode fiber as a technique 
for differential phase modulation [28]. Obviously, the intensity of this intermodal interference 
pattern has strong wavelength dependence. 
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Fig. 3. Transmission characteristic of T-DCF: from wide end towards narrow end (black line) 
and in the opposite direction (red line). 
 
Spectral selectivity can be observed only for light propagating towards a narrow single-
mode section of the taper and when the multimode radiation has been excited in the wide 
section of taper. Conversely, when light propagates from the narrow to the wide section of the 
T-DCF, the spatial filtering owing to the interference pattern and, consequently, the spectral 
selectivity will not be developed. Spectral selectivity will obviously be suppressed when only 
the fundamental mode has been launched into the multimode end of taper. 
As expected from the above consideration, T-DCF displays a strong spectral selectivity 
with a contrast up to 10 dB for the propagation direction from the wide end towards the 
narrow end, as seen from Fig. 3 (black line). The specific shape of the spectral dependence is 
determined by the spectrum of the guided modes excited in the fiber core at the wide end of a 
taper. In the opposite direction for light propagating from the narrow towards the wide end 
there is no signature of any spectral selectivity, as can be seen from Fig. 3 (red line). 
Another distinctive feature of an active tapered fiber is a difference in the numerical 
apertures for light propagating in different directions. We assume that the light with large 
angle divergence, e.g. amplified spontaneous emission (ASE), propagates in a taper, as 
schematically illustrated in Fig. 4. 
Fig. 4. Ray traces 
in a cladding of T-DCF. 
 
The numerical apertures for ASE propagating from the fiber position with the local 
diameter d towards the narrow end and wide end, respectively, without vignetting are different 
and can be expressed in the form [29]: 
          
2
2222
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜
⎝
⎛
⋅−−⋅=
d
dNAnNA
d
dNA corecorecoreright θ   and                       (3) 
NAleft NAright 
d 
d1 d2 
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where d1, d2 are core diameters at the wide and narrow ends of taper, respectively, 
1
22
cladcorecore nnNA −= , θ is the angle of the core taper, equal approximately to 
L
dd
2
21 −
, L is the length of the taper. 
The angle θ is small, about 1 µrad and, therefore, the ratio of numerical apertures can be 
found from Eqs. (3) and (4): 
1
2
d
d
NA
NA
left
right
=                                                       (5) 
This expression shows that for any local cross-section of the taper, the ASE power emitted 
towards the wide end is higher than the power guided to the opposite direction by a factor 
d12/d22. 
2.3. Pumping of T-DCF 
The rays propagating in an axially uniform cylindrical optical fiber undergo multiple total 
internal reflections and maintain the certain angle of propagation with respect to the fiber axis. 
In contrast, the ray trajectory of light traveling in the T-DCF gradually changes its angle 
relative to the optical axis of the fiber after each reflection [29, 30]. Eventually, when the 
propagation angle of the pump radiation exceeds the critical angle of total internal reflection, 
the light could not be confined within the pump cladding, i.e. it radiated away from the fiber 
by the so-called vignetting process. 
Thus, the two basic mechanisms of pump depletion in T-DCF are vignetting and 
absorption in the active core. The contribution of each mechanism can be estimated using the 
numerical aperture for pump radiation guided by the cladding. The numerical aperture of the 
cladding NAclad for the light propagating from large to small end of the taper without 
vignetting can be found from the expression [29]: 
                      
2
1
22
1
2
1
2
⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
⋅−Ω−⋅=
D
DNAnNA
D
DNA cladclad ,                         (6) 
where D1, D2 are cladding diameters for wide and small ends of the taper, respectively, 
2
2
1
2
cladclad nnNA −= , Ω – angle of a taper cone, approximately equals to L
DD
2
21 −
, 
L – length of the taper. 
The estimation for the numerical aperture of the cladding for the light propagating towards 
the small-diameter taper end obtained from this expression is then NAclad =0.044. 
The fraction of the pump power lost due to a vignetting in T-DCF has been experimentally 
estimated using the laser setup shown in Fig. 5(b). The lens with a high numerical aperture of 
NA=0.15 (>>NAclad=0.044) was used for pump launching. The pump conversion efficiency of 
the laser of 82 % found from the measurement was close to the theoretical limit of 92 % 
determined by the quantum defect, i.e. by λpump/ λsignal ratio. This feature gives evidence that 
the pump loss due to vignetting could be neglected and the actual loss of pump power is 
mainly due to ytterbium ions absorption. 
Additionally, the launching scheme with fully filled numerical aperture (NA=0.21) had 
been studied to illustrate this effect. The slope efficiency of the laser was found to drop down 
to 30% providing direct evidence of high pump loss due to vignetting when the angle aperture 
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 is entirely filled. Therefore, the pump light should be launched into a taper by filling only the 
fraction of the angle aperture to avoid early vignetting before significant depleting of the 
pump occurred. 
3. Experimental demonstration of T-DCF applications 
3.1. Ytterbium doped tapered fiber laser and superluminescent source 
Several optical sources based on T-DCF have been constructed during the course of this study 
– the lasers and a high power superfluorescent source. 
The fiber lasers with T-DCF are shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). The emission of a 
multimode-fiber coupled pump diode laser was used as a pump source with a core/clad ratio 
and numerical aperture of the multimode fiber of 200/220 µm and NA=0.22, respectively. 135 
W at 976 nm from the multimode fiber output of the pump diode laser were launched into a 
wide part of taper via lenses and dichroic filter resulting in a total coupling efficiency of 85%.  
                             
a. Laser with 4%-4% cavity 
                            
b. Laser with HR broad band mirror or FBG 
                   
c. Superluminescent source 
Fig. 5. Schematics of optical sources with T-DCF. 
 
Three different laser configurations have been investigated experimentally. First, a cavity 
was formed by 4% Fresnel reflections from both taper ends, as shown in Fig. 5(a). The second 
cavity uses Fresnel reflections from the wide-core end of the taper and high reflecting (HR) 
broadband mirror as the other cavity reflector, see Fig. 5(b). The third laser cavity tested 
contains a fiber Bragg grating (FBG) spliced with the narrow-core side of the taper, see Fig. 
5(b), inset. 
The of output power as a function of absorbed pump power for the R1,2=4%;4% cavity is 
shown in Fig. 6. The laser generates dominantly throughout a wide-core output 1 indicated in 
Fig. 5(a) with a ratio of powers radiated through output 1 and output 2 of approximately 1:25. 
Output 1  
R=4% 
Pump 
976nm 
R=4% 
Output 2  
HT for pump 
HR for lasing 
Output  
R=4% 
Pump 
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HT for pump FBG 
Output  
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Pump 
976nm 
 
R=100% 
HT for pump 
HR for lasing 
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 The slope efficiency for output 1 in this laser is 91.8%, and the slope efficiency for the total 
power (output 1 plus output 2) is 93.2%, both with respect to the absorbed pump power. 
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                             (a)                                                                         (b) 
Fig. 6. Output characteristics of T-DCF laser with R1,2=4%;4%. (a) Output power versus 
absorbed pump power; Inset : emission spectra for output 1 (black line) and output 2 (red line). 
(b): beam profile (dots) and Gaussian fit (red line) for output 1. M2=1.07. 
 
Highest pump conversion efficiency achieved for both outputs is 79.3%. It can be seen 
from Fig. 6 (inset), that the spectra of emission coming from wide and narrow ends of a 
tapered laser are essentially different. 
The output power versus absorbed pump power for the laser with a broadband high 
reflective mirror [Fig. 5 (b)] is shown in Fig. 7(a) with a spectrum plotted in Fig. 7(b). 
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Fig. 7. Output characteristics of T-DCF laser with broadband HR mirror: (a) output power 
versus absorbed pump power (b) spectrum of output radiation. 
The slope efficiency of this laser with respect to the absorbed pump power is 88 %. Pump 
conversion efficiency is 82% for available pump power. 
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 The dependence of output power as a function of absorbed pump power for the laser 
cavity with FBG as a reflector is shown in Fig. 8(a). Three FBGs operating with center 
wavelengths of 1063 nm, 1080 nm and 1083 nm have been investigated experimentally. 
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Fig. 8. Output characteristics of T-DCF laser with FBG : (a) output power versus absorbed 
pump power (b) spectrum of output radiation. 
The typical output radiation spectrum for the laser with FBG is presented in Fig. 8(b). The 
slope efficiency of the laser with λ=1083 nm was 64 %. All configurations of tapered fiber 
laser demonstrate robust single transverse mode operation with M2=1.07, as seen from Fig. 
6(b). The beam quality factor M2 has been measured using calibrated BeamScope-P7, 
DataRay Inc. The measurements did not reveal measurable difference in beam factor M2 for 
both outputs. 
A high power superluminescent source based on T-DCF has also been studied 
experimentally. The setup of the source is shown in Fig. 5(c). The radiation coming from the 
wide-core side of the taper was coupled back into the core by a lens and broadband mirror, as 
seen from Fig. 5(c). The narrow end of tapered fiber was angle cleaved with 8 degrees. 
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Fig. 9. Output characteristics of T-DCF superluminescent source: (a) output power versus 
absorbed pump power (b) spectrum of output radiation. 
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 The dependence of the output power of the superluminescent source on absorbed pump power 
is shown in Fig. 9(a).Superluminescent source generates broadband radiation with a FWHM 
of 5.5 nm and a central wavelength at 1079 nm [Fig. 9(b)]. The threshold-free dependence of 
the output power versus absorbed pump power reveals that the slope efficiency of 85% is 
equal to the pump conversion efficiency. 
3.2. Ytterbium doped tapered fiber amplifier 
Efficient operation of a T-DCF amplifier has been achieved experimentally, as described 
below. The scheme of the experimental setup is shown in the Fig. 10. The seed signal was 
launched into a single-mode narrow-core taper end via an optical isolator and 1:99 tap 
coupler. We have examined the performance of tapered amplifier for two types of seed signals 
- pulsed and continuous-wave narrowband. 
 
Fig. 10. Amplifier with T-DCF: experimental set up 
 
A mode locked picosecond fiber laser with τpulse=4 ps, freprate=100 MHz, Pave=50 mW and 
λ=1063 nm has been used as a seed source. The spectrum and autocorrelation function of the 
seed signal are shown in Fig. 11(a), inset and Fig. 11(b) with black lines, respectively. 
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Fig. 11. Output characteristics of T-DCF pulsed amplifier : (a) average output power versus 
launched pump power (circles); inset : seed source spectrum (black line) and amplified signal 
spectrum (red line). (b) autocorrelation function of seed signal (black line) and amplified signal 
(red line). 
 
The dependence of the average output power versus launched pump power is shown in 
Fig. 11(a). We obtained 10.7 W of average output power for a 50-mW seed signal 
corresponding to a 23.3 dB gain. Slope efficiency was 71.5 % with respect to the launched 
pump power. The spectrum and autocorrelation function of the amplified signal are displayed 
in Fig. 11(a) inset and Fig. 11(b) with red color, respectively. 
The performance of T-DCF for amplification of a CW signal with linewidth less then 100 
kHz at FWHM has been studied. This amplification regime is usually affected severely by a 
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 stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS). In experiments we have used a DFB fiber laser with 30 
mW of output power as a seed source. The back scattered emission was recorded through a 
1% coupler port as shown in Fig. 10.  
The dependence of the output power signal as a function of launched pump power is 
shown in Fig. 12(a). The amplifier has demonstrated 80% slope efficiency with respect to 
launched pump power and 25.4 dB gain. The spectra of input and amplified signals are shown 
in Fig. 12(a) inset. 
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Fig. 12. Output characteristics of T-DCF amplifier with CW seed signal: a. output power 
versus launched pump power (black circles); inset: seed source spectrum (black line) and 
amplified signal spectrum (red line). b. back reflected light power as a function of output 
power. 
The level of backscattered power has been detected as a function of output power and 
plotted in Fig. 12(b). As we can see, less than 0.3% of output power is scattered back, 
providing clear evidence of strong SBS suppression. The output beam has a Gaussian shape 
with М2=1.07. 
4. Discussion 
The tapered double-clad gain fiber proposed and demonstrated here represents a novel design 
of optical amplifier (laser) with unique feature offering a diffraction-limited large-area mode 
and efficient pump absorption. The wide end of tapered fiber cone allows to couple efficiently 
the pump radiation from the sources with large beam parameter product, BPP, and to expand 
the mode field of the radiation guided by the core. The narrow section of the taper acts as a 
spatial mode filter for higher-order modes resulting in a diffraction-limited quality of the 
output beam. A significant increase in the pump absorption due to efficient mode scrambling 
in a fiber taper allows the use a moderate concentration of the dopants in the core thus 
reducing the background loss to the level below 10 dB/km and preventing the photodarkening 
effect. The pump-to-signal conversion of 82% and the slope efficiency of 93.2% observed in 
the experiments have been obtained owing to low cavity losses achievable with tapered gain 
fiber. 
Apparently, the T-DCF using is most prominent for pumping by high power pump sources 
with poor BPP. The requirement of just partially filling numerical aperture imposes certain 
limitations on the BPP of the pump source. Although theoretically, the pump source with BPP 
of 80 mm×mrad can be used for T-DCF with 830 µm cladding diameter and NA=0.21, the 
above mentioned aperture limitation dictates the use of pump sources with ВРР below 60 
mm×mrad. Technically, it is possible to fabricate the T-DCF with clad diameter increased up 
to 2-mm and raise the aperture to NA=0.37 using the fluorosilicate glass coating or to NA=0.5 
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 with polymer coating. Taking into account the requirement for partial, possibly below 70 %, 
filling of the numerical aperture, for a taper with a 2-mm clad diameter and NA=0.37, pump 
sources with ВРР 250 mm×mrad can be used. When the fiber aperture is increased to 
NA=0.5, the pump could have a beam parameter of 350 mm×mrad. 
There is another practical advantage of the taper. For large outer diameters, the 
longitudinally uniform PCF cannot be bended because of the large effective diameter-to-
length ratio. Instead, T-DCF with comparable length has significantly lower diameter-to-
length ratio, i.e. the fraction of wide part in the taper could be short and, consequently, the 
tapered fiber can be easily bended even for diameters of 2 mm. 
The non-reciprocal pump absorption and modal evolution in a tapered fiber provide a 
mechanism for preferable lasing in the direction towards the wide end of the taper. Indeed, the 
ratio of powers emitted through output 1 and output 2 in a laser with 4%-reflective cavity 
mirrors, shown in Fig. 5(a), is adequately described by the factor d12/d22 for the T-DCF 
mentioned in the previous section. The difference in the lasing spectra measured from output 
1 and 2, seen in Fig. 6 at the inset, indicates the spectral non-reciprocity of the taper. Different 
dynamics of mode evolution in a taper for counter-propagating beams discussed above 
provide an effective “non-reciprocal” filtering effect that result in dissimilar spectra emerging 
from opposite ends of the taper. 
The spectral spiking behavior in a laser with a HR broadband mirror, shown in Fig. 7(b), 
occurs in the laser because of the spectral selectivity of the taper. ASE is spectrally modulated 
during the propagation from the wide end towards the narrow end, as shown in Fig. 3 (black 
line), in agreement with the interferometric mode filtering mechanism discussed above. 
Simultaneously, the emission appears to be spatially single-mode at the narrow end of the 
laser cavity. After reflection from the HR mirror, as shown in Fig. 5(b), the single-mode light 
propagates back towards a wide section of taper and as a result, the output spectrum of the 
laser consists of discrete lines with a total spectral bandwidth of 20 nm. 
Spectral selectivity of T-DCF, however, may limit the laser efficiency when using a fiber 
Bragg grating as a cavity reflector. The spectral response of the cavity affected strongly by the 
spectrum of excited modes in the wide part of the T-DCF core is irregular and rather 
complicated, as seen from Fig. 3. Therefore, insertion in the cavity of the FBG as a 
wavelength filter would be unavoidably accompanied with additional losses. Using FBGs 
with different reflectivities and center wavelengths, we have observed that the slope efficiency 
never exceeded 50-70%, as seen from Fig. 8. 
The non-reciprocal spectral response of the taper affects the performance of high power 
superluminescent source, Figs. 5(c) and 9. During the first pass towards the wide taper end, 
ASE does not acquire any spectral modulation, as has been argued above. After reflection 
from the broadband mirror, the ASE propagates in a fundamental mode and is coupled back to 
the wide end of a taper. The spectral modulation due to differential modal phase modulation 
disappears since the laser operates at the fundamental mode during consecutive passes 
through the T-DCF. The design of a CW high power broadband single spatial mode optical 
source with output at the level of hundreds of watts is actively discussed in the literature [31]. 
Typically such optical sources are cumbersome devices based on the ASE seed source with 
good beam quality and power amplifier [31]. Using T-DCF pumped by a diode stack bar, a 
highly efficient and high power single-transverse-mode broadband source can be realized with 
rather straightforward technology. The preliminary results reported here demonstrate 
generation of 74-W fundamental mode broadband radiation (FWHM 5.5 nm) with excellent 
pump conversion efficiency of 85%. The output power is scalable and was limited only by 
available pump power. 
Active tapered fiber is particularly attractive for use in high power amplifiers. The large 
core diameter of T-DCF offers an advanced capability for energy storage with reduced 
nonlinear distortion. An amplifier with gradually increased core diameter already has been 
investigated earlier, the so-called “flared amplifier” with three consecutive sections of fibers 
with different core diameters [32]. Using a T-DCF allows realization of a similar amplifier in 
a more practical way and avoids mode conversion and losses at the fiber splices.  
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 A T-DCF based pulsed amplifier has been studied providing 23.3 dB gain for the input 
signal from the mode-locked seed source with a pulse duration of τpulse=4 ps and a repetition 
rate of frep=100 MHz. For an average output power of about 10 W, the amplified pulse shape 
remains practically undisturbed though the spectrum of the pulse acquires significant 
broadening due to self-phase modulation shown in Fig. 11(a), (inset). Apparently, the 
parameters of the T-DCF amplifier were not optimized for ultra short pulse seed signal. 
Namely, the length of T-DCF is too long, while the core diameter of the single-mode section 
is too small. Nevertheless, due to the good beam quality of the amplified signal, 
corresponding to М2=1.07 for 27 µm core diameter with V=9.1, an essential improvement in 
the performance of the T-DCF amplifiers for high power ultra short pulse applications can be 
expected. 
Amplification of highly coherent radiation is another important application where T-DCF 
could have a clear advantage. Efficient high power coherent beam combining requires laser 
beams with extremely long coherent lengths and with spectral bandwidths below 50 kHz 
(FWHM). The saturation power of such amplifiers should be on the order of hundreds of 
watts or even kilowatts. The main obstacle for power scaling with this technique is stimulated 
Brillouin scattering (SBS) which imposes a limitation on the output power of the single-
frequency radiation [33]. Power scaling in such systems assumes an essential increase in the 
threshold of SBS [34, 35]. One proposed solution exploits the acoustic properties of fiber core 
when the temperature gradient is gradually varied along the fiber owing to the longitudinal 
change in the pump absorption [34]. Obviously, this approach requires an extraordinarily high 
pump power that ensures sufficient longitudinal temperature gradient in the fiber. 
Alternatively, the fiber could be heated with an external furnace, which is, however, unlikely 
to be the practical solution to the problem [36]. In contrast to the abovementioned techniques 
using an artificially induced longitudinal variation in the guide properties, the T-DCF 
amplifier has a natural immunity to SBS due to in-built axial non-uniformity. The increase in 
the SBS threshold in passive fiber with variable core diameter has been demonstrated earlier 
[37] and the tapered amplifier would clearly benefit from similar effect when using with 
narrow band seed signal. Use of an optically pumped T-DCF amplifier may, however, be 
accompanied by certain broadening of the Brillouin gain spectrum due to heating [34]. A 25.4 
dB high gain amplifier reported here, producing over 10 W of output power for 30-mW seed 
signal, reveals no signature of SBS, as shown in Figs. 12(a), 12(b). The slope efficiency of the 
amplifier was 80% for a Gaussian beam shape with М2=1.07 and only 0.3 % of output power 
was scattered back. 
It is important to note that although the single-mode section of the amplifier has a core 
diameter of only 5.8 µm, the SBS signal has not been measurable. A further optimization of 
the T-DCF design should also allow for an essential increase in the saturation power of these 
amplifiers. 
5. Conclusion 
A double clad tapered fiber as a gain medium for high power lasers, superluminescent sources 
and amplifiers has been proposed and demonstrated in this study for the first time. A large 
clad diameter of tapered fiber allows optical pumping with low brightness sources available 
commercially with powers up to 6 kW [38]. The specific features of the tapered fiber, e.g. 
non-reciprocal spectral response and non-reciprocity of the numerical aperture, have been 
systematically studied. It was demonstrated that an efficient intrinsic mode scrambling 
mechanism ensures enhanced pump absorption in a tapered fiber with a relatively low doping 
level. The tapered fiber with modest doping level applicable due to enhanced pump absorption 
is expected to have a strongly suppressed photodarkening effect and reduced background 
losses. All these features result in the high efficiency of lasers and amplifiers demonstrated in 
this study. 
A T-DCF based laser producing 84 W with a slope efficiency of 93% and pump 
conversion efficiency of 82%, a 74 W superluminescent source with pump conversion 
efficiency of 85% and an amplifier for both pulsed and CW high coherent radiation with slope 
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 efficiency of 80% have been demonstrated. The output power of the devices is scalable and 
was limited here by the pump power available for these experiments. The output beam has a 
diffraction-limited property with a typical quality parameter of M2=1.07. 
We believe that double clad tapered fiber technology using low brightness pump sources 
represents an exciting opportunity for essential power scaling with excellent pump conversion 
efficiency and superior output beam quality. 
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We have studied the recently demonstrated concept of fiber lasers based on active tapered double-clad
fiber (T-DCF) in copropagating and counterpropagating configurations, both theoretically and experi-
mentally, and compared the performance to fiber lasers based on conventional cylindrical fibers in
end-pumped configurations. Specific properties of T-DCFs were considered theoretically using a rate-
equation model developed for tapered fibers, and a detailed comparative study was carried out experi-
mentally. Furthermore, we have studied mode coupling effects in long adiabatic tapers due to coiling and
local bending. The results allow us to conclude that, with proper fiber design, the T-DCF technology offers
a high-potential alternative for bright, cost-effective fiber devices. © 2012 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 060.2280, 060.2320, 060.3510.
1. Introduction
Recently, we have demonstrated the concept of high-
power fiber lasers and amplifiers based on a tapered
double-clad fiber as an active medium [1–3]. The ac-
tive tapered double-clad fiber (T-DCF) is an axially
nonuniform double-clad active optical fiber with the
diameter varied along its length. It is practical to use
the wide end of the T-DCF for launching the pump
radiation from low-brightness sources.
In this paper we analyze the operation of ytterbium-
doped fiber lasers based on T-DCF and compare their
characteristics with lasers based on a conventional cy-
lindrical fiber with similar brightness. With a volume-
equivalent fiber we refer to a uniform fiber with equal
active volume, whereas a brightness-equivalent fiber
is assumed to be a cylindrical fiber with the core dia-
meter equal to the T-DCF narrow end core diameter.
The paper considers two basic schemes of T-DCF la-
sers using either the narrow or wide end of the taper
as an output coupler (copropagation and counterpro-
pagation scheme, respectively). The pump conversion
efficiency (PCE), self-pulsing threshold [4], and the
output beam quality have been used as criteria for
comparison.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
a rate-equation model of a laser comprising an ac-
tive T-DCF is presented. The pump absorption,
pump conversion efficiency, longitudinal power dis-
tribution, and power density distribution for dif-
ferent configurations of lasers containing either a
T-DCF or a regular fiber have been obtained numeri-
cally from a rate-equation model. The mode coupling
mechanisms in a T-DCFand their effect on the opera-
tion of tapered lasers are also discussed in Section 2.
In Section 3 we present an experimental compara-
tive study of the parameters of fiber lasers with a
T-DCF and a regular fiber. The pump conversion
efficiency, mode coupling effects, and conditions of
the parasitic self-Q-switch modulation are experi-
mentally studied in Section 3 as well. In Section 4
the results of the preceding sections are discussed
further.
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2. Theory and Simulation
Any optically pumped, double-clad fiber (DCF) laser
acts as a brightness converter; therefore, the pump
conversion efficiency is an essential parameter of
the device. To determine this parameter for an end-
pumped double-clad fiber laser we need to know the
pump radiation launching efficiency, the slope effi-
ciency, and the fraction of generated emission propa-
gating in the core. The pump conversion efficiency is
defined as
PCE  S · L · C; (1)
where S is the slope efficiency, L is the launch effi-
ciency of pump radiation into the cladding, and C
is the contrast of output radiation, i.e., the ratio of
generated power propagating in the core to the total
output power. In this section these parameters will
be considered separately.
A. Slope Efficiency, Pump Absorption, and Power
Distribution
Scheme of a fiber laser containing a T-DCF (or a
regular fiber) of length L is shown in Fig. 1(a), and
a typical energy-level diagram of the ytterbium ion
is shown in Fig. 1(b) [5]. The pump radiation is
launched into the pump cladding at the wide end
of the tapered fiber and propagates to the narrow
end (0 → L). Reflectivity of the cavity mirrors at
signal wavelength are R1  100%, R2  4%, and
R1  4%,R2  100% for the copropagating and coun-
terpropagating direction of the output beam relative
to pump direction respectively. To simulate the pump
absorption and signal generation in the laser, we
have used the coupled-wave equations in adiabatic
approximation [5]:
(
dSdz ΓS · σesσas ·N2−σas ·N ·S−αs ·S
dPdz −ΓP · σap ·N−σapσep ·N2 ·P−αp ·P
;
2
where S, P are the signal (S) and pump (P) powers
propagating right () and left (−) in Fig. 1(a), N 
5.57 · 1019 cm−3 is the ytterbium concentration in
the core of the fiber,N2 is the active ion concentration
in the excited state. σap  6.2 · 10−21 cm2, σep  3.4 ·
10−22 cm2 are the cross sections of absorption
and emission for pump, σas  9.5 · 10−24 cm2, σes 
1.9 · 10−21 cm2 are the cross sections of absorption
and emission for signal, αs  8.1 · 10−5 cm−1, αp 
8.1 · 10−5 cm−1 are the coefficients of the scattering
loss for signal and pump, and Γp, Γs are the pump
and signal fill factors respectively.
The pump fill factor is determined by the core/
cladding area ratio Γp  Score∕Sclad. The fill factor
of signal Γs  0.82 is assumed to be determined by
overlapping of the core and lowest mode LP01 [5].
Taking into account the fact that the total concentra-
tion of Yb3 is equal to the sum of the concentrations
of Yb3 ions in the ground and excited states, we
can write the rate equations for the two-level system
and solve for excited state population in the steady
state [5]:
8><
>:
N N1N2
∂
∂tN1  − 1τ1 ·N1
1
τ2
·N2ω21 ·N2 −ω12 ·N1
∂
∂tN2  1τ1 ·N1 −
1
τ2
·N2 −ω21 ·N2ω12 ·N1
; 3
N2z  Nz · Γp · σap · λp · P  P−  Γs · σas · λs·
× S  S−∕

Ahc
τ
 Γp · λp · σap  σep·
× P  P−  Γs · λs · σas  σes·
× S  S−

; (4)
whereN1 is the ground state active ion population, τi
is the lifetime of level i, ωij is the transition rate from
level i to level j, A is the core area, h is the Planck
constant, c is the speed of light in vacuum, τ 
10−3 s is the lifetime of ions in excited state, and
λp  920 nm, λs  1090 nm are the wavelengths of
pump and signal, respectively.
From Eqs. (4) and (2), we obtain the set of equa-
tions for modeling. The solution determined by fiber
parameters gives the distribution of pump power and
signal power along the length of the fiber given by the
boundary conditions:
8>><
>>:
P0  P
P−L  0
S0  R1 · S−0
S−L  R2 · SL
; 5
where R1 and R2 are the mirror reflectivities at z  0
and z  L, respectively, and P and P− are the pump
powers launched in the positive (0 → L) and negative
directions respectively. The analysis considers am-
plification of the fundamental mode only during its
propagation in the T-DCF.
In the simulation, the T-DCF is modeled with the
same equations as a regular cylindrical fiber with
Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic illustration of the simulated
laser geometry. For copropagating and counterpropagating config-
urations, pump direction (0 → L) coincides, or is opposite, to output
beam direction respectively. (b) Energy level system of Yb3 ions.
Parameters are defined in the text.
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constant core diameter, by appropriately varying the
effective concentration of ytterbium ions along the
length as well as taking the effect of vignetting into
account. The longitudinal distribution of concentra-
tion is determined by the axial variation of the rela-
tive volume of the active medium:
Ntaperz 
ΔV taper
ΔVcylinder
·N0 
r2taperz
r20
·N0; (6)
where r0 is the core radius of single-mode cylindrical
fiber equal to the core radius at the narrow end of the
T-DCF, andN0 is the concentration of ytterbium ions
in the preform. The effective concentration for two
taper shapes shown in Fig. 2 approaches the actual
concentration in the narrow (single-mode) part of
the T-DCF. This assumption neglects the weakly-
absorbed pump modes and the axial variation of the
overlap of the propagating mode and active medium,
and the simulation only considers the fundamen-
tal mode.
It has been shown earlier that the part of pump
power which is vignetted (leaks out from the pump
cladding due to a violation of the total internal reflec-
tion condition) is determined by the longitudinal pro-
file rz of the T-DCF and is given by [6]:
dPvgnt
dz
 − 1
r20 · exp−α · z ·
dr2z
dz
: (7)
Previous studies show that the optimal T-DCF
shape is moderately parabolic [3,6]. Here we have
used an axial profile of the form
r2z − r20
r2L − r20 
z
L
: (8)
Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (7), we obtain an ex-
pression for vignetted pump power at the elementary
length dz for parabolic shape of T-DCF:
dPvgnt
dz
 1
L

1 −
r2L
r20

exp−αp · z: (9)
Substituting the expression for the effective con-
centration Eq. (6) into Eq. (4), we obtain an equation
describing the concentration of active ions in the ex-
cited state. The vignetting of pump power is taken
into account as [6]:
dPpump
dz
 dP

dz
−
dPvgnt
dz
: (10)
Taking Eq. (10) into account, substituting Eqs. (4)
and (6), and solving the final equation set, Eq. (2), we
obtain the distribution of the pump [Fig. 3(a)] and
signal power [Fig. 3(b)] along the cavity. Further-
more, the calculated longitudinal distribution of the
population inversion for copropagation and counter-
propagation schemes of lasers with regular fiber and
T-DCF is shown in Fig. 4. The parameters of the laser
cavity are kept the same.
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Effective concentration of ytterbium ions in
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The simulation results indicate that the popula-
tion inversion is distributed in an extremely non-
uniform manner in the T-DCF cavity. The highest
inversion occurs in the wide part of the T-DCF.
This dependence of inversion is a result of the end-
pumping configuration and the larger number of ac-
tive ions in the wide part of the T-DCF. Although the
maximal value of power in the cavity of the copropa-
gated scheme is higher, the output power is lower.
This is due to high average power in the cavity of
copropagated fiber laser resulting in higher scatter-
ing loss and thus lower pump conversion efficiency.
Figure 5 shows the pump conversion efficiency as
a function of absorbed pump power calculated for
the copropagation and counterpropagation laser
schemes with regular and tapered active fiber. The
distribution of the intracavity power density for
the copropagated and counterpropagated schemes
for tapered and cylindrical fiber is shown in Fig. 6.
As can be seen in Fig. 6, the (average) power density
in a core of counterpropagated tapered laser is signif-
icantly lower than the power density in the core of
copropagated laser.
A T-DCF has a higher absorption per unit length
compared to regular fibers with the same dopant con-
centration in the core because the doped volume in a
T-DCF is always higher than the doped volume of
brightness-equivalent regular fiber with a core dia-
meter similar to the narrow side of T-DCF. Although
the absorption is mostly determined by the core-
cladding area ratio, the T-DCF exhibits higher ab-
sorption due to mode mixing introduced by the
tapered cladding shape and partial core-pumping
due to the large core size at launch end. As confirmed
by the experimental results in Section 3, the simula-
tion conducted by varying the active ion concentra-
tion substantially overestimates these effects as the
measured absorption in the T-DCF was only twice
higher than in the cylindrical fiber; however, it serves
to qualitatively illustrate the consequences of the
increased absorption in the T-DCF. It can be shown
that the ratio of lengths of cylindrical and linear
tapered fibers equivalent in terms of total volume
and core diameter (in the narrow end of the taper)
is determined as
Lcylinder
Ltaper
 1
3
T2  T  1; (11)
where Lcylinder is the length of equivalent cylindrical
fiber, Ltaper is the length of tapered fiber, and T is the
tapering ratio. Figure 7 shows the ratio of the lengths
for cylindrical and tapered fibers with the same ac-
tive volume as a function of the tapering ratio. As can
be seen from Fig. 7, the length of a tapered fiber with
T  5 could be 1∕10 of the length of an equivalent
cylindrical fiber. Of course, this estimation ignores
vignetting, and the actual T-DCF is longer.
As indicated by Fig. 3(a) and confirmed by the ex-
perimental section, the absorption in the tapered fi-
ber pulled from the same preform is higher than the
absorption of the brightness-equivalent regular fiber.
As a result, the optimal length of T-DCF in the la-
ser cavity is shorter than the optimal length of the
regular fiber. Since background loss per unit length
is the same for regular and tapered fibersmade of the
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same preform, the intracavity losses for a fiber laser
with T-DCF will be smaller than the intracavity
losses for an equivalent laser with a regular fiber. As
a result, the pump conversion efficiency of a T-DCF
laser is always higher than that of a laser containing
a brightness-equivalent regular fiber.
B. Contrast and Beam Quality
The contrast of the output radiation from the tapered
fibers is defined as the ratio of the power propagating
in the core and cladding, and is determined mostly by
the mode coupling which inevitably exists in nonre-
gular waveguides [7,8]. For emission propagating to-
ward the wide end of the taper, mode coupling leads
to the transfer of a fraction of the fundamental mode
power to high-order modes. Though the power flow to
higher-order modes does not increase cavity loss, it
can degrade the beam quality (M2) [9].
For emission propagating toward the narrow end,
high-order modes excited due to mode coupling in the
multimode part of the taper eventually violate the
guiding condition and leak out of the core. This leads
to an increase in the cavity loss and the deterioration
of the contrast of the output radiation. Thus, the
presence of mode coupling in the T-DCF significantly
affects the operation of the laser or amplifier contain-
ing a T-DCF and will be discussed in next.
1. Mode Coupling Mechanisms in a T-DCF
Mode coupling in passive tapered fibers has been stu-
died in [7–14]. Two basic mechanisms causing mode
coupling in tapered fibers are longitudinal variation
of the core diameter [7,8,10–12] and bending of the
tapered fiber [13,14]. The mode coupling coefficient
Cnm caused by longitudinal variation of the core
diameter is given by [8,12]:
Cnm  0.5
n21 − n
2
2
neff ;n − neff ;m
1
a
∂a
∂z
; (12)
where n1, n2 are the refractive indices of core and
cladding, neff ;m, neff ;n are the effective indices for
modes with mode number m and n, respectively,
and a is the core radius.
As it was shown in [7,8,10–12], the mode coupling
caused by the core diameter variation is significant
only for nonadiabatic short tapers (millimeters or
even less) with relatively high tapering angles
(0.01–0.1 rad). For long (meters to tens of meters)
adiabatic tapers with a typical tapering angle of
the order of 10−7 rad (as in this study), the mode cou-
pling coefficient calculated from Eq. (12) has a neg-
ligible value in the range of 10−5–10−6 m−1. Thus, the
mode coupling in long adiabatic tapers due to core
diameter variations is small and does not lead to
significant changes of the mode content [10,11].
The mechanism of the mode coupling caused by
local bending of the adiabatically tapered fiber is de-
scribed and studied theoretically and experimentally
in [13–15]. The tapered fiber bent under the angle θ
has been simulated as a sequence of M cylindrical
fiber segments with successively decreasing dia-
meter. The longitudinal axis of each fractional cylind-
rical fiber is rotated at an angle ψ  θ∕M relative to
the longitudinal axis of the neighboring fiber. A local
mode coupling coefficient in an adiabatically tapered
fiber locally bent under the angle ψ is defined by [14]:
Cψnm;pq 
Z
∞
0
Z
2π
0
εinmε
i1
pq J0βinmψr
 2jJ1βinmψr · cos φrdrdφ; (13)
where n, p, and m, q are the radial and azimuthal
mode numbers, respectively, εinm and εipq are the
transversal input and output mode field functions
at the elementary part i of the bent taper respec-
tively, βinm is the propagation constant of the (nm)-
mode at the elementary part i of the bent taper, r,
φ are the radial and azimuthal coordinates, and
J0, J1 are Bessel functions. It was shown both theo-
retically and experimentally that even a small local
bend of the order of one degree of adiabatically ta-
pered fibers can lead to significant mode coupling,
∼8–10% [13,14]. Furthermore, it has been shown
that the effect can be significant enough to be used
for sensing applications [15].
Distributed bending of adiabatically tapered long
fibers due to coiling exhibit essentially different be-
havior. Since the long fibers are always coiled for
practical use, they are inevitably bent. The mode
conversion in coiled tapered fiber has not been con-
sidered so far. Although each local bending angle de-
termined by the radius of fiber coiling (1∕R) is small,
the long length of the coiled taper can result in a
significant aggregate mode coupling coefficient. The
mode coupling coefficient for a long tapered fiber
coiled at radius R is defined as the integral over
the taper length:
Cnm;pq 
Z
L
0
C
1
R
nm;pqzdz; (14)
where C1∕Rnm;pqz is the mode coupling coefficient
caused by coiling at location z. This parameter
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Fig. 7. The ratio of length for cylindrical and tapered fiber with
equal volume of active material versus tapering ratio.
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describes the mode conversion mechanism in long
adiabatic tapers, namely the distributed mode cou-
pling caused by continuous bending due to coiling
of the fiber. Since the entire taper is typically not
coiled, to evaluate the coefficient Eq. (14) for each
pair of coupled modes would represent a contour in-
tegral taking the real shape into account, which is
out of the scope of this paper. Futhermore, fabrica-
tion defects are not taken into account although they
may significantly contribute to the total mode
coupling.
2. Mode Coupling Characterization
To date, several methods have been proposed to deter-
mine the mode power content. These methods are
based on the analysis of either temporal [16] or spec-
tral characteristics [17] of the radiation propagating
through a multimode fiber. A method based on the
measurement of various intermodal time delays re-
quires, however, fiber lengths of a few hundredmeters
[16]. The mode power decomposition method based
on the spectral measurements with a ring scanning
cavity assumes that the transversal modes of the
fiber coincide with the transversal modes of the ring
resonator; a condition that is difficult to meet appro-
priately [17]. Some approaches are based on the
analysis of the spatial pattern of radiation from amul-
timode fiber using a precomputed holographic filter
[18] or a tomographic procedure [19]. These methods
require a priori knowledge of spatial distribution of
the mode that is difficult to derive practically.
Recently a new experimental technique for the
analysis of large mode area (LMA) fiber mode
content—the so-called S2 method (spatially and spec-
trally resolved)—has been proposed [20,21]. The
spectral modal beats measured for different points
of the output of LMA fibers are used for Fourier
transform and reconstruction of the spatial distribu-
tion of propagating modes. In this study we analyze
the mode coupling in long adiabatic tapers using a
similar method.
The S2 method is applied here particularly to the
long coiled adiabatic taper with narrow-to-wide
propagation direction and only for a single spatial
output point. The schematic measurement setup
is shown in Fig. 8. The single-mode radiation is
launched into the core of the T-DCF. The aperture
of the single mode fiber, butt-coupled at taper output,
acts as a spatial filter and delivers the signal to the
optical spectrum analyzer. In the absence of mode
coupling, the light intensity, after passing through
a spatial filter with a transmission function S, can be
written as
I 
Z
S · E21ds; (15)
where E1 is the spatial function of the fundamental
mode. When high-order modes are excited at certain
points located at the distance Lp from taper output,
the intensity of the radiation passed through the
spatial filter can be written as
I 
XN
i1
c2i
Z
SE2i ds 2
XN
i;j1
cicj ×
Z
Ei · S · Ejds
· cos
 
2πΔneffij Lpf
c
!
; (16)
where Ei is the spatial distribution of electrical field
of mode i, N is the number of modes in the core, ci
is the excitation coefficient of mode i, Δneffij  Δneffi −
Δneffj is the difference between effective indices of
modes i and j respectively, c is the speed of light in
vacuum, f is the optical frequency, and Lp is the dis-
tance between the point where the mode conversion
occurs and the output end of the tapered fiber.
The mode coupling is described in Eq. (16) by the
term containing the sum of modal functions with the
period equal to the intermodal group delay:
τij 
Δneffij Lp
c
: (17)
Therefore, periodic modulation of the optical spec-
trum after passing through the tapered fiber and the
spatial filter indicates the presence of mode coupling.
The value of the intermodal delay τij gives informa-
tion on the type of interfering modes, whereas the
amplitude of the harmonic with the period of τij
indicates the coupling coefficient of modes i and j.
In addition, the shape of the intermodal group
delay spectrum (the Fourier transform of optical
spectrum) allows determining the origin of the mode
coupling. Two types of mode coupling—distributed
and discrete—have been considered in [20]. The
distributed mode coupling is defined as a coupling
that occurs throughout the whole length of the fiber,
e.g., due to distributed microbending, core diameter
variations, or irregularities in the refractive index of
the core. The discrete mode coupling occurs as a re-
sult of a local perturbation, e.g., a sharp bend or local
fiber compression. The shape of the intermodal group
delay spectrum for distributed and discrete distur-
bances have different properties. Since the delay
Eq. (17) depends on the distance Lp, the spectrum
of the intermodal group delay is smooth if distrib-
uted mode coupling dominates, whereas for discrete
perturbations the spectrum becomes multilined.
Thus, the shape of the intermodal group delay
Fig. 8. (Color online) S2-measurement setup for tapered fiber.
OSA, optical spectrum analyzer.
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spectrum suggests the principal mechanism of the
mode coupling.
3. Impact of Mode Coupling on the Operation of
Tapered Fiber Lasers
Mode coupling has a different effect on copropagating
and counterpropagating T-DCF laser geometries. For
a copropagating scheme, consider light propagating
toward the wide end that is then reflected back by
the mirror to the narrow end. The high-order modes
excited in the wide part of the taper are reflected by
the mirror and propagate as a multimode radiation
towards the narrow single-mode taper section. The
backreflected, higher-order modes leak to the clad-
ding thus reducing the output contrast and pump
conversion efficiency. Additionally, in the copropagat-
ing scheme, the end-mirror misalignment could
further increase mode coupling/mixing in the multi-
mode part of the system. As it was shown recently in
[22], the use of fiber Bragg gratings may also lead to
mode coupling. In the counterpropagation scheme,
the situation is fundamentally different because the
reflector cannot change the mode content in a single
mode section but can only increase the loss.
The beam contrast deterioration is a result of cou-
pling of the core and cladding modes. The strongest
coupling to the claddingmodes is expected for higher-
order modes of the core having closest propagation
constants, i.e., the core modes operating close to cut-
off of the guiding [23]. Therefore, strong coupling to
the cladding mode occurs when nearly all core modes
are excited. The number of guided modes in the ta-
pered fiber is proportional to the square of the core
diameter. This means that even if at a certain loca-
tion of the taper the next-to-cutoff modes are excited
at the subsequent part of taper with larger core
diameter, those modes are quite far from the cutoff
and thus the coupling to the cladding modes are
not efficient. Therefore, in the counterpropagation
T-DCF, the degradation of contrast due to mode cou-
pling is very low. Furthermore, as shown in [24], the
increase in the number of propagated modes often
does not lead to a significant degradation of the M2.
To summarize, the presence of mode coupling in
the cavity of a tapered laser has a significant influ-
ence on the parameters of a copropagated laser,
namely the deterioration of the output beam contrast
and pump conversion efficiency. On the other hand,
the counterpropagation scheme is less prone to these
effects of mode coupling. Though the excitation of
high-order modes can slightly degrade the beam
quality, it does not reduce the pump conversion
efficiency.
C. Launching Efficiency
The launching efficiency into a uniform double-clad
fiber with cladding diameter D∕T and brightness-
equivalent to a T-DCF with wide end cladding dia-
meter ofD, the tapering ratio of T, and the numerical
aperture of the cladding of NA can be written as
[25,26]:
LDCF 

D · NA · FDCF
2 · BPP · T

2
; (18)
where BPP is the beam parameter product of the
pump source, and FDCF is the fill factor of the clad-
ding aperture. The launching efficiency into a corre-
sponding taper is given by
LT-DCF 

D · NA · FT-DCF
2 · BPP

2
; (19)
where FT-DCF is the fill factor of the T-DCF cladding
aperture. Thus, the ratio of the launching efficiency
coefficients of the tapered fiber and equivalent regu-
lar fiber is
LT-DCF
LDCF


FT-DCF
FDCF
T

2
: (20)
This expression shows that for the pump source
with given brightness, the launching efficiency into
a T-DCF is always T · FT-DCF2 times higher than
the launching efficiency into equivalent cylindrical
fiber assuming a fully filled DCF cladding aperture.
Although the T-DCF launch aperture should be un-
derfilled to avoid excessive vignetting, brightness
enhancement remains significantly higher than in
a regular fiber, as shown in [3]. The maximum accep-
table fill factor that ensures negligible vignetting
loss is determined by the longitudinal taper shape
and the incore pump absorption, i.e., the doping
level.
3. Experimental Results
The ytterbium-doped preform fabricated by the
surface-plasma chemical vapor deposition method
[27], had an absorption of 150 dB∕m at λ  920 nm.
The preform was shaped (four times truncated) for
better absorption. The tapered fiber and the refer-
ence regular fiber with equivalent brightness were
drawn from the same preform. The longitudinal pro-
file of the tapered fiber is shown in Fig. 9.
The tapering ratio of the T-DCF was T  6.5, and
the distance between the flat side surfaces of the
T-DCF in the wide end is 630 μm. The core diameter
in the wide end was approximately 40 μm. The diam-
eter of the regular (cylindrical) fiber was equal to the
diameter of the T-DCF in the narrow end (110 μm).
Both the T-DCF and the regular fiber were coated
with a low-index polymer (NA  0.4). The fiber-
coupled (core 400 μm, NA  0.22) laser diode bar
with a maximum output of 140 W at λ  915 nm
was used as the pump source.
The pump absorption, pump conversion efficiency,
and susceptibility to self-pulsing for copropagated
and counterpropagated schemes were examined for
both regular and tapered fibers. The mode coupling
and its effect on contrast and beam quality was stu-
died using the S2-method and M2-measurements.
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A. Pump Absorption
The pump absorption in the tapered fiber was mea-
sured by launching pump source emission (915 nm)
into the wide part of the T-DCF. The cladding aper-
ture (NA  0.4) of the T-DCF was only partially filled
(NA  0.15) to completely avoid the effect of vignet-
ting [3]. A pump launch NA of 0.3 was used in the
case of the regular fiber. The summary of results is
shown in Table 1.
B. Pump Conversion Efficiency
As noted above in Eq. (1), the pump conversion effi-
ciency of a double-clad fiber laser is determined by
the product of pump launching efficiency, slope effi-
ciency, and the fraction of power propagating in the
core, i.e., beam contrast. The launching efficiency
into the fiber (taper) was determined by coupling
the pump radiation into a short piece of fiber (taper)
and measuring the transmitted power (Table 1). The
contrast of the radiation was measured only for co-
propagated schemes by removing part of the polymer
coating at the output of fiber (taper) and applying a
high-index gel to filter out the light propagated in the
cladding to estimate its relative contribution to the
total output power.
The slope efficiency was measured using the setup
schematically shown in Fig. 10. The fiber-coupled
diode bar at 915 nm was used as a pump source.
The pump light was launched through a dichroic
filter (highly transparent for pump and highly
reflecting for signal) into the wide end of the T-DCF.
The cavity is terminated by a highly reflective mirror
on one side and 4% Fresnel reflection on the other
fiber end. We measured the slope and pump conver-
sion efficiencies for the two schemes for both the
T-DCF and the regular fiber. The results are shown
in Table 1.
C. Self-Pulsing Threshold
Passive Q-switching regime, frequently observed in
fiber lasers, can be triggered by the cascaded effect
of Rayleigh backscattering and stimulated Brillouin
scattering (SBS) [4]. This regime was observed in la-
sers with tapered and regular fiber studied here and
characterized by measuring pulse shape, spectrum,
and launched pump power corresponding to the on-
set of pulsing. The pulsing pump threshold was 4 W
for tapered copropagation laser setup, as seen from
Table 1. This laser configuration demonstrated a
strong tendency toward generation of an unstable
train of pulses with the duration of several nanose-
conds and with a repetition rate of several hundred
kilohertz. A typical pulse shape and emission spec-
trum are shown in Fig. 11(a) and 11(b) respectively.
Due to the relatively high peak power of several
kW, considerable stimulated Raman scattering was
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Fig. 9. Cladding diameter versus length of the tapered fiber.
Table 1. Characterization Results for the Studied Laser Schemes
Measured Quantity
Regular Fiber,
Co-pumping
Regular Fiber,
Counter-pumping
Tapered Fiber,
Co-pumping
Tapered Fiber,
Counter-pumping
Length (m) 25.5 25.5 20 20
DC absorption (dB∕m) 0.4 0.4 0.75 0.75
Slope efficiency (%) 49.7 57.1 51 60
Pump launching efficiency (%) 5.5 (NA 0.3) 5.5 (NA 0.3) 78 (NA 0.15) 78 (NA 0.15)
Contrast (%) 98 — 70 —
Pump conversion efficiency (%) 2.6 3.14 28 46.8
Self-pulsing threshold (W) 4 5 4.4 30
M2 SMF SMF SMF 1.06∕1.20
Output mode field diameter (μm) 5 5 5 30
Divergence (rad) 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.03
Pump
915 nm
R=100%R=4%
Pump
915 nm
R=100%
R=4%
Output
Output
(a)
(b)
Fig. 10. (Color online) (a) Counterpropagation and (b) copropaga-
tion laser schemes.
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observed resulting in a typical spectrum shown in
Fig. 11(b).
The threshold of a pulsed operation for a counter-
propagation scheme of the laser with T-DCF was
30 W, more than seven times higher than the thresh-
old for copropagation scheme. For the pump power
below the threshold, steady CW lasing was observed
with the optical spectrum shown in Fig. 12(a). Onset
of the pulse regime is accompanied with an addi-
tional down-shifted spectral band seen in Figs. 12(b)
and 12(c). The pulsed regime was observed for both
directions of signal propagation with a regular fiber,
see Table 1. The emission spectra were similar to
those shown in Fig. 12. It should be noted that the
pulses are always superimposed on a CW pedestal
containing a large fraction of the output power.
D. Mode Coupling Measurements
Mode coupling in a long adiabatically tapered coiled
fiber induced by distributed or local bending was stu-
died using the S2 method [20,21]. Experimental set-
up is shown in Fig. 13. A 1550 nm broadband source
was spliced to the single-mode end of the T-DCF.
It was necessary to utilize a source wavelength far
away from the 1 μm line due to high absorption; how-
ever, for qualitative interpretation of the results the
wavelength is not critical. A single-mode fiber, butt-
coupled to the core at the wide end of the T-DCF, was
used as a spatial filter. The spectral beats of the
broadband light transmitted through the resulting
optical system were measured for different bending
geometries of the T-DCF.
The emission spectrum of broadband radiation
passed through the T-DCF coiled with a 25 cm radius
is shown in Fig. 14(a). The spectrum is modulated
periodically with 0.73 dB average deviation. The
Fourier transform of this spectrum representing
an intermodal group delay spectrum is shown in
Fig. 14(b). The results of a similar measurement
performed for a coil radius of 15 cm are shown in
Fig. 15. The measurements plotted in Figs. 14–17
have been done for the same optical power at the
taper output. The power after spatial filtering by
the single-mode fiber, however, depends on the bend-
ing condition.
Next, in the T-DCF, coiled with radius of 15 cm, an
additional local bend with a 5 cm radius was intro-
duced at one of two different locations: either one
meter from the wide end or three meters from the
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Fig. 11. (a) Typical output pulse shape and (b) spectrum for self-
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Fig. 13. (Color online) Mode coupling measurement setup.
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narrow end, as schematically shown in Fig. 13.
Spectra corresponding to these bends are shown in
Figs. 16(a) and 17(a) respectively. Fourier transforms
of these spectra are shown in Figs. 16(b) and 17(b)
respectively. As can be seen from Fig. 16, the local
bend imposed at the wide side of the taper results
in a relatively small effect. The local bend with a
5 cm radius imposed in the wide part of T-DCF
caused only a slight increase in the losses by
0.2 dB, while the deviation remains 0.66 dB, the
same as for unperturbed case. The local bending of
the narrow section of tapered fiber demonstrates
different behavior, as shown in Fig. 17. The average
signal level decreases by 9.4 dB down to −6.02 dB
relative to the original level. The spectrum exhibits
strong periodic modulation with a mean deviation
of 1.61 dB.
E. Beam Quality Measurements
The core output beams from the single-mode refer-
ence fiber and the T-DCF narrow output are both
diffraction-limited, as generally expected. The beam
quality of the signal emitted from the wide end of
the T-DCF with 40 μm core diameter measured using
a clip level method corresponds to M2x  1.06∕
M2y  1.20. The beam distribution in the near and
far field is shown in Fig. 18. In addition, the output
beam divergence was measured to be 0.03 rad.
The beam quality measurements were performed
for 15 cm coiling radius without local bending.
4. Discussion
A. Slope Efficiency
Comparison of the laser performance based on ta-
pered and regular fibers shows that the slope effi-
ciency of a tapered fiber laser is higher both for
copropagation and counterpropagation geometries.
Additionally, the slope efficiency for the counterpro-
pagation scheme is superior with both fiber types
as shown both numerically and experimentally
(Table 1). It was also found from modeling and
measurements that pump absorption in a T-DCF is
higher than that in a regular fiber with an equivalent
volume of active material. This feature originates
from the mode mixing introduced by the taper shape,
the larger active volume of a brightness-equivalent
T-DCF, and the nonuniform distribution of active vo-
lume along the T-DCF, i.e., most of the gain material
is located in its wide section at pump input end.
Accordingly, pump absorption per unit length in a
T-DCF is higher than in the equivalent regular fiber.
This allows for shorter length of active fiber with the
same density of the dopants, which in turn decreases
the intracavity losses and improves the slope effi-
ciency. Additionally, higher absorption per unit
length in T-DCFallows fibers with modest concentra-
tions of active ions to be used, which is beneficial e.g.,
in terms of photodarkening [28].
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B. Contrast
The beam contrast of a regular fiber laser derived
from measurements is approximately 98% deter-
mined largely by the relatively high NAcore  0.11
and a large radius of fiber coiling of 15 cm and indi-
cates that coupling between the fundamental and
cladding modes is prohibited.
The output divergence of 0.03 rad measured for
counterpropagating T-DCF suggests that the aper-
ture of the core is not fully filled and indicates a
nearly perfect beam contrast for counterpropagated
T-DCF. Ideally, without mode coupling, the aperture
of the output emission should be even lower, i.e.,
NAcore∕T  0.018. The slightly higher divergence
can be attributed to higher-order modes that are pre-
sent due to mode coupling caused by the coiling of
the taper.
The experimentally measured contrast of the out-
put radiation of a copropagating tapered laser was
70% as shown in Table 1. Since the T-DCF is an effi-
cient filter of high-order modes, reduced contrast pro-
vides estimation for the fraction of power contained
in high-order modes of ∼30%. The mode content was
evaluated from the modulation features in the spec-
tra measured by the S2-method. Changing the coiling
radius of the T-DCF from 25 to 15 cm, shown in
Figs. 14 and 15 respectively, reveals that the beat
spectrum depends directly on the bending condition.
The number of intermodal delay harmonics in the
Fourier spectra in Figs. 14(b) and 15(b) indicate
the presence of up to three and six excited modes
for a bend radius of 25 cm and 15 cm respectively.
The beam contrast was approximately 70% for both
coiling radii. The increase in coiling radius causes a
reduction of the number of excited modes, i.e. the
group of modes receiving power depends on the ra-
dius of periodic bending, as can be seen from Figs. 14
and 15, whereas the total amount of power converted
from the fundamental mode to higher-order modes
remains approximately constant and is likely to be
determined by the length of the taper. It should be
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noted that in the large-core section of tapered fiber
with V  14, up to 100 modes can be guided. The
fairly discrete character of the spectra indicates that
the excitation of higher-order modes is resonant and
dependent on the radius of coiling. Furthermore, the
discrete nature of the intermodal delay spectra in
Figs. 14–16 could result from relatively high local
slopes in the taper profile that give rise to localized
mode coupling when bent due to coiling. The inten-
sity variations of the optical spectrum (0.66–
0.73 dB) correspond closely to the observed beam
contrast of 70%. Thus, the mode coupling caused
by the coiling leads to the coupling of a significant
fraction of the fundamental mode power (∼30%) to
higher-order modes.
It has been shown earlier that bending can induce
strong mode coupling in a tapered fiber, while the
sensitivity to the bending depends on the local taper
diameter [13,14]. Figure 16 shows that local bending
of the large-core section of the taper with a radius of
5 cm leads to a minor reduction of output power
(0.2 dB), while the spectral intensity variation re-
mains at the same level of 0.66 dB. However, local
bending of the narrow section of the taper exhibits
different behavior. As seen from Fig. 17, the average
power decreases by 9.4 dB and the amplitude of
intensity variations increases up to 1.61 dB. Corre-
sponding intermodal delay spectrum given by
Fourier transform is no longer discrete and has a
rather smooth shape due to a large number of inter-
modal delay harmonics flattening the spectral envel-
ope. The spectral behavior together with reduction in
the average power indicates a multimode speckle
pattern at the taper output.
Therefore, the mode coupling in the wide and nar-
row sections of the T-DCF exhibit significantly differ-
ent sensitivity to bending. Apparently, this is due to
the strong dependence of the mode coupling coeffi-
cient cij on the fiber outer diameter D, cij ∼D−6
[29]. Furthermore, bending of the narrow part re-
sults in a larger number of modes early in the taper,
which enhances further mode coupling to a larger
number of neighboring modes, compared to a single
mode propagating in the narrow part when bending
is absent. For local bending at the wide part, the
effect is smaller due to shorter remaining propaga-
tion distance. This behavior indicates that in
order to minimize mode coupling, any small-radius
bends, especially in the small-diameter section of
the T-DCF, should be avoided.
Analysis of the beam contrast in a T-DCF laser
shows that the bends during the coiling affect the
performance of copropagating and counterpropagat-
ing tapered lasers differently. Though the mode con-
tent changes in both cases, in the copropagating
scheme it leads to contrast deterioration and even-
tually to deterioration of PCE (Table 1). In the coun-
terpropagation laser scheme, the changes of the
mode content practically do not affect the contrast
of the output radiation and only result in minor beam
quality deterioration.
C. Launching Efficiency
Theoretical assumptions made in Subsection 2.C are
supported by experimental results presented in
Table 1. The theoretical launch efficiencies for the
characterized T-DCF and regular fiber are 100% and
13% (taking into account the fill factors 0.375 and
0.75 used in measurements) respectively, for the
pump source with a nominal BPP of 44 mm · mrad.
The corresponding measured launching efficiencies
were 78% and 5.5%. The discrepancy is partially at-
tributed to free-space launch components, spherical
lens aberrations for multimode pump radiation and
Fresnel reflection from the fiber end face. In addi-
tion, we used a pump delivery cable without a clad-
ding mode stripper, which can cause a significant
part of the pump power to propagate in the cladding
with lower brightness. These effects have not been
considered in Eqs. (18)–(20). However, the require-
ment of very high pump brightness for a cylindrical
fiber compared to a brightness-equivalent T-DCF re-
mains apparent.
D. Self-Pulsing
We observed the phenomenon of self-pulsing in all
studied laser configurations. The threshold of the
effect was found to be significantly higher for a coun-
terpropagating T-DCF scheme than for the other
schemes, as can be seen in Table 1. The T-DCF laser
can be expected to perform better in this respect due
to the higher SBS threshold arising from the core
diameter modulation, whereas the difference be-
tween T-DCF configurations can be partially attrib-
uted to the higher intracavity power density in the
copropagating geometry (see Fig. 6).
Another mechanism for enhancement of the effect
in copropagating geometry is illustrated schemati-
cally in Fig. 19. Once the threshold is exceeded, an
effective SBS mirror develops in the relatively
small-diameter section of T-DCF where the power
density is sufficiently higher, as shown in Fig. 6.
The laser cavity then effectively becomes a three-
mirror resonator that functions differently for copro-
pagation and counterpropagation geometry, as the
bulk of the gain material, and thus the amplification
is located in the large-core section of the T-DCF.
For the counterpropagation scheme, the arising
cavity is formed by the SBS mirror and the 4% Fres-
nel reflection, Fig. 19(a). With the low-reflectivity
output mirror, the cavity operates effectively in a
two-pass regime with low-energy storage resulting
in a high self-pulsing threshold (Table 1).
For the copropagation scheme, the cavity is formed
by the highly reflective end mirror and the SBS mir-
ror developed close to the narrow output end of the
T-DCF. Since the reflectivity of the effective SBS mir-
ror is relatively high, the emerged cavity can operate
in a multiple-pass regime. Consequently, the copro-
pagating T-DCF laser exhibits a low self-pulsing
threshold, ∼4 W of launched pump power (Table 1).
High peak power produced with this configuration
generated notable Stokes spectral components seen
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in Fig. 11(b). Therefore, a major disadvantage of the
copropagation scheme is the susceptibility to self-
pulsing, as well as to other nonlinearities. Although
the pulsing threshold can be increased by e.g., in-
creasing the diameter of the active core [3], the coun-
terpropagating scheme will always have higher
resistance to the effect.
E. Beam Quality
Given the strictly single-mode output core, the beam
quality of a copropagated T-DCF laser is equal to the
fiber laser with the regular fiber. However, the coun-
terpropagated tapered laser typically emits a few
modes as a result of mode coupling. The mode con-
tent of the output radiation is largely determined by
the bending of the taper. Furthermore, the small-
diameter section of the T-DCF is significantly more
sensitive to bending than the large diameter section.
Nevertheless, the output beam with counterpropa-
gating geometry had a Gaussian shape and an
M2  1.06∕1.20. The small number (∼5–6) of high-
er-order modes with combined power contribution
below 30% and relatively high brightness [9], pro-
vides a trade-off between output power and beam
quality. These results agree well with results ob-
tained for LMA and moderately multimode fibers
[9,20,21,24].
5. Conclusion
In this study, we have analyzed the performance of
fiber lasers based on tapered double-clad active
fibers and compared them to the performance of
regular active DCFs. The studied characteristics in-
clude pump conversion efficiency, susceptibility to
self-pulsing, and output beam properties. The results
of simulations and measurements allow us to con-
clude that tapered fiber lasers offer significant
advantages especially in terms of low-brightness
pump launching, self-pulsing threshold, and pump
conversion efficiency compared to lasers built from
regular fibers. The distinctive feature of tapered
laser design is that enhanced power characteristics
can be combined with good beam quality despite the
mode coupling occurring in coiled tapers.
The performance of tapered fiber lasers has been
examined for cavity configurations with output sig-
nal copropagating and counterpropagating relative
to pump launch direction. The results show that a
counterpropagation scheme exhibits superior pump
conversion efficiency due to better beam contrast
of the output radiation and higher slope efficiency.
Furthermore, the counterpropagating design offers
a substantially higher self-pulsing threshold com-
pared with copropagating tapered lasers and lasers
based on regular fibers. Although mode coupling ex-
ists in a coiled T-DCF, and the counterpropagating
scheme uses a multimode output port, the output
emission retains good beam quality. Therefore, we
can conclude that the T-DCF concept offers a practi-
cal alternative for bright, high-power fiber oscillators
pumped by cost-effective low-brightness sources.
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Abstract: We have experimentally studied fundamental mode propagation 
in few meters long, adiabatically tapered step-index fibers with high 
numerical aperture, core diameter up to 117 μm (V = 38) and tapering ratio 
up to 18. The single fundamental mode propagation was confirmed by 
several techniques that reveal no signature of higher-order mode excitation. 
It can be, therefore, concluded that adiabatic tapering is a powerful method 
for selective excitation of the fundamental mode in highly multimode large-
mode-area fibers. Annular near field distortion observed for large output 
core diameters was attributed to built-in stress due to thermal expansion 
mismatch between core and cladding materials. The mechanical stress 
could be avoided by an appropriate technique of fiber preform fabrication 
and drawing, which would prevent the mode field deformation and lead to 
reliable diffraction-limited fundamental mode guiding for very large core 
diameters. 
©2012 Optical Society of America 
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(060.2400) Fiber properties. 
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1. Introduction 
Fiber mode area enlargement is one of the key means for power scaling and nonlinearity 
mitigation. Currently, there are three main approaches for development of near single mode 
(SM) large mode area (LMA) fibers, namely, low numerical aperture (NA) fibers, 
microstructured fibers such as large-pitch photonic crystal fibers (PCF) and leakage-channel 
fibers (LCF), and selective mode excitation in multi-mode (MM) fibers. 
In low-NA fibers, controlled bending is often utilized to induce large losses for the high-
order modes (HOM) [1], and the method was used to realize the first kW laser [2] and 
recently a 10-kW amplifier [3]. However, the core diameter usually remains limited to below 
50 μm due to the minimum core/cladding refractive index difference (typically NA = 0.05-
0.06) achievable by modified chemical vapor deposition (MCVD) technology. In addition, the 
guiding properties of these fibers are weak due to the low NA, making them highly sensitive 
to environmental perturbations, especially uncontrolled bends. 
An alternative technology for mode area scaling is based on different types of 
microstructured fibers. Active PCF with small hole-diameter-to-pitch ratio d/Λ (< 0.1) was 
demonstrated in [4], and core diameter as large as 70 μm has been achieved [5]. Recently, the 
core diameter of a large-pitch PCF was further increased to 135 μm [6]. Similarly to low-NA 
fibers, PCFs of this type possess weak guiding properties, and they are realized as unbendable 
rod-type fibers; furthermore, their mode content is strongly dependent on pump power [6]. 
The basic principle of these fibers, the delocalization of higher order modes out of the guiding 
core, is also utilized in the LCF design [7]. In LCFs, the single mode LMA core is formed by 
channels introduced in the cladding to make the core waveguide leaky for all modes. Such 
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fibers can potentially be several meters long and bendable to a small diameter, although high-
power experimental results are yet to be demonstrated. 
Finally, mode area scaling can be achieved by selective excitation of a certain mode in a 
multimode fiber. Using a lens system for selective excitation of the fundamental mode in a 
multimode fiber with a core diameter of 45 μm and NA of 0.13, single-mode propagation 
over 23.5 m was demonstrated in [8]. The excitation of the single LP07 mode by using a long 
period fiber Bragg grating (LPG) in a multimode fiber with an 86-μm core was demonstrated 
in [9]. Furthermore, fundamental mode propagation through a 20-cm straight fiber with 300 
μm core diameter and NA = 0.39 was demonstrated in [10], and propagation through 2 m in 
100-μm core fiber was demonstrated in [11] with output M2 of 1.6. The results of [8–11] 
allow concluding that mode coupling induced by macro-bends in fibers with a sufficiently 
large cladding diameter is small, and after excitation of a single mode (fundamental or 
another), the lone mode can propagate in a highly multimode core over long distances without 
significant mode conversion. 
In addition to the free-space [8, 10, 11] and LPG [9] approaches, adiabatic tapering can be 
used for fundamental mode excitation in multimode fibers by using the SM end as a 
launching port. In this paper, we investigate the fundamental mode evolution in long, 
adiabatic, high-NA tapers with high tapering ratio. Although mode area scaling by tapering a 
multimode optical fiber has been reported [12–14], only short (few-cm) tapers with up to ~50 
μm core diameters have been studied experimentally. Previously, we have proposed the use 
of long active tapered fiber as a gain medium for fiber lasers and amplifiers [15]. 
Experimentally, we have shown that the wide side core diameter can be scaled up to 40-60 
μm (NA 0.11) with a diffraction-limited beam, whereas further increasing the core diameter 
often leads to deterioration of the output beam quality [16–18]. The main aim of this paper is 
a detailed experimental study of the evolution of the beam characteristics (modal 
composition, state of polarization, transversal mode field distribution, and beam quality) after 
mode area expansion in a long (several meters) tapered passive fiber with high NA, high 
tapering ratio, and core diameter up to 117 μm. 
2. Experimental results 
The longitudinal profiles of the tapered fibers are shown in Fig. 1. The 7-m and 20-m fibers 
have tapered lengths of approximately 5 m and 13 m, tapering ratios of 18 and 12, and 
maximum core diameters of 117 μm and 86 μm, respectively. Both tapers had a W-profile 
with core NA of 0.11, core to cladding diameter ratio of 1:6, and core diameter to outer 
diameter ratio of 1:14. The narrow end core diameter was approximately 6.5 μm, strictly 
single-mode for the 1 μm wavelength used in most measurements. Special attention was paid 
to the uniformity of the core refractive index, as the maximum core diameter in the 100 
wavelengths range renders the mode field sensitive to any perturbation of the transversal 
index profile. Therefore, the rod-in-tube technology was used for preform fabrication to 
ensure a uniform index profile of the core. The preform core was a pure silica glass rod (type 
F-300), and the cladding was formed by fluoro-silicate glass layers deposited inside an F-300 
tube by MCVD technique. After deposition of the cladding layers, the core rod was inserted 
into the tube, and the tapered fibers were pulled directly from the aggregate. The tapers were 
coated by a high-index polymer to remove cladding modes, and the diameters of the pulled 
fibers were controlled and measured at several locations during the drawing. 
2.1 Mode field distribution and beam quality 
Single-mode excitation 
A cut-back measurement was used to determine the modal evolution during propagation in 
the 7-m tapered fiber. A 1060-nm SM diode source was launched by splicing the diode pigtail 
in the narrow end of the taper. For several cutting locations, the fiber diameter, 1-D and 2-D 
beam profiles, divergence, and M2-parameter were measured for both straight and coiled (R = 
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15 cm) fiber. The first 50 cm in the wide side were kept approximately straight also in the 
coiled case. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the beam profiles in the near field and far field at the 
wide side output after propagation through several cut lengths of the shorter taper, 
respectively, and Fig. 2(c) shows the near and far field profiles after propagation through the 
entire 20-m taper. 
 
Fig. 1. Outer diameters (left axis) and core diameters (right axis) versus length of 7-m and 20-
m tapers. 
 
Fig. 2. (a) The core diameters and near field output beam profiles (2-D picture and 1-D graphs 
for two orthogonal axes) at different cut lengths measured from the large diameter output for 
straight 7-m taper. Bending or tension applied on the relatively rigid wide part of the taper 
resulted in a shift of the field distribution as shown in the second and third rows. (b) The far 
field beam profiles for the largest and smallest core diameters with Gaussian fits (red) in the 1-
D profiles. Significant changes in the far field distribution were not observed at any output 
core diameter with any bending. (c) Far field (left) and near field (right) beam profiles for the 
uncut coiled 20-m taper. 
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The dependence of output beam quality on the cut-back was characterized by measuring 
the output beam divergence and M2 (4σ-method, average of two measured orthogonal axes) at 
various cut lengths for both coiled and straight 7-m taper, with the results shown as a function 
of core diameter shown in Fig. 3. For the 20-m taper, the beam quality was measured for the 
uncut fiber with output core diameter 86 μm, with the results M2 = 1.31 for R = 100 cm and 
M2 = 1.42 for R = 15 cm. The output beam profiles are shown in Fig. 2(c). 
 
Fig. 3. The output beam divergence (a) and M2 (b) versus core diameter for straight and coiled 
7-m taper. 
Multi-mode excitation 
Prior to the cut-back measurement, 532-nm and 1064-nm emission were launched into the 
narrow end of the 7-m taper from a frequency-doubled diode laser. At the wide end output, a 
dichroic filter was used to separate the two wavelengths. Figure 4(a) shows the wide output 
far field distribution for both wavelengths. As evident from Fig. 4(a), green excitation of the 
narrow input core (few-mode for green) led to apparent multi-mode output, whereas for the 1-
μm excitation the far field had a Gaussian shape. The output divergence for both wavelengths 
was measured to be 10 mrad. 
Furthermore, 1060-nm SM diode emission was launched into a highly multi-mode 30-cm 
taper section cut from the wide end with core diameter increasing from 90 μm to 117 μm. The 
SM diode pigtail was butt-coupled to the 90-μm core and the beam profiles, divergence, and 
polarization state were measured at the output. The output beam distributions are shown in 
Fig. 4(b) for centered and arbitrary excitation of the large core. The 1/e2 divergence measured 
after the 30 cm propagation was found to be 50 mrad and 86 mrad for centered and off-
centered excitation, respectively. 
 
Fig. 4. (a) The far field beam profiles from 117-μm output core for narrow-to-wide propagated 
green (left) and infrared (right) emission through the 7-m taper. (b) The near field beam 
profiles after propagation through the 30-cm fiber section cut from the 7-m taper with core 
diameter increasing from 90 μm to 117 μm. The butt-coupled SM input launching was 
centered for lowest order mode excitation achievable (left) or off-center core excitation (right). 
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2.2. State of polarization 
The evolution of the state of polarization (SOP) during narrow-to-wide propagation through 
the long tapered fibers was studied with the 1060-nm SM diode emission. The Stokes 
parameters were determined after propagation through different taper sections shown in Table 
1, and the degree of polarization (DOP), ellipticity ε, and azimuth θ of the SOP were 
calculated from the measured parameters. It should be noted that although ellipticity and 
azimuth are sensitive to perturbations such as bending of the pigtail, the DOP is not. The 
transmission through a polarizer for the 1060-nm SM diode pigtail output (99% DOP) and for 
the 7-m taper output is shown in Fig. 5. The degradation of DOP during propagation through 
the entire length of either taper was found negligible, whereas propagation through the 30-cm 
MM taper piece with core diameter 90 μm to 117 μm excited by butt-coupled SM fiber 
caused significant depolarization (Table 1). 
 
Fig. 5. (a) Transmission through a polarizer for the SM diode emission, and after narrow-to-
wide propagation through coiled and uncoiled 7-m taper. 
Table 1. Polarization measurements. 
 D
OP
ε θ
SM diode pigtail 0.
99
0.1
5
0.52
7-m taper, straight 0.
98
0.2
0
0.51
7-m taper, R = 15 cm 0.
97
0.1
4
0.34
20-m taper, straight 0.
97
0.3
7
0.31
20-m taper, R = 15 cm 1.
00
0.3
8
0.29
30-cm MM section of 7-
m taper, centered excitation
0.
80
0.1
5
0.067
30-cm MM section of 7-
m taper, off-center excitation
0.
84
0.1
8
0.081
DOP, ellipticity ε, and azimuth θ calculated from the measured 
Stokes parameters for various elements. 
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2.3. Mode content 
Changes in mode content were experimentally studied for propagation through the entire 20-
m taper based on the S2-method [19]. Emission from a 1-μm broadband source was launched 
into the narrow end of the fiber, and a SM fiber acting as a spatial filter was butt-coupled to 
the wide output core. The SM fiber was not scanned over the entire output field, but only a 
few aperture locations were studied. The optical spectra at the source and at the output of the 
spatial filter were Fourier transformed to derive an intermodal group delay spectrum. The 
measurement was performed for various taper coiling radii and for different locations of the 
spatial aperture at the output core; however, coiling and aperture location had little effect on 
the beat spectrum. A typical group delay spectrum (R = 15 cm) is shown in Fig. 6. The 
spectrum of the broadband source exhibited some initial modulation resulting in harmonics in 
the Fourier domain; however, significant new harmonics could not be observed in the 
spectrum after propagation through the taper for any bending or aperture location. 
 
Fig. 6. Intermodal group delay spectrum normalized to fiber length for narrow-to-wide 
propagated broadband input. The insets show the optical spectra of the source before and after 
the 20-m taper, and an example location of the SM fiber (spatial filter) butt-coupled to the 
wide end taper core. 
2.4. Impact of built-in mechanical stress 
Built-in mechanical stresses in optical fibers may lead to significant changes in the refractive 
index profile of the core [20, 21]. We investigated the existence of such stresses in the studied 
tapers and their possible influence on the transverse field distribution of the output beam. A 
37 mm long section with 1.6 mm outer diameter cut from the wide end of the 7-m taper was 
excited with a white light source to study the presence of mechanical stress. White light was 
launched into the fiber piece through a linear polarizer, and the output beam profile was 
measured as is, and through another (crossed) polarizer. The same measurement was 
performed after annealing the taper section for 4 h at 1000 °C. The observed output beam 
profiles are shown in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7. The spatial distribution of linearly polarized white light propagated through a 37-mm 
taper section (117 μm core diameter) cut from the wide end of the 7-m taper (top left), and the 
same output after a crossed polarizer (top right). Bottom row: the same measurements after 
annealing of the fiber piece for 4 h at 1000 °C. 
The cross-like structure resulting from mechanical stress is clearly visible in the spatial 
distribution at the taper output (Fig. 7, top left). The top right image in Fig. 7 shows the same 
output after transmission through a cross-state polarizer, illustrating the spatial distribution of 
mechanical stress in the transversal plane of the fiber. Two ring-shaped stress zones can be 
identified: a broad zone in the cladding, and a narrow zone at the core-cladding boundary. 
Thermal annealing led to almost complete elimination of the stress (Fig. 7, bottom row). 
 
Fig. 8. The axial stress component (left axis) and the corresponding lower limit estimation of 
the stress-induced refractive index change (right axis). 
Furthermore, a quantitative measurement of the intrinsic stress in the taper was carried 
out. A 1.6-mm diameter fiber segment was cut from the wide part of the 7-m taper and 
longitudinal mechanical stress was measured directly using a polarimetric setup [21, 22] with 
a spatial resolution of 20 μm. The result of this measurement shown in Fig. 8 reveals two 
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ring-like stress areas: a broad one in the cladding and a narrower one with an opposite sign at 
the core-cladding boundary, in agreement with the pictorial result presented in Fig. 7. 
It should be noted that the stress measurement in Fig. 8 could only determine the axial 
(longitudinal) stress. The relevant radial refractive index change in an optical fiber in 
cylindrical coordinates is defined as Δnr = -B2*Sr-B1*(Sθ + Sz), where B1 and B2 are the 
stress-optical coefficients for fused silica, and Sr, Sθ, Sz are the radial, tangential, and axial 
stress components, respectively [20]. Because B1, B2 > 0, B2 << B1, and the three stress 
components are of the same order of magnitude, B1*Sz can be taken as a reasonable lower 
limit estimate for Δnr (Fig. 8, right axis). 
3. Discussion 
The mode composition of multimode fiber output is determined mainly by three factors: 
initial mode excitation, local (e.g. due to a splice) or distributed (e.g. due to microbending) 
mode coupling, and differential modal attenuation or amplification. Thus, high-quality initial 
excitation and absence of significant mode coupling sources are essential for robust single-
mode propagation. Adiabatic, splice-free fiber tapering is an excellent method for 
fundamental mode excitation in a large-core, highly-MM fiber. In an ideal taper, significant 
mode coupling can be caused either by changes of the core diameter [23, 24] or by local 
bending [25, 26]. Mode coupling in the tapered fiber due to varying core radius has been 
considered theoretically in [23, 24], and found negligible in long adiabatic tapers with small 
tapering angle. Furthermore, mode coupling in tapered fibers caused by local bends was 
studied in [25, 26], and the effect was shown to be strong only for local bends with radii of a 
few millimeters. This allows assuming that mode coupling in a long adiabatically tapered 
fiber is insignificant for practical coiling radii of tens of centimeters, given that the taper is 
free from imperfections such as abrupt diameter changes. In the present work, robust 
propagation of the solitary fundamental mode in long, step-index, highly-MM fiber tapers has 
been demonstrated for the first time with V up to 38 and fiber lengths of several meters. This 
became possible by the record tapering ratio (up to 18), and the absence of any significant 
structural flaws and splicing points, although some variation of core diameter due to small 
oscillation of the pull speed regulation system remains possible. 
The solitary fundamental mode propagation has been confirmed by several experiments. 
First, the measured large-diameter output beam divergence of 10 mrad (Fig. 3(a)) closely 
corresponds to the theoretical limit 1.22λ/D, where λ is the wavelength and D is the output 
core diameter. Second, the propagation of SM diode emission through the studied tapers did 
not cause noticeable degradation of DOP (Table 1). For comparison, propagation through a 
30-cm highly-MM taper section caused up to 20% depolarization and increased divergence to 
86 mrad for arbitrary excitation. Third, the 7-m taper was simultaneously excited in the 
narrow end by 1064-nm (V = 1.5) and 532-nm (V = 4.6) emission, revealing apparent MM 
output for green and a Gaussian far field for infrared. The output divergence for both 
wavelengths was the same (10 mrad), although the theoretical limit for green is 50% less. 
Finally, the near constancy of the mode composition of the 1060-nm SM input propagating 
through the 20-m taper was confirmed by a simplified S2 method. 
With increasing core size, the originally Gaussian field distribution gradually assumed a 
top-hat shape (~50 μm core), followed by an annular profile at larger diameters (Fig. 2(a)). 
The evolution of the near field distribution is accompanied by moderate increase in M2 (Fig. 
3(b)). Interestingly, the progressive mode field distribution change is characteristic only to the 
near field, whereas far field distribution remains nearly Gaussian for any core diameter (Fig. 
2(b), 2(c)). Usually, such an annular near field shape is associated with a higher order mode 
(LP02) excitation or a central dip in the core index profile. Since the mode content did not 
change, and the core index profile was uniform, this behavior was ascribed to built-in 
mechanical stress, which has a ring structure (Figs. 7, 8), modulates the magnitude of the 
refractive index by several percent, and distorts the fundamental mode field. 
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The internal mechanical stress associated with inhomogeneous cooling of the fiber 
structure during drawing (quenching stress), the mismatch of the thermal expansion 
coefficients of core and cladding materials [22] or external stress due to bends [27] can lead 
to a distortion of the mode field and finally limit the output beam quality. Furthermore, it was 
recently shown that the presence of rare-earth dopants may lead to additional stress [28]. As 
can be seen from Fig. 2(a), the distortion of the mode shape becomes significant around 700 
μm outer diameter (~50 μm core diameter), likely determined by the magnitude of built-in 
stress induced by the specific dynamics of fiber cooling during the drawing process. Although 
the preform of the studied fibers was ensured to have a uniform core index profile, stress 
compensation or mitigation methods were not applied. By utilizing annealing procedures, 
modifying the chemical composition of the core and cladding to match their thermal 
expansion coefficients, and varying the geometry of the pulled fibers, it should be possible to 
avoid the observed deformation of the fundamental mode field. 
In addition to the built-in stress, mechanical stresses due to bending exist in a long fiber 
which inevitably needs to be coiled for practical purposes [27]. As shown by our experiments, 
bending of the studied tapers leads to an asymmetric deformation of the beam. Whereas the 
cross-section of the beam after propagation through a straight taper has a symmetric ring 
structure (Fig. 2(a)), propagation through a coiled taper leads to a crescent-shaped near field 
profile (Fig. 2(c)) and results in moderate degradation of the beam quality (Fig. 3(b)). 
However, coiling did not induce changes in the output divergence (Fig. 3(a)), the DOP (Table 
1), or mode composition (Fig. 6), which allows concluding that although the bend-induced 
stress in a coiled taper distorts the fundamental mode field, its effect on mode coupling is 
small. As in any LMA fiber, small-radius bending of the taper will eventually limit the 
achievable mode area [29] even if the built-in stress can be avoided, unless bend-
compensation methods are utilized. However, with the single fundamental mode guiding, 
additional complications associated with HOM content can be avoided. 
4. Conclusion 
In this paper, robust single-mode propagation without depolarization in few-meter long, step-
index, high-NA adiabatic tapers with core diameter up to 117 μm (V = 38) and tapering ratio 
up to 18 was experimentally demonstrated. Nevertheless, the field distribution of the 
fundamental mode was found to exhibit annular distortion in the near field for large core size. 
The distortion was attributed mainly to built-in stress in the cladding and at the core-cladding 
boundary, likely due to inhomogeneous cooling during drawing and mismatched thermal 
expansion coefficients of the core and cladding materials. 
The robust fundamental mode propagation practically without mode coupling illustrates 
the potential of long adiabatic tapers particularly for traveling-wave LMA amplifiers and high 
power delivery. Avoiding the built-in stress by careful design of core and cladding materials, 
doping, and fiber geometry is expected to allow scaling to very high core diameters with 
diffraction-limited output. 
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With a tapered double-clad all-glass ytterbium fiber as a gain medium, a maximum output power of over
200 W at 1079 nm and a slope efficiency of over 70% were demonstrated. The tapered double-clad fiber con-
cept allows for using low-brightness diode bars and results in cost-effective and efficient high-power fiber
lasers. The adiabatic conical fiber gain waveguide combines improved pump absorption owing to enhanced
mode mixing in the pump cladding, low-noise single fundamental mode operation withM21.02, and strong
potential for significant power scaling. © 2008 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 060.2320, 060.2340, 060.3510, 140.3615.
Different types of lasers based on so-called tapered or
flared waveguides have been demonstrated and stud-
ied during the past decade. The essential advantage
of these lasers is that they can be pumped efficiently
by low-brightness optical sources through the large-
dimension end of the tapered structure. Another at-
tractive characteristic of tapered design is the spatial
filtering that occurs in a small cross-sectional part of
the waveguide providing transverse mode selection.
It has been demonstrated that tapered structure with
proper mode control could exhibit robust fundamen-
tal mode operation.
Tapered waveguide systems reported to date in-
clude lasers using a planar waveguide based on an
ion-exchanged Nd:glass [1] polymer fiber doped with
Rhodamine-6G dye [2] and double-clad fiber [3–5].
Among those, the tapered planar waveguide and
polymer fiber lasers exhibit poor slope efficiency, typi-
cally below 10%–20%, and low output power of up to
tens of milliwatts. In contrast, the tapered double-
clad glass fiber lasers demonstrate an essentially bet-
ter performance [3–5]. For instance, a tapered fiber
laser composed of a multimode ytterbium double-clad
fiber with a core diameter of 15 m, NA=0.15, and
V=6.7 has revealed a 67% slope efficiency and 9 W of
output power [3]. To introduce a significant insertion
loss for high-order modes, a 3 cm long piece of active
fiber has been tapered down. The tapered section in-
side the laser cavity enhanced the brightness by a
factor of 3.5, though with a power penalty of 20%
[3]. Better beam quality with M2=1.14 and output
power scaling to 56.4 W have been reported recently
[4]. However, the power penalty induced by the ta-
pered structure was 30.6%, and the slope efficiency
was only 54.1%. It should be noted that this type of
tapered geometry has a significant disadvantage ow-
ing to poor mode control. Some modes, especially
LP11, could propagate through the taper with low loss
as a leaking mode, and, consequently, higher-order
modes propagation throughout the tapered section
could not be prevented completely. As a result, truly
single-mode operation could not be demonstrated and
the best beam quality was limited to M2=1.14–1.4
[3,4]. To resolve this problem, ytterbium double-clad
fiber with a multimode core coupled to a piece of
single-mode fiber through a few millimeter long adia-
batic taper has been proposed [5]. Using a single-
mode fiber in the cavity guarantees the fundamental
mode operation; however, the slope efficiency was
only 30% at 0.45 W of output power. The poor effi-
ciency is expected with this design owing to signifi-
cant intracavity losses caused by nonadiabatic mode
conversion in the tapered part.
The tapered lasers discussed above contain double-
clad fiber, and, therefore, they exhibit the disadvan-
tages inherent for these fibers. The most serious is-
sue is a low pump absorption in the active double-
clad fiber originated from absorption saturation [6].
The poor pump absorption dictates the use of rela-
tively long fibers that, in turn, leads to a mode
coupling–conversion and higher-order mode excita-
tion in the tapered core that could result in addi-
tional losses and degradation in the beam quality.
The value of the outer clad diameter determines the
highest pump power that could be launched into it,
whereas the pump absorption in the double-clad fiber
depends on core absorption, i.e., active ions concen-
tration and core–cladding area ratio [7]. To keep rea-
sonably small the value of the normalized frequency
V, the core diameter should typically not exceed
15–20 m. As a consequence, the outer cladding di-
Fig. 1. (Color online) Schematic of fiber laser with a
T-DCF. Inset, tapered double-clad fiber diameter as func-
tion of fiber length. T-DCF 1 has 780 m OD [gray curve
(red online)] and T-DCF 2 has 834 m OD.
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ameter is limited to 300–400 m, which imposes cer-
tain limitations to the pump source brightness. As
becomes apparent from the above overview, the ta-
pered guides studied previously represent composite
“steplike” tapered structures obtained by joining fi-
bers with different mode-field distributions. Conse-
quently, they suffer from poor mode matching that
eventually results in high loss and low efficiency.
In this Letter the power scaling, efficiency, and
beam-quality enhancement have been achieved using
a novel tapered double-clad fiber (T-DCF). The T-DCF
is an active double-clad fiber with the diameter adia-
batically varying over the entire length thus limiting
the mode content exclusively to the fundamental
mode by preventing the mode conversion. The prop-
erties of the T-DCF as an active medium were stud-
ied recently [8]. The large-dimension section of taper
with a clad diameter of 700–900 m could serve as a
launching end for high-power pump radiation with
low brightness. The downtapered single-mode section
of the taper plays the role of an efficient spatial filter
suppressing higher-order mode excitation in the fiber
core. At the same time, the gradual change of the
T-DCF diameter was shown to offer a strong mecha-
nism of mode mixing in a multimode pump cladding
and, as result, high pump absorption occurs even for
a low doping level and a small core–clad ratio [8].
We prepared ytterbium-doped T-DCFs with differ-
ent lengths and diameters downtapered adiabatically
to ensure single-mode propagation [8]. The variation
of the cladding diameter with the length for two
samples of the T-DCF with a core–cladding ratio of
1:31 is shown in Fig. 1, inset. To avoid fiber overheat-
ing owing to pump absorption by polymer cladding
[9], the all-glass cladding with NA=0.21 was imple-
mented. The NA of the active core is NA=0.114. The
measured in-core pump absorption was 280 dB/m,
and the clad pump absorption was 0.9 dB/m, both at
976 nm.
The experimental setup used in our experiments is
shown in Fig. 1. A 500 W fiber-coupled laser diode
emitting at 976 nm with fiber diameter of 600 m
and NA=0.22 has been used as a pump source [La-
serline, beam parameter product (BPP) is
66 mm mrad]. Pump radiation was launched into a
wide end of the T-DCF via lenses and dichroic filter.
The laser cavity was formed by a high-reflective mir-
ror and Fresnel reflection from the small-diameter
facet of the taper (Fig. 1).
We demonstrated earlier that to avoid optical
losses owing to a vignetting and to get high slope ef-
ficiency, the aperture of the T-DCF should be filled
only partially [8]. The pump absorption and the axial
shape of the T-DCF determine the upper value of the
NA of pump radiation required to achieve a given
conversion efficiency (slope efficiency). To identify an
optimal NA, the slope efficiency has been measured
as a function of the NA of the pump radiation
launched into two tapers. The adjustable iris dia-
phragm, shown in Fig. 1, was used to change the NA
of the pump light. The results presented in Fig. 2 re-
veal the optimal value for a NA of 0.14–0.15 for both
T-DCFs. The tapered fiber 2 with a diameter of
834 m at the large end has been used in a laser, as
shown in Fig. 1, inset. Analysis shows that only 89%
of optical power can be coupled from a 600 m NA
=0.22 fiber to a 834 m fiber with NA=0.15 [10]. Up
to 350 W of pump power could be actually launched
to a T-DCF. The measured coupling efficiency of 70%
can be explained by taking into account the reflec-
tions from lenses, the uncoated side of dichroic filter,
and the end face of the T-DCF.
Figure 3 shows that the laser output increases lin-
Fig. 2. (Color online) Slope efficiency versus NA of the
launched pump radiation for T-DCF 1 (circles) and 2
(squares). Inset, spectrum of output emission taken at the
highest output power 212 W.
Fig. 3. (Color online) Output power of a fiber laser with a
T-DCF as a function of the launched (absorbed) pump
power. Inset, beam profile (circles) of output emission and
Gaussian fit [gray curve (red online)].
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early with launched–absorbed pump power without
evidence of rollover at the highest output power lim-
ited only by the available pump. The maximum out-
put obtained with the laser was measured to be
212 W, resulting in a slope efficiency of 61.3% and
71.4% relative to a launched and absorbed pump
power, respectively. The laser spectrum was centered
at 1079 nm with a FWHM bandwidth of 7 nm, as
shown in Fig. 2, inset. The laser beam has a nearly
ideal Gaussian profile with M2=1.02 (Fig. 3, inset).
The wide-core section of the T-DCF obviously rep-
resents a multimode waveguide, whereas the small-
core part of the T-DCF guides only the fundamental
mode. The adiabatic axial shape of the taper is essen-
tial because it causes spatial transformation of the
fundamental mode without coupling to higher-order
modes and preserves the single-mode character of os-
cillation. Otherwise, mode competition–conversion in
a multimode section of the taper and subsequent spa-
tial filtering in a single-mode part could be expected
to result in a strong intensity noise. Thus, the exis-
tence strength of mode competition in the ytterbium-
doped axially nonuniform core gain fiber could be in-
directly estimated by monitoring the time behavior of
the laser output. The temporal variation of pump
conversion efficiency, i.e., output power–absorbed
pump power, has been recorded during a time inter-
val of 30 min. As can be seen from the results dis-
played in Fig. 4, without implementing any stabiliza-
tion measures after a warm-up period of 10 min, the
laser emits stably with an intensity variation below
1%. The “quiet” output characteristic confirms the
single-mode property of the oscillation otherwise sup-
ported by the good beam quality confirmed above.
In summary, we have demonstrated a 212 W
single-mode ytterbium fiber laser using a T-DCF suit-
able for pumping with low-brightness sources. The
diameter of the wide end of the T-DCF can in prin-
ciple be further increased up to 2 mm. Taking into ac-
count that the NA of pump radiation should not ex-
ceed 0.15 (Fig. 2), pumping sources with BPP
150 mm mrad can be used. To date, pump sources
with a few kilowatts of output power are commer-
cially available featuring this value of BPP [11]. For
lasers with low or medium power it is possible to ex-
ploit a polymer with low refraction index as a clad
coating, which would further reduce the require-
ments to BPP of the pumping source. Hence, using
the polymer with a refraction index of 1.37 would in-
crease the acceptable NA for a pump radiation to
NA=0.46 and allow the use of pump sources with
BPP300 mm mrad. The fiber lasers based on the
T-DCF concept open up the opportunity for using
cost-effective diode bars and will result in inexpen-
sive and efficient high-power fiber lasers. The smooth
conical fiber waveguide as a gain medium combines
improved pump absorption owing to enhanced mode
mixing in the pump cladding with low-noise single
fundamental mode operation in an adiabatically ta-
pered amplifying core and has a strong potential for
significant power scaling.
The authors thank G. Rehmann for help in the
preparation of an experiment.
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Abstract: Pump propagation and absorption in active tapered double-clad 
fiber has been analyzed based on a ray optics approach. Optimization of the 
longitudinal shape, absorption and angular distribution of the pump beam 
allowed for power scaling of a ytterbium fiber laser up to 600 W with high 
beam quality (М2≤1.08) and a slope efficiency of 63%. It is shown that the 
influence of vignetting in a tapered fiber can be avoided, resulting in high 
overall efficiency, in good agreement with the presented model. 
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1. Introduction 
The technology of high power fiber lasers and amplifiers has undergone a significant progress 
during last decade. These devices are either side-pumped by large number of relatively low 
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power (∼10 W) fiber coupled diodes through pump combiners or end-pumped by diode bars 
through the end face of an active double clad fiber [1-2]. The highest output power 
demonstrated to date (1.36 kW in [3] and 1.53 kW in [4]) has been achieved with diode bars 
producing kilowatt level pump power and low brightness beam. The end pumped 
configuration usually implements the large mode area (LMA) active double clad fiber with 
clad diameter of 400÷600 µm. The pump absorption in the double clad fibers proportional to 
the core/clad area ratio which is typically in a range of 2.5×(10-3÷10-2). It should be noted that 
this approach has an intrinsic limitation determined by the trade-off between core and clad 
size. Indeed, since the core diameter is determined by the fundamental mode operation, the 
clad diameter cannot be increased considerably without reducing the pump absorption. 
Therefore, the clad diameter imposes eventually the limitation on the launched pump power 
and, consequently, on the output power of the end-pumped fiber laser. 
Recently, we have proposed an active tapered double-clad fiber (T-DCF) as a gain 
medium for high power fiber lasers and amplifiers [4-7]. T-DCF was shown to have several 
distinct advantages as compared with regular fibers, particularly, it can be pumped with low 
brightness sources and offers an efficient intrinsic mode mixing mechanism resulting in 
enhanced pump absorption and robust single mode generation. 
It should be mentioned that longitudinally irregular T-DCF generally exhibits additional 
loss of pump radiation owing to leakage to the cladding. Indeed, pump propagation in the 
cladding of tapered double-clad fiber is accompanied by a gradual increase of propagation 
angle relative to the fiber axis. As a result, when the condition of total internal reflection is 
violated, some rays leak to the pump cladding, leading to the so-called vignetting effect [8, 9]. 
The total pump power balance, therefore, includes pump absorbed by the active core, pump 
which passes through the fiber unabsorbed and appears at the small-core end of the taper as 
residual pump, and pump radiation which leaks out of the fiber. The pump power absorption 
can therefore not be estimated from the launched and unabsorbed pump power ratio, which is 
the usual method applied in the case of regular fibers. A model of pump 
propagation/absorption in tapered active fiber allowing accurate optimization of T-DCF 
operation has not been available until now. 
In this paper, we present a theoretical model of tapered active fiber which provides an 
adequate tool for T-DCF optimization. Over 600 W output power in the fundamental spatial 
mode regime has been demonstrated. Good agreement with theoretical predictions suggests 
that a further increase of output power would be possible. 
2. Theoretical model 
The conceptual structure of T-DCF is shown in Fig. 1 (a). It contains a core doped with rare 
earth ions, a cladding with index of refraction nclad, where the pump emission propagates, and 
an outer cladding with low index of refraction. The diameter of T-DCF gradually decreases 
toward the narrow end, which ensuring single mode propagation regime. 
The pump propagation throughout an active T-DCF has been analyzed using ray optics, 
taking into account meridional rays. The essential difference of T-DCF, as compared with 
regular fiber, is a gradual increase of the propagation angle relative to the fiber axis, shown in 
Fig. 1 (a). Eventually, the propagation angle exceeds the critical angle for total internal 
reflection, resulting in pump leakage (refraction) into the secondary cladding, which is known 
as the vignetting phenomenon [7, 8]. We consider the propagation of meridional rays through 
a taper  whose diameter has a linear dependence on the axial length L, with the diameters of 
the wide and narrow ends being D1 and D2, respectively (Fig. 1 (a)). 
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Fig. 1. Ray trajectory in: (a) tapered fiber and (b) cylindrical fiber. 
 
The angle of linear taper is given by 
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and the diameter of the taper as a function of length can be written as 
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where z – is the  axial coordinate of the tapered fiber. 
Meridional rays propagating in a regular cylindrical fiber without undergoing refraction 
are reflected repeatedly at the boundary between two media of different refractive indices; the 
angles of reflection  are always equal to the angles of incidence when  they exceed the critical 
angle (Fig. 1 (b)). To the contrary, the angle of reflection in a linear taper increases after each 
reflection, by a value of 2θ. The ray changes its angle with the propagation length according 
to 
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where αin – is the angle of incidence onto the taper, nclad  is the cladding refractive index and 
η(z) is the number of multiple reflections in the taper occurring before the propagation 
distance z. 
The angle θ is small, typically a few microradians, therefore, a tapered fiber with 
infinitesimal length dZ can be approximated by a cylindrical shape [8, 9]. The total number of 
reflections η(z) of a ray propagating with the angle α(z) within a taper of length dZ and 
diameter D(z) (see Fig.1 (b)) can then be approximated by  
                                         )()( ztgzD
dzd αη = .    (4) 
Combining equations (2), (3) and (4) we can obtain an equation for the number of 
meridional ray reflections in a circular linear taper 
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To calculate the total number of reflections in a linear taper, one should integrate Eq.(5) 
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Substituting Eq. (6) into (3) yields an expression for the meridional ray angle after a 
propagation distance z in a linear taper 
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Equation (7) can be simplified for a total taper length L to yield 
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where T=D1/D2 is the tapering ratio. 
The ray propagates throughout the taper without vignetting when the condition 
nclad×sinα<NAclad is satisfied over the whole length of the taper. The product nclad×sinα 
gradually increases with light propagation towards the small diameter single mode end of the 
taper and approaches the value of the cladding numerical aperture NAclad only at the very end 
of the taper. The critical incident angle, which ensures ray propagation without vignetting, can 
then be found from 
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or, for paraxial rays (small values of inα ), from 
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Equations (9a), (b) are valid for a tapered fiber with an arbitrary longitudinal dependence 
of taper diameter. Indeed, a T-DCF with nonlinear complex shape can be represented by a 
sequence of small-length linear tapers. Using Eq. (8), the ray angle after propagation through 
the chain of linear tapers with arbitrary shape can be approximated by  
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where di is the diameter of an  elementary short linear taper. 
When the condition nclad×sinα<NAclad is violated over a certain length of the taper, the 
normalized length 
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of linear taper where this inequality is not satisfied and where, 
therefore, the vignetting occurs, can be expressed as a function of ray incidence angle αin 
using Eq.(7) 
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The similar dependence for an arbitrarily shaped taper can be found for an actual T-DCF 
axial profile by approximating it by a sequence of linear tapers and using Eq. (7) for each 
fractional taper. The dependence of diameter on length and an end face image for the T-DCF 
used in the experiments are shown in Figs. 2 (a) and 2 (b), respectively. 
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Fig. 2. T-DCF characteristics: (a) clad diameter versus length and (b) image of taper end face. 
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The numerical aperture of the pump cladding is 0.22 and the tapering ratio T=6, as 
defined in (8). According to (9), rays launched into the taper with incident angles below 0.037 
rad (NA/T∼0.22/6) are expected to propagate without vignetting over the entire length of the 
taper. Rays launched at angles above 0.037 rad will be partially absorbed by the active core, 
and in part leak from the T-DCF cladding, due to vignetting. To quantify the amount of pump 
absorption and loss due to leakage from a taper, the characterization of the T-DCF has been 
performed for pump launch conditions which prevent vignetting.  The practical beam delivery 
system used in this measurement employs launch optics to deliberately underfill the fiber 
aperture, by limiting the numerical aperture of the input pump beam to NA≤0.037. The pump 
absorption measured for rays with an aperture less then NA/T can be regarded as paraxial ray 
pump absorption.  
The measured paraxial ray absorption for the T-DCF presented in Fig. 2(a), (b) which was 
used in this study was 1.2 dB/m at 915 nm, with an actual numerical aperture of pump light 
launched into the pump cladding of 0.0377. 
The normalized length of vignetting for a T-DCF with arbitrary shape as function of 
launching angle can be calculated using the model of short-length linear tapers sequence, and 
applying it to each  taper Eq. (8). The result of these calculations for the fabricated T-DCF is 
shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Normalized vignetting length (left) and absorption (right) in T-DCF as a function of the 
launching angle. 
 
Figure 3 illustrates that vignetting depends strongly on the incident angle of the cone of 
rays launched into the T-DCF. Since vignetting decreases pump absorption in the taper core, 
which is proportional to the propagation length, the pump efficiency reduces with increasing 
numerical aperture of the pump beam. Strong angular selectivity of the double clad taper 
absorption results in ∼23 dB increase in absorption for beams with NA<0.037 rad, compared 
with absorption for beams with NA=0.15, corresponding to the overfill launching condition. 
The above analysis has been developed for taper excitation by a ray with a specific launching 
angle. In practice, however, the pump source produces a cone of rays with a Lorentzian 
angular power distribution. The measured angular power distributions for the launching 
optics, providing pump beam numerical apertures of 0.15 and 0.18, are shown in Figs. 4 (a) 
and 4 (b), respectively (black curves). The corresponding normalized angular distributions of 
absorbed pump power shown in Fig. 4 (a), (b) (red curves) have been calculated by taking into 
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account the dependence of pump absorption on the launching angle, presented in Fig. 3, and 
the angular pump power distribution shown, in Fig. 4.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a.     b. 
Fig. 4. Measured angular power distribution of pump sources with NA=0.15 (a) and NA=0.18 
(b) and pump absorption (red curves). 
 
Absorbed pump power, and pump power which is lost due to vignetting as a function of 
pump NA, can be calculated from the equations 
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∫
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                  unabsabsvgnt PPP −−= 1      (12b) 
where Р(α) – angular power distribution of pump source, L(α) – vignetting length for ray, 
launched at the angle α, γ – absorption of double-clad taper per unit length for α≤NA/T, Punabs 
– residual unabsorbed pump power transmitted throughout the T-DCF to the narrow end. 
The pump absorption as a function of pump beam NA has been calculated using Eq.12(a) 
for the T-DCF with a diameter variation with length presented in Fig. 2. Fig. 5 demonstrates 
15 dB (97%) absorption for a pump source with NA=0.15 and 1.2 dB/m paraxial ray 
absorption, which illustrates the tapered double-clad fiber’s ability to pump absorption. 
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Fig. 5. Pump absorption in T-DCF versus numerical aperture of launched pump beam for 
actual shape of T-DCF and paraxial ray absorption of 0.2 dB/m (black), 1.2 dB/m (red) and 2 
dB/m (blue). 
 
A brief summary of the model presented above allows parameters determining the 
performance of tapered double-clad fiber lasers/amplifiers to be identified: 
• Paraxial ray absorption; 
• Shape of the taper; 
• Angular power distribution of the pump source. 
Importantly, the detrimental effect of vignetting can be largely suppressed by optimizing 
the shape of the taper, increasing paraxial ray absorption and using a pump beam with proper 
numerical aperture. 
3. Experiment 
The laser setup of the single mode ytterbium fiber laser with T-DCF as a gain medium is 
shown in Fig. 6. The diode source LDM 600-1500 (Laserline) operated at 915 nm provides 
pump radiation through an optical fiber with 600 µm core diameter and NA=0.22. 
 
Fig. 6. The experimental setup 
 
The maximum achievable power from this source was 1.3 kW. The output pump radiation 
was launched via optical cable into a beam shaping unit comprising a collimating lens, 
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diaphragm and focusing lens. The launched beam with Lorentzian intensity profile, as shown 
in Fig. 4 (a), (b), could be produced using simple coupling optics. By changing the lenses and 
the diaphragm we could adjust the numerical aperture and diameter of the pump beam 
launched into the T-DCF. The pump radiation was launched into the T-DCF through a 
dichroic beam splitter highly transparent for pump radiation and highly reflective for the 
lasing wavelength. The pump emission launch efficiency was 86%. The cavity was formed by 
a highly reflective dielectric mirror at the wide end of the T-DCF and by Fresnel reflections 
(∼4%) from the facet of the narrow end. The total T-DCF length was 24 m, as shown in Fig. 2 
(a). The fiber had a near-circular cladding cross-section, with the diameter at the wide side of 
the T-DCF varying in the range 835 - 890 µm, as shown in Fig. 2 (b). The fluorine glass 
coating with a NA of 0.22 was deposited on the pump guiding cladding. A low refractive 
index polymer was used for outer protection. The active core with a numerical aperture of 
0.07 had a diameter of 65 µm at the wide end of the T-DCF. The core diameter at the narrow 
end of the taper was 11 µm, ensuring that at least five meters of the T-DCF was a single mode 
waveguide. The preform for the tapered fiber was fabricated by a plasma chemical vapor 
deposition (PCVD) method with in-core absorption of ∼600 dB/m at 976 nm. As mentioned 
earlier, the paraxial ray absorption of double-clad pumped taper was measured to be 1.2 dB/m 
using a pump beam with NA=0.0377 to prevent losses due to vignetting. 
The output characteristics of the laser are shown in Fig. 7 for two values of pump beam 
aperture adjusted using the diaphragm in the optical beam shaping unit. Though a decrease of 
the diaphragm diameter reduces the available pump, as expected, the output power at a 
specific pumping rate increases, demonstrating improvement in pumping efficiency due to 
reduced vignetting and increased pump absorption in the active core. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                          a.                                                                        b. 
Fig. 7. Output characteristics of laser: (a) Output power versus launched pump power. The 
solid circles correspond to a pump beam with NA=0.15 and the open circles to pump with 
NA=0.18. (b) Spectrum of output radiation, pump beam with NA=0.15. 
 
Consequently, the slope efficiency is 63% for a pump beam of NA=0.15, and reduces 
down to 51% for NA=0.18 (Fig. 7 (a)). The maximum achieved power was 624 W. The laser 
emits a broad spectrum with a FWHM bandwidth of 20 nm, as shown in Fig. 7 (b). 
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Fig. 8. Output beam profile with M2=1.08. 
 
Beam profile and two-dimensional intensity distribution of output beam are shown in Fig. 
8. The laser operates on the fundamental mode with M2=1.08. 
4. Discussion 
The important experimental observation, supported by the analysis, is that efficient optical 
pumping can be achieved even with pump beam apertures significantly exceeding the critical 
value needed for vignetting-free propagation. The significant practical result of this 
conclusion is the possibility for optical pumping with low-brightness sources, e.g. diode bars. 
The experimental dependence of slope efficiency on the numerical aperture of the launched 
pump beam (Fig. 7 (a)) is in good agreement with results of modeling presented in Fig. 5. The 
modeling of the tapered double clad amplifier presented here identifies the features and 
optimal design of the fiber for efficient operation. The fraction of pump power which leaks 
from the T-DCF due to vignetting increases with pump beam NA, resulting in slope efficiency 
deterioration. Therefore, to prevent the degradation of pumping efficiency with high-NA 
pump sources, a substantial fraction of the pump power should be absorbed in the active core 
well before vignetting sets in. 
It is demonstrated that absorption for a Lorentzian pump beam with NA=0.15 reaches 15 
dB and is sufficient for practical laser operation. However, a further increase in the beam NA 
up to 0.18 causes an increase in launched pump power (up to 1.3 kW, Fig. 7 (a)), is 
accompanied by a reduction in pump absorption (from 15 to 13.37 dB) and leads to slope 
efficiency reduction (Fig. 7). However, a practically acceptable value of absorption could be 
achieved even with higher NA pump sources, for highly-doped core fiber with a large value of 
paraxial absorption. Fig. 5 demonstrates 17.2 dB absorption for a beam with NA=0.22). This 
observation demonstrates the potential of high-NA pump sources for highly-doped T-DCF. 
The analysis identifies key parameters responsible for pump absorption in tapered fiber, 
namely in-core absorption, cross-sectional geometry and longitudinal shape of the taper. The 
influence of paraxial ray absorption presented in Fig. 5 shows that the effect of vignetting 
becomes more significant for low paraxial ray absorption. Thus, the T-DCF absorption 
increases from 8 dB to 22.3 dB when the axial ray absorption increases from 0.5 dB/m to 2 
dB/m, as shown in Fig. 5 for pumping with the beam having NA of 0.15. Another major 
parameter is the axial shape of the T-DCF, which affects its pump absorption dramatically 
since it determines the normalized vignetting length (Eqs.(11)). The profile of the T-DCF used 
in experiments, and the corresponding axial dependence of local taper angle proportional to 
the first derivative of diameter, are shown in Fig. 9 (red curves). It can be seen that the local 
cone angle is small at the large-core end of the taper and experiences a strong increase over 
the first 4 m, up to 200 µrad, followed by near exponential reduction. This rapid increase of 
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the local taper angle may be accompanied by significant losses due to vignetting, because this 
feature occurs at the very outset of the taper, where the unabsorbed pump power is high. The 
shape of T-DCF used in this study could, therefore, be improved, e.g. by using a design in 
which local taper angle gradually increases with length, achieving the maximum when a 
substantial part of the pump power is absorbed, i.e. a parabolic taper or a linear taper with 
constant cone angle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9. Shape of the taper: diameter (solid line) and local angle (dashed line) as function of the 
length; red color – actual T-DCF used in the experiment, blue color – a hypothetical linear T-
DCF. 
 
An example of a linear taper with a constant cone angle of 46 µrad is shown in Fig. 9 
(blue curves). The pump absorption as a function of numerical aperture of launched pump 
beam for these T-DCFs, calculated using Eq. (12a), is presented in Fig. 10. The results plotted 
in Fig. 10 demonstrate the crucial role of taper shape in pump absorption. Thus, the T-DCF 
with linear fiber diameter length dependence exhibits an absorption increase of ∼6 dB 
compared with the taper of the same length used in this study, with the same pump beam 
aperture of 0.22. 
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 Fig. 10. Pump absorption versus numerical aperture of launched pump beam for linear T-DCF 
(corresponding to Fig. 9, blue curves) for different paraxial ray absorption, 0.2 dB/m (black 
curve), 1.2 dB/m (red) and 2 dB/m (blue). The green curve corresponds to the experimental T-
DCF. 
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This result allows us to conclude that T-DCF with sufficient paraxial ray absorption and 
optimized longitudinal shape can operate efficiently under overfill launch conditions using 
low-brightness, high-NA, pump sources. It is expected that power scaling using tapered 
double-clad fiber technology can be achieved in the future, by implementation of the 
following: 
• Enlargement of the T-DCF diameter. Current fiber technology is capable of 
producing T-DCF with a 2 mm large-end diameter, which would allow the launch of 
a few kilowatts of pump power [10]; 
• Increase of the mode field diameter would improve the energy storage capability of 
the fiber. Tapered active large-core microstructured fiber [11] or multicore fiber [12] 
hold significant potential for power scaling. 
5. Conclusion 
We have investigated the performance and major parameters governing the operation of 
tapered double-clad fiber amplifiers both theoretically and experimentally. A ray optics 
analysis applied to this fiber reveals good agreement with experimental observations. Paraxial 
ray absorption in the fiber core and the longitudinal shape of the tapered fiber have been 
found to be the major factors affecting the amplifier characteristics. The analysis and 
measurements show that low brightness sources with high numerical apertures can be used for 
efficient pumping of the tapered fiber, offering both high launching efficiency and low pump 
power losses. This is an important practical conclusion which opens up the opportunity of 
using high-power, cost-effective diode bars. Using this innovative design concept, we 
developed a single mode (М2=1.08) ytterbium fiber laser with power exceeding 600 W. The 
potential of this approach for scaling to higher powers has been discussed. 
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1. Introduction 
Recently we proposed an active tapered double-clad fiber (T-DCF) as a gain medium for high 
power fiber lasers and amplifiers with nearly diffraction-limited beam quality [1–4]. Having 
large cladding diameters, these fibers can be pumped by high-power, low-brightness laser 
diode bars which establishes the basis for a cost-effective source. We have demonstrated a 
fundamental mode ytterbium fiber laser with 600 W of output power and 63% slope 
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efficiency [4]. However, due to the non-optimized longitudinal profile of the T-DCF used, the 
efficiency observed was somewhat lower than the theoretically expected figure of 85%. 
The design strategy and operation of tapered active fibers with cladding pumping have 
been discussed earlier in our paper [4], which presents a precise description of absorption 
mechanism, guiding characteristics and amplification of T-DCFs. 
The goal of this paper is the detailed analysis and optimization of an active tapered fiber, 
with the aim of improving the performance of lasers and amplifiers using this concept. 
2. Parameters of a T-DCF and their optimization 
The parameters of tapered fibers involved in the optimization procedure include 
• Tapering ratio; 
• Shape of the longitudinal profile; 
• Core/cladding ratio; 
• Dopants concentration; 
• Cladding shape. 
Their effect on laser performance is discussed in this section. 
2.1. Tapering ratio 
A double-clad pumping scheme is widely used to efficiently couple the radiation from high 
power sources into the fiber amplifier. As a result, the low brightness of pumping sources can 
be effectively converted to the high brightness exhibited by single-mode fiber emitters. For a 
conventional double-clad fiber the brightness enhancement factor KDCF can be written as: 
 
2 2
,
clad clad clad clad
DCF
core core core core
A NA D NA
K S S
A NA D NA
   ⋅
= ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅   
⋅   
 (1) 
where S is the slope efficiency of the laser, Aclad, Acore, NAclad, NAcore are the areas and 
numerical apertures, respectively, of the double-clad fiber cladding and core; and Dclad and 
Dcore are the cladding and core diameters. 
Typical parameters for a ytterbium double-clad fiber are S = 0.8, NAclad/NAcore~3, 
Aclad/Acore~400 and KDCF~3000. Modified for the tapered double-clad fiber, Eq. (1) takes the 
form: 
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 (2) 
where NAlaunch is the numerical aperture of the launched pump beam, which preferably 
satisfies the condition NAlaunch<NAclad2,4, T = Dinput/Doutput is the tapering ratio, and F = 
NAlaunch/NAclad is the cladding filling factor. Obviously, it is assumed that the light is coupled 
to the T-DCF through the large diameter facet. Thus, for the tapered double-clad fiber 
operating in a laser regime, the brightness is increased by a factor of (F*T)2 as compared to 
the cylindrical (untapered) double-clad fiber. The tapering ratio beneficial for brightness 
improvement cannot, however, be increased above a certain value. It should be noted that in 
terms of ray optics the propagation of pump light through a T-DCF is accompanied by a 
gradual increase in the angle of the propagating ray relative to the fiber axis, which strongly 
affects the rate of pump absorption [1–4]. Consequently, the pump absorption for rays 
propagating in the T-DCF cladding at angles of α<NAclad/T and α>NAclad/T could be very 
different, due to their different interaction lengths with the active material. 
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Specifically, the absorption of pump radiation propagating at angles α<NAclad/T is similar 
to pump absorption in untapered DCF with T = 1. Typically, α≤5°, which allows us to 
consider these pump rays as “near-paraxial”. In this case the unabsorbed pump power pump
unabsP  
exiting through the small diameter facet of the T-DCF is determined by the tapering ratio T 
and the so-called “paraxial” absorption coefficient γ which takes into account in-core 
absorption and pump ray tracing [4]: 
 
/
0
( ) exp( ) ,
cladNA T
pump
unabs I L dα γ α= ⋅ −∫P  (3) 
where α – ray launching angle, I(α) – normalized angular distribution of pump intensity, and 
L – length of the T-DCF. 
Pump rays propagating at angles α>NAclad/T have different absorption lengths, L(α), in T-
DCF which depend strongly on launching angle α. These pump rays are depleted during the 
propagation through a T-DCF partly through absorption in the core, and partly through 
leakage from the fiber due to violation of the total internal reflection condition, the so-called 
vignetting effect [4]. The unabsorbed vignetting fraction of pump, which leaks from T-DCF 
through the side surface, can be expressed as [4]: 
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Therefore, the total pump power launched into a T-DCF is divided as according to: 
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where the relative share of absorbed pump power for α<NAclad/T and α>NAclad/T could be 
very different. To avoid pump losses due to the vignetting effect, the aperture of T-DCF 
cladding should be underfilled, i.e. NAlaunch<NAclad [1–4]. The fraction of pump power pumpparaxP  
which satisfies the condition α<NAclad/T can be written as: 
 20 log( )[ ]pumpparax F T dB= − ⋅ ⋅P  (6) 
Figure 1 shows that the paraxial pump power pumpparaxP  decreases strongly with an increase 
in tapering ratio and fill factor. 
Since the rays propagating at angles α>NAclad/T exhibit lower absorption, preferential 
excitation of these rays could deteriorate the slope efficiency of the laser (amplifier). 
Unlike the pump radiation in a tapered cladding, which enters the large diameter end and 
propagates in one direction, the laser light in a tapered core circulates in both directions. The 
single mode output is then preserved in tapered fiber by filtering out the higher-order modes 
to the cladding. The remarkable attribute of tapered geometry is nonreciprocal amplification. 
Specifically, the propagation from the large size multimode end of the tapered core to the 
small diameter single-mode section of the T-DCF suffers both amplification and loss due to 
the mode filtering effect, while the propagation in the opposite direction undergoes gain only. 
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Fig. 1. Near-paraxial fraction of pump power pumpparaxP  as function of tapering ratio. 
Assuming that in the multimode section of the T-DCF the average number of guided 
modes is N, their power could be estimated as 
core
P P Nδ≈ ⋅ , where δР is the partial average 
power of one mode, N = 2π2a2NA2core/λ is the number of guided modes in the fiber with core 
radius a and numerical aperture NAcore [12], and λ is the lasing wavelength. With the “worst” 
case assuming equal sharing of pump power over the guided modes, the estimation for the 
upper value of vignetting loss due to mode filtering during signal propagation towards the 
section with the small diameter core gives: 
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 (7) 
Apparently the mode filtering (vignetting) loss vanishes for non-tapered fiber, Lvgnt = 0 for 
T = 1 and approaches Lvgnt = 1 for large tapering ratios. This feature imposes a limitation on 
the upper value of the tapering ratio. 
The leakage of high-order modes from the fiber core to the cladding owing to the 
vignetting effect can result in a high density of light propagating as cladding modes, which 
negatively affects the quality of the output beam. The figure of merit describing this process is 
the core guiding ratio or beam contrast C, defined as the ratio of lasing power in the core to 
the total power propagating in the fiber. Therefore, although increasing the tapering ratio T 
improves the brightness enhancement factor KDCF~T2, it could lead to a decrease in laser slope 
efficiency, an increase of the lasing threshold, and deterioration of the core guiding ratio due 
to reduced pump absorption and higher intracavity loss. KDCF for T-DCF can be normalized to 
the similar factor for the non-tapered cylindrical double-clad fiber with an analogous 
geometry which gives 
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where ST-DCF – slope efficiency for the laser with T-DCF, SDCF – slope efficiency for a laser 
with similar conventional DCF and C – contrast of the emitted light. Here, only the radiation 
coming out of the core is accounted for. 
In T-DCF-based amplifiers the mode filtering from the core is entirely suppressed since 
the signal propagates unidirectionally towards the large core fiber end, therefore the tapering 
ratio in the amplifiers can be varied in a wider range. 
2.2. Longitudinal shape of T-DCF profile 
The axial taper shape should provide high output power supplied by preferential pump 
conversion in the large-core section, and preserve fundamental mode operation by spatial 
filtering in the single-mode section. The relative lengths of these sections, determined by the 
outer diameter variation along the fiber, affect the output beam characteristics. The multimode 
waveguide in the double-clad fiber should allow for efficient pump launching into the fiber, 
and intense absorption in the single-mode core. Moreover, in a T-DCF the longitudinal profile 
can be engineered to accept the radiation of low-brightness pump sources and guarantee 
robust fundamental mode operation of the tapered core. Figure 2 shows some feasible axial 
profiles of T-DCF. 
 
Fig. 2. Various axial taper profiles: (1) - “step-like” shape; (2) – bowl-shaped; (3) – “convex”. 
As discussed above, the absorption of near-paraxial pump rays (α<NA/T) in T-DCF 
cladding is fairly insensitive to the longitudinal taper shape, while for rays with α>NA/T it is 
critically dependent on taper profile. The fraction of the latter rays with large values of α can 
be significant, as can be seen from Fig. 1. For example, 75% of the pump power propagates 
under this condition for a tapering ratio T = 3 and fill factor F = 0.68 (NAlaunch/NAclad = 
0.15/0.22), and for tapering ratios above T~5-6 the fraction of these rays rises to 90%. The 
strategy for T-DCF profile optimization is to prevent the vignetting effect primarily in the 
large diameter section of the cladding, where the pump power density is high [4]. 
A “step-like” T-DCF longitudinal profile, as shown in Fig. 2 (blue curve 1), consisting of 
a regular cylindrical fiber and short tapered section has some attractive features. Particularly, 
a taper with this shape exhibits no vignetting in the regular non-tapered section of a double-
clad fiber whose length and cross section are optimized primarily to ensure efficient pump 
absorption. Then, the residual pump light reaching the small-diameter tapered fiber section is 
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strongly depleted, which allows for a short (few cm-long) length of this section, thus making 
the vignetting effect negligible [5–10]. The “step-like” tapered fiber, however, exhibits low 
slope efficiency as compared to a uniform fiber, 30% in [6–8], 45% in [9] and 54.1% in [10]. 
This is due to the strong spatial mode filtering which is required because the length of the 
single-mode section is much shorter than the length of the multimode section. A significant 
fraction of pump power consumed by higher-order non-oscillating modes in the multimode 
section of a “step-like” taper is filtered out in the single-mode section, resulting in losses and 
reduced laser efficiency. Therefore, although application of the “step-like” shape of T-DCF 
prevents pump loss due to vignetting, it can cause losses for signal radiation propagating in 
the core because of spatial mode filtering. 
Fundamental mode operation is one of the most important characteristics related to the T-
DCF format. Another problem associated with a “step-like” design with a short length of the 
tapered single-mode section is low filtering extinction, especially for the LP11 mode, which 
can reduce output beam quality to M2 ~1.3-1.7 [5,9,10]. 
Contrary to the “step-like” tapered fiber, the diameter of bowl-shaped “concave” T-DCF is 
gradually varied along the entire length, as shown in Fig. 2 (red curve 2), thus representing a 
certain compromise between output parameters and providing some advantages. An essential 
feature of axially non-uniform T-DCF is an efficient cladding mode mixing mechanism 
leading to enhanced pump absorption, which in turn leads to an improvement in the slope 
efficiency, as shown in [1]. Since the multimode section of bowl-shaped taper is short, the 
gain in the core is depleted mostly by fundamental and low-order modes, which allows for 
efficient and low-loss spatial mode filtering, occurring here over the long length of the taper. 
Recently, we have demonstrated a 600 W single-mode fiber laser using long distributed T-
DCF with a concave profile [4]. The slope efficiency and beam quality of this laser were 63% 
and M2 = 1.07, respectively, demonstrating a significant improvement over the short-length 
step-like tapered laser producing a power of 56 W with a slope efficiency of 54% reported 
earlier [10]. It should be noted, however, that the upper limit for slope efficiency of a 
ytterbium laser pumped at 915 nm is 84%, which suggests that the laser efficiency could be 
further improved by advancing the taper parameters. 
Another option is a fiber with an exponential axial shape, exhibiting a strong increase of 
the local tapering angle at the large-diameter (pump launching) input of the fiber where pump 
power is high. Nearly exponential axial variation of diameter can be fabricated by direct 
pulling from a drawing tower [1–4, 11]. Considerable vignetting of unabsorbed pump power 
is expected in T-DCFs with this geometry, which would impose losses, reduce the slope 
efficiency, and could lead to optical damage at the fiber segment with a large tapering angle. 
Basically, the “step-like” and exponential bowl-shaped tapers are two extreme designs 
each suffering, respectively, from low fundamental mode selectivity and pump power losses. 
A compromising solution is a convex shape with a gradual increase of the tapering angle and 
a negative slope of diameter change with length, as shown in Fig. 2 (black curve 3). 
Specifically, linear or parabolic diameter distributions provide a reasonable trade-off between 
the “step-like” and the exponential profiles. 
Ray optics analysis of the tapered fiber developed in [4] can be applied to determine the 
optimal structure of the taper. Efficient laser operation requires high absorbed pump power, 
' ''
abs abs+P P  (Eq. (5)), meaning that unabsP  and vgntP  are low. unabsP depends on the length of the 
T-DCF and its paraxial absorption coefficient γ, while vgntP  is influenced by the taper shape. 
A T-DCF with arbitrary shape can be represented as a sequence of N elementary short-length 
linear tapers, as shown in Fig. 3. The propagation angle of a meridional ray at the output of 
the kth elementary linear taper can be determined from the recurrent formula ([4], Eq. (7)): 
 
1( )
,( ) '( )
k
k
D k z
D k z D k z k z
α
α −
⋅ ∆ ⋅
=
⋅∆ − ⋅∆ ⋅ ⋅∆
 (9) 
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where D(z) is the outer diameter of the T-DCF as a function of length, D(z)´ is the first 
derivative of D(z), and k and ∆z are the number and length of the kth elementary linear taper, 
respectively. 
 
Fig. 3. Arbitrary shaped taper approximated by a sequence of N short-length linear tapers. 
The meridional ray angle, after passing a T-DCF with length L, can be written as: 
 
1
0
1 1
( )( ) .( ) '( )
N N
k
k
k k
D k z
D k z D k z k z
α
θ α α −
= =
⋅ ∆ ⋅
= =
⋅∆ − ⋅∆ ⋅ ⋅∆∑ ∑  (10) 
Vignetting of a ray begins when the angle of propagation reaches the numerical aperture 
value, θ (α0) = NA. L(α) depends on the numerical aperture of the fiber NA, and on the shape 
of the taper, D(z). The effective length of fiber L(α) when the vignetting starts, for given 
pump launch angle α, can be determined from the parametric equation 
 
1
1
( )
( ) '( )
N
k
k
D k z
NA
D k z D k z k z
α −
=
⋅∆ ⋅
=
⋅∆ − ⋅∆ ⋅ ⋅∆∑  (11) 
The practical method for T-DCF engineering is based on numerical simulation using Eqs. 
(4) and (11) to define the effect of the angular pump intensity distribution and the longitudinal 
profile of the T-DCF on the fraction of pump power pumpvgntP  vignetted from the cladding, for 
given values of NAclad and the paraxial absorption coefficient γ. For a certain acceptable level 
of vignetted power pumpvgntP  and a given angular intensity distribution I(α) of the pump source, 
the optimal longitudinal shape D(z) of the T-DCF can be defined by solving Eqs. (4) and (11). 
Alternatively, by setting the parameters of the pump beam and T-DCF, these equations 
provide an estimate of vignetted pumpvgntP  pump power. Obviously, the angular distribution of 
the pump source determines the optimal taper shape to achieve a low level of pumpvgntP . 
Assuming a parabolic shape of the taper, the diameter variation along the length L can be 
written as 
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where b is the parabolic shape factor, b0 = (D2-D1)/L is the average angle of the taper, and D1, 
D2 are the diameters at the wide and narrow fiber ends, respectively. 
 
Fig. 4. Parabolic shapes of tapered fiber for different values of the shape factor b. 
Figure 4 shows various T-DCF shapes for different parabolic factors. b<b0, b>b0, and b = 
b0 correspond to concave, convex and linear shapes, respectively (Eq. (12). Assuming a 
Lorentzian angular distribution of the pump intensity, the dependence of vignetted power 
versus b can then be derived from Eqs. (4) and (11). This dependence, calculated for different 
values of the paraxial absorption coefficient γ, is shown in Fig. 5. 
The concave taper shape exhibits larger vignetting losses for the pump, however, it 
provides better filtering of the fundamental mode and, therefore, improved output beam 
quality, as discussed above. In effect, an acceptable level of vignetting losses determines the 
optimal axial profile of the taper. For instance, Fig. 5 (inset) shows the T-DCF shape 
corresponding to a 0.5%-level of pump power losses caused by vignetting. 
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Fig. 5. Vignetted pump power as a function of the taper shape factor b. 
To sum up, the optimal longitudinal shape of T-DCF exhibiting the required level of pump 
power loss pumpvgntP  is defined by the angular distribution of the pump source intensity, the 
paraxial absorption coefficient γ, and the tapering ratio T. 
2.3. Shape of the cladding, core-cladding ratio and dopant concentration profile 
The shape of the cladding cross sections, the core-cladding diameter ratio, and the 
concentration of the dopants determine the paraxial absorption coefficient γ, which is an 
essential characteristic of T-DCF. The dependence of the vignetted pump power on the 
absorption coefficient γ, derived from Eqs. (4) and (11), is shown in Fig. 6 for linear (b/b0 = 
1), concave (b/b0 = 2) and convex (b/b0 = 0) T-DCFs. As expected, the vignetted pump power 
pump
vgntP  decreases rapidly with the increase of absorption coefficient γ. For large values of 
absorption, γ>2 dB/m, the shape of the taper has little effect on the vignetted power, as seen 
from Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6. Vignetted pump power versus paraxial pump absorption. 
3. Experimental results 
Three tapers with convex, concave and near-linear shapes with different tapering ratios have 
been pulled from the same preform. The all-silica fiber preform was fabricated with using 
plasma chemical deposition. First Yb-doped alumosilicate core layer was deposited on the 
inner surface of a silica substrate tube. After collapsing, redrawing and jacketing the 
cylindrical preform was mechanically shaped into an octagon; the perform surface has been 
polished then by flame. The secondary outer cladding of the octagon was formed by jacketing 
it with another silica tube comprising a fluorine-doped silica layer deposited on its inner 
surface. The entire structure was collapsed again resulted in a monolithic perform. 
Both Yb-doped and F-doped silica layers were formed by the SPCVD process as 
described in [13] and references therein. The refractive index profile of the octagon preform is 
shown in the inset of Fig. 7. The essential advantage SPCVD technology as compared with 
conventional MCVD solution-doping technique is strong suppression of photodarkening 
confirmed with high-power fiber lasers. Fiber made by SPCVD technique did not reveal any 
measurable changes during long-term tests contrary to the lasers fabricated by conventional 
method which exhibit frequently decay of performance. 
Tapered fiber has been formed at drawing tower during the pooling process. The axial 
shape of the tapered fiber depends on several factors: geometry of preform; the volume of 
melted part of preform in furnace determined by high temperature furnace design; drawing 
speed and speed of preform feed into a hot zone. Proper control of all above mentioned 
parameters allows to achieve a good reproducibility of longitudinal shapes of T-DCF for 
diameter range of 150-1000 µm and typical length 3-20 m. The accuracy of tapers shape is 
estimated to be better than 10% which is sufficient for control of laser parameters. The 
parameters of manufactured tapers are listed in Table 1. The shapes of tapers, expressed in the 
form of dependences of the outer diameter on the fiber length, are shown in Fig. 7. 
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Table 1. Parameters of T-DCF 
# T-DCF #1 #2 #3 
Length, m 25 21.2 23.5 
Core diameter at large end, µm 65 110 58 
Core diameter at narrow end, µm 11 20 20 
Clad diameter at wide side, µm 835/890 880/925 930/980 
Clad diameter at narrow side, µm 140/150 158/165 320/340 
Core/clad ratio 1:13 1:9.5 1:18 
Tapering ratio 6 5.6 2.9 
b, µrad 104.63 22.35 29.64 
b0 µrad 51 40 39.35 
b/b0 2.05 0.56 0.753 
Shape of the cladding cross-section octagonal octagonal Octagonal 
Core NA 0.11 0.11 0.11 
Clad NA 0.22 0.22 0.22 
In-core pump absorption @ 915 nm, dB/m 600 dB/m 600 dB/m 600 dB/m 
Paraxial ray absorption @ 915 nm, dB/m 0.8 dB/m 1.2 dB/m 0.61 dB/m 
 
Fig. 7. Longitudinal profiles of experimental T-DCFs: solid lines – experimentally measured, 
dashed lines – parabolic fit. Inset: refractive index profile of the all-silica Yb-doped 
alumosilicate-core/F-doped-silica-cladding fiber preform synthesized with the help of SPCVD 
.The fibers described in Table 1 were then incorporated into fiber laser configurations, as 
shown schematically in Fig. 8. This experimental set up is similar to that report in [2, 4]. The 
pump radiation from a 915 nm high-power source was launched via fiber cable with a core 
diameter of 600 µm and a NA = 0.22 into T-DCF using a beam shaping optical unit and 
dichroic filter. Beam shaping optics comprising lenses and a diaphragm forms the beam to a 
diameter of 880 µm and divergence corresponding to NA = 0.15. The laser cavity is 
terminated by a dielectric mirror located behind the wide end of the T-DCF, and 4% Fresnel 
reflection at the output small-diameter facet of the taper. The wide end of T-DCF was angle 
cleaved. 
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Fig. 8. Experimental setup. 
The dependence of the output power on the launched pump power measured for each T-
DCF reveals the slope efficiency and maximum output power shown in Fig. 9. 
 
Fig. 9. Output power as function of launched pump power. 
The contrast, defined as the relative fraction of output power emitted from the core, was 
determined by examining the angular distribution of output radiation in the far field. Pump 
power losses caused by vignetting pumpvgntP  have been calculated for each T-DCF, as described 
above, using experimental parameters - absorption coefficient, taper shape and angular 
intensity distribution of the pump source. The results are summarized in Table 2. 
Table 2. Parameters of lasers with T-DCF 
 
#1 #2 #3 
Pump beam NA 0.15 0.15 0.15 
Pvgnt, % 10.19 0.45 2.22 
Punabs, % 0.9 0.08 3.13 
Pvgnt + Punabs, % 11.09 0.53 5.35 
Slope efficiency, % 60.2 81.9 77.9 
Contrast, % 64.3 35 87 
Normalized brightness enhancement factor 7.6 4.92 3.11 
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4. Discussion 
Next, the characteristics of lasers using different T-DCFs have been examined. 
T-DCF#1 
T-DCF#1 has a concave parabolic shape with a pump absorption coefficient of 0.8 dB/m at 
915 nm. The initial 4 m section of T-DCF has a nearly flat shape, which is followed by a 
concave section with rapid diameter decrease along the length. The tapering ratio and the 
parabolic factor of the concave section are 6 and 2.05, respectively. The measured slope 
efficiency of the laser using this taper was only 60.2%. The poor slope efficiency is caused by 
high pump vignetting losses of 10.19% due to both non-optimal T-DCF shape and a relatively 
small value of pump absorption coefficient. A similar concave T-DCF used previously in [2] 
has demonstrated a better slope efficiency of 71.4% due to a 3-4 times higher pump 
absorption coefficient, which made the laser performance tolerant to taper shape, in 
agreement with results presented in Fig. 6. The measured beam contrast for this T-DCF of 
64.3% is determined by the high tapering ratio of T = 6 and the 4 m long large core diameter 
section. The relatively low value of contrast indicates a significant fraction of higher-order 
modes leaking from the core into the cladding. 
T-DCF #2 
T-DCF#2 is a convex shape taper with parabolic factor b/b0 = 0.56, absorption coefficient γ = 
1.2 dB/m and tapering ratio of 5.6, as shown in Fig. 7 (red curve). In accordance with the 
above analysis, it demonstrated a high slope efficiency of 81.9%, which is close to the 
theoretical limit of 85%. Record slope efficiency is the result of a low level of vignetting of 
0.45%, and only 0.08% unabsorbed pump power. The parabolic shape with b/b0 = 0.56 is 
actually close to the “step-like” shape shown in Fig. 2 (blue curve 1). The high-order modes 
efficiently deplete the population inversion and are amplified over significant lengths of the 
taper. The laser exhibited, however, a poor output beam contrast of only 35%. The taper 
section with a large core diameter of 2a = 110 µm guides a large number of modes, N~a2, (Eq. 
(7) thus reducing the relative fraction of fundamental and lower-order modes. In the narrow 
part of the T-DCF higher-order modes are filtered out from the core and afterwards propagate 
in the cladding, degrading the output beam contrast. 
T-DCF #3 
T-DCF#3 is a convex taper with parabolic factor of b/b0 = 0.753, i.e. taper profile is close to 
the linear shape, paraxial absorption coefficient of 0.61 dB/m and tapering ratio of 2.9. 
Vignetted pump power and unabsorbed pump power losses are 2.22% and 3.13%, 
respectively, resulting in a total loss of pump power of 5.35% (see Table 2). The laser with 
this tapered fiber demonstrates a combination of good slope efficiency, 77.9%, and high 
output beam contrast, 87%. 
An analysis of the simulations and experimental results allows the following conclusions 
to be drawn: 
• The slope efficiency of a laser with T-DCF is determined by the axial profile of the 
taper diameter, for a given angular distribution of the pump beam. The slope 
efficiency of the tapered laser has been studied experimentally using a pumping 
source with NA = 0.15 for various longitudinal shapes of taper. We show that an 
optimized taper configuration could approach the theoretical limit of the efficiency. 
• The slope efficiency is strongly dependent on the pump absorption coefficient. For 
absorption above 2 dB/m this effect, however, is less pronounced. 
• The slope efficiency suffers from a pump-vignetting effect dependent on the tapering 
ratio. When the tapering ratio is low, the fraction of pump power leakage decreases 
and, consequently, slope efficiency increases. 
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• The contrast of the output beam, defined as the relative fraction of power propagating in 
the core, depends critically on the tapering ratio and shape of the taper. In the T-DCF 
with a large tapering ratio and parabolic shape factor, the population inversion is 
strongly depleted by high-order modes, thus reducing the beam contrast. It was 
shown that the beam contrast decreases with the tapering ratio T. Some discrepancy 
between calculations using Eq. (7) and experimental data summarized in Table 2 is 
due to the simplified assumption of uniform excitation of all guided modes. 
• T-DCF with properly chosen parameters demonstrates superior brightness enhancement 
characteristics compared with regular double-clad fiber. The measured normalized 
brightness enhancement factors presented in Table 2 show an improvement up to a 
factor of 7.6. It should be noted that in T-DCF-based amplifiers there are no signal 
losses in the core due to mode filtering, and consequently no limitations on the 
tapering ratio. The brightness gain factor in tapered amplifiers can be significantly 
higher. 
In summary, we demonstrate that T-DCF with appropriate parameters values allows 
considerable brightness improvements to be achieved, compared to regular non-tapered 
double-clad fiber. High brightness, efficiency and beam contrast from an active T-DCF are 
accomplished by means of high paraxial absorption, a modest tapering rate and a nearly linear 
(or slightly parabolic) shape. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, an optimization strategy for active tapered double-clad fibers has been 
developed based on ray optics formalism. In particular, the effect of the tapering ratio, the 
axial shape of the profile, and the absorption on the brightness enhancement and slope 
efficiency has been examined in detail. We have shown that T-DCF with an optimized design 
exhibits a slope efficiency close to the theoretical limit. The brightness characteristics of an 
active T-DCF, superior to regular non-tapered active DCF, have been demonstrated 
experimentally. Active T-DCF can be pumped with powerful laser diode bars, whose 
application is usually limited due to their low brightness. Experimentally, we have 
demonstrated an efficient ytterbium laser based on T-DCF as the active medium, producing 
an output power of 750 W with a slope efficiency of 81.9% and near diffraction-limited beam 
quality (M2 = 1.7). 
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Abstract: We have demonstrated an actively Q-switched tapered double-
clad fiber laser capable of single-shot generation of 1.6-mJ, 64-ns pulses. 
The active medium based on tapered double-clad fiber is shown to exhibit a 
reduced level of amplified spontaneous emission which allows for high-
energy pulse extraction at extremely low repetition rates. 
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1. Introduction 
Gain media based on double-clad fiber (DCF) offer a technological platform for high 
brightness, highly efficient laser sources. Operating such a laser in the pulsed regime, and 
particularly in an actively Q-switched state, is beneficial for a wide range of applications, such 
as marking, machining, and range finding. Currently, there are two main approaches for high-
energy Q-switching: utilization of short, rod-type photonic crystal fibers (PCF) with one or 
multiple cores [1–3] or the use of large mode area (LMA) double-clad fibers [4,5]. Either 
LMA fibers with a low numerical aperture (NA) or multimode fibers with a short tapered 
section are the main approaches used so far to achieve high-brightness lasing with large mode 
volume [5,6]. 
The fundamental mechanism limiting the pulse energy especially at repetition rates below 
1 kHz is the high level of amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) accumulated during the long 
time slot between the pulses. ASE prevents efficient energy storage in the fiber cavity and 
becomes progressively stronger with decreasing repetition rate. A practical solution to this 
problem would allow for multi-mJ pulses with sub-100-ns duration at low duty cycles needed 
for industrial and LIDAR applications. Actively Q-switched fiber lasers reported to date are 
either long-cavity lasers producing pulse widths in the range from 100 ns to few µs with duty 
cycles of 10−4 – 10−3 [4], or alternatively lasers using short rod-like fibers with few-ns pulses 
and duty cycles of the order of 10−5 [1]. 
Recently we have proposed tapered double-clad fiber (T-DCF) as a promising gain 
medium for high-power lasers and amplifiers [7–10]. The advantages of the T-DCF approach 
in the actively Q-switched scheme are demonstrated in this study by generation of 1.6-mJ, 64-
ns pulses at very low repetition rates, up to single-shot operation. 
2. Experimental setup and results 
The experimental setup of the Q-switched fiber laser used in this study is schematically shown 
in Fig. 1. The active fiber was end-pumped by a fiber-coupled diode bar at 915 nm through 
the wide fiber end via a collimating/focusing lens pair and a 1-µm dichroic splitter. The laser 
cavity is terminated by Fresnel reflection from the wide fiber end and a broadband (BB) high-
reflection (HR) mirror at the narrow end of the fiber, which was angle-cleaved (AC) to 
suppress spurious lasing. Active Q-switching was achieved by an acousto-optic modulator 
(AOM) placed between the narrow fiber end and the HR mirror that reflected the 1st 
diffraction order back to the cavity. A 1-µm edge filter was placed between the fiber and the 
AOM to filter out unabsorbed pump, reducing thermal load on the modulator. Laser radiation 
monitored from the wide end of the fiber was analyzed using a pyroelectric energy sensor (up 
to 25 kHz, 500 ns), a fast photodetector, and a thermal power meter. 
The composition of the T-DCF used in this experiment was similar to composition which 
we have exploited earlier for the design of the CW high power Yb fiber laser [7–10]. The T-
DCF was drawn from a preform fabricated by the SPCVD method [11]. The preform consists 
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of an Yb-doped aluminosilicate core, a pure-silica inner cladding, and a fluorine-doped silica 
outer cladding. Yb ion concentration corresponds to an in-core absorption of 1000 dB/m at 
975 nm wavelength. Fiber core and cladding have numerical apertures of 0.11 and 0.22, 
respectively. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the Q-switched laser setup, a micrograph of the wide fiber end, and the 
longitudinal profile of the T-DCF. 
The longitudinal profile of the active T-DCF with total length of 6.3 m is shown as an 
inset in Fig. 1. The cladding diameter of the slightly non-circular T-DCF varied from 880 µm 
to 940 µm at the wide end. The tapering ratio of the T-DCF is 5.5 with the core/cladding 
diameter ratio kept at 1:10, i.e. the core diameter was 83 µm and 15 µm at the wide and 
narrow ends of the taper, respectively. The double-clad pump absorption has been measured 
for radiation launched into the T-DCF from the narrow side to avoid pump power loss via 
vignetting [8]. The measured pump absorption was 10.1 dB (1.6 dB/m) at 915 nm. The T-
DCF was coiled with 35 cm diameter and placed on a water-cooled aluminium plate. The T-
DCF was first characterized in quasi-CW regime (high duty cycle) up to 6 W average power 
at 1070 nm. The measured slope efficiency with respect to launched pump was 43%, limited 
by coupling loss and the diffraction efficiency of the AOM. 
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Fig. 2. Pulse energy and average power (including ASE) versus repetition rate at a constant 
pump power. The output beam profile with M2 = 2.7 is shown as an inset. 
In the Q-switched regime, the laser was operated at various repetition rates and pump 
powers. Figure 2 shows the pulse energy and average power as a function of repetition rate in 
the range of 1 Hz – 150 kHz. The ASE fraction of the total output power was below 9% at 1 
kHz. 
Figure 3 shows the pulse energy and peak power as a function of absorbed pump power at 
a constant repetition rate of 5 Hz. Figures 2 and 3 show that the pulse energy decreases with 
increasing repetition rate due to the decrease in the energy storage for small pulse periods and 
increases with pump power limited by the onset of stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS). The 
average power increases with both pump power and repetition rate, as expected from general 
theory of Q-switched lasers. The pulse width decreases with increasing pump power and 
increases with the repetition rate. These effects can be attributed to incomplete inversion 
between pulses. Indeed, low pump power and/or short low-Q time reduce the energy storage 
in the fiber resulting in low gain and longer pulse build-up time. 
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Fig. 3. Pulse energy and peak power versus absorbed pump power at a constant repetition rate 
of 5 Hz. 
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Fig. 4. (a) 1.6-mJ pulse before (black) and after (red) the onset of SBS-induced pulse 
breakdown; (b) pulse width versus repetition rate at constant pump power. 
A pulse energy as high as 1.58 mJ corresponding to a peak power of 24.3 kW was 
achieved. Above this value, irregular backward-propagating pulses and pulse breakdown were 
observed, as illustrated in Fig. 4a. Figure 4b shows the dependence of pulse width on the 
repetition rate. Independent of pump power, single-shot operation was also achieved by 
manually triggering the AOM control pulse, without notable changes in pulse energy or pulse 
shape. 
Figure 5 shows the optical spectra of the laser at a repetition rate of 500 Hz for 0.1 mJ and 
1.6 mJ pulse energy, and the ASE spectrum peaking at 1035 nm when the cavity was blocked. 
At repetition rates below a few kHz, ASE grows rapidly relative to the signal with decreasing 
repetition rate, constituting an increasing fraction of the output power. 
Finally, we measured the output beam quality of the laser by the clip level method. M2 
determined at the narrow and wide taper ends resulted in M2 = 1.8 and M2 = 2.7, respectively. 
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It is interesting to note that the spatial distribution of ASE observed below the lasing threshold 
from the wide end of the taper with a core diameter of 83 µm had an M2 = 4.2. 
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Fig. 5. Optical spectra of the Q-switched T-DCF laser at 500 Hz repetition rate with 0.1 mJ 
(black) and 1.6 mJ pulse energy (red, FWHM = 14 nm), and without lasing when the cavity is 
blocked (blue). 
3. Discussion 
Tapered double-clad fiber is demonstrated to offer attractive features for energetic pulse 
generation, namely the large mode volume and intrinsic mechanisms for ASE and SBS 
suppression. The very large doped core area at the wide taper end (5410 µm2) is useful for 
both efficient energy storage and for decreasing the power density at the fiber end face. 
Because of the reduced thermal load at the wide fiber end, optical damage has never been 
observed within this study. The tapered fiber with an average core area of ~3000 µm2 allows 
values of extractable energy of ~3 mJ and saturation energy of 0.3 mJ to be estimated [5,12]. 
The detrimental effect of amplified spontaneous emission depleting the inversion limits 
the potential of pulse energy scaling and inhibits pulse operation with low duty cycle. Few 
techniques have been considered to alleviate ASE impact. They include doping the fiber with 
a saturable absorber to avoid significant ASE growth, using optical isolators to suppress 
backward ASE, and spectral filtering of broadband ASE radiation [13,14]. ASE suppression 
has been observed in a fiber with ring doping exhibiting a small signal gain, however this 
approach requires long-length gain fiber which would inevitably increase the pulse width and 
impede operation at low duty cycles [15]. 
An intrinsic attribute of the tapered fiber, essential for Q-switched operation, is the built-in 
mechanism of ASE filtering. ASE propagating in a T-DCF from the wide to the narrow end 
experiences vignetting, i.e. part of the spontaneous emission leaks out of the core thus 
mitigating the detrimental effect of inversion depletion. This effect becomes more pronounced 
with increasing tapering ratio [8–10]. Since the intensity of spontaneous emission is 
proportional to the number of propagating modes, counter-propagating ASE in a taper (from 
narrow to wide end) is also weaker compared to a cylindrical DCF with similar average core 
size due to mode selection in the small-core section of the tapered fiber [5]. ASE generated in 
the small-core section of the fiber and propagated towards the wide end is comprised 
primarily of low-order modes [5,16]. An estimation for the number of propagating modes N 
based on the ASE beam quality factor of M2 = 4.2 measured from the wide fiber end yields N 
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~(M2)2 ~18. However, according to an estimation based on the V-parameter of the wide fiber 
end, the number of modes is N ~V2/2 ~430. A comparison of these values indicates an 
efficient mechanism of mode selection in the T-DCF resulting in a significant reduction of 
counter-propagating ASE modes, and thus contributing to ASE suppression. 
Since most of the ASE is generated in the large-core section of the taper with large gain 
volume, the ASE spectrum peaks around 1035 nm, while the signal spectrum peaks at a longer 
wavelength of 1065 nm. This specific feature, intrinsic to the tapered structure, provides 
another opportunity for ASE suppression through spectral filtering. This observation is not 
typical for Q-switched fiber sources based on uniform fibers. 
Finally, the variation of fiber diameter is a well-known technique for SBS suppression 
[10,17,18]. Using tapered waveguide structures is advantageous in terms of Brillouin gain 
reduction and is another attractive feature provided by the T-DCF. 
4. Conclusion 
We present the first actively Q-switched laser using a tapered double-clad fiber. The large 
mode volume, efficient energy storage, and intrinsic mechanisms of ASE and SBS 
suppression of the T-DCF enabled low-duty-cycle operation with the highest measured pulse 
energy of 1.6 mJ for a 64-ns pulse. Vignetting of the co-propagating ASE and a reduced 
number of spatial modes for the counter-propagating ASE result in an inherently low ASE 
background, which in turn allows for robust operation at very low repetition rates (up to 
single-shot generation) without degradation of the pulse energy, or shape, or stability of the 
train. For repetition rates above ~1 kHz, the pulse energy is limited by insufficient energy 
storage between pulses which is a general characteristic of Q-switched lasers, while at low 
repetition rates the energy is eventually limited by the onset of SBS, though its threshold is 
notably higher than in uniform cylindrical fibers. The results show the potential of tapered 
double-clad fibers for high-energy, low-duty-cycle pulse generation and amplification. 
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Abstract—We demonstrate supercontinuum generation in a 
photonic crystal fiber pumped with 50-ns pulses from a Q-
switched tapered fiber laser. The continuum spans from 600 nm 
to beyond 1600 nm with pulse energy up to 250 µJ at the 
repetition rate of 1 kHz. To the best of our knowledge, this 
represents the highest pulse energy of a broadband 
supercontinuum demonstrated to date. 
 
Index Terms—Optical fiber lasers, Q-switched lasers, 
Supercontinuum generation, Tapered double-clad fiber 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
IGNIFICANT achievements in supercontinuum (SC) 
generation demonstrated during the last decade were 
possible exclusively after the invention of high-nonlinearity 
photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) [1], [2]. Though continuous 
wave (CW) pumping has been demonstrated [3], [4], the most 
common approaches for supercontinuum generation exploit 
short pulse pumping with high peak powers enabling efficient 
SC generation with a short length of PCF [5]. Ultrafast 
supercontinuum sources, however, are typically high 
repetition rate systems with relatively low pulse energy. Some 
applications would benefit from highly energetic pulses with 
large spectral coverage, which allow high pulse energy to be 
maintained after spectral slicing. 
In the nanosecond pump regime either actively or passively 
Q-switched sources have been used for SC generation with 
the highest reported pulse energy of 23 µJ [6]. It should be 
noted that the process of supercontinuum development 
depends critically on the temporal characteristics of pump 
signal. Particularly, for Q-switched pulses with nanosecond-
scale duration, effects of self-phase modulation (SPM) are 
negligible and the supercontinuum develops mainly from 
noise-seeded four-wave mixing (modulational instability, MI) 
and stimulated Raman scattering (SRS). The MI leads to 
formation of solitons that experience self-frequency shift 
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(SFS) and generate dispersive waves (DWs) resulting in 
broadening of the spectrum, which is effectively averaged out 
by noise-induced jitter [7], [8]. Nanosecond regime 
broadband supercontinua have been reported using various 
approaches with pulse widths ranging from sub-ns to 100 ns 
and pulse energies typically not exceeding 10 ?J [9], [10]. A 
supercontinuum with 10-ns, 40-?J pulses has been 
demonstrated by pumping with an 8-km long cavity mode-
locked MOPA system [11]. 
In  this  study,  we  use  a  Q-switched  ytterbium  fiber  laser  
based on tapered double-clad fiber (T-DCF) [12], as the pump 
source for SC generation. Recently, we have demonstrated 
kW-level CW power [13] and over 2 mJ of Q-switched pulse 
energy [14] using this technology, which illustrates the high 
potential of these sources for nonlinear optics research. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS 
Fig. 1 shows the experimental setup for SC generation 
using actively Q-switched tapered fiber laser as a pump 
source. The general design and characteristics of tapered fiber 
lasers are described in [13], [15]. The 30-m Yb-doped active 
fiber used in this work was linearly tapered from a cladding 
diameter of 420 µm down to 170 µm. The core/cladding 
diameter ratio of the tapered fiber is 1:25, and cladding and 
core numerical apertures are 0.4 and 0.11, respectively. At 
the repetition rate of 1 kHz, the laser produced up to 830 µJ 
pulse energy with an average output power of 1.0 W, limited 
by stimulated Brillouin scattering [15]. 
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup used for SC generation. HR – High reflection, AR – 
Anti-reflection, AC – angle cleave, BB - broadband 
   
The laser parameter important for this work is the high 
beam quality (M2 = 1.3), which allowed coupling of the 
radiation into single-mode fiber with efficiency of 51%. 9 m 
of commercially available photonic crystal fiber (NKT 
Photonics SC-5.0-1040) with core diameter of 5 µm, cladding 
diameter of 125 µm, and zero-dispersion wavelength of 1040 
nm was used as a nonlinear medium. This length of the PCF 
was found to provide optimal blue shifting in the SC 
spectrum. The fiber has a hole diameter of 2.5 µm, and a 
hole-to-hole pitch of 5 µm. The collimated output beam of the 
tapered  fiber  laser  was  launched  into  the  PCF  with  an  
aspheric lens with a focal length of f = 4.5 mm. 
The SC average power and pulse energy at the output of 
the  PCF  are  shown  in  Fig.  2  as  a  function  of  launched  Q-
switched  power  at  1090  nm.  The  slope  efficiency  of  the  Q-
switched laser is 28 %, determined by the low diffraction 
efficiency of the acousto-optic modulator.  
 
   
The highest measured SC average output power and pulse 
energy were 263 mW and 251 µJ, respectively, at the 
repetition rate of 1 kHz used throughout these experiments. 
The conversion efficiency of Q-switched radiation to SC is 
63%.   
Pulse trains at the input and output of the PCF at the 
repetition rate of 1 kHz demonstrate identical temporal 
behavior, as shown in Fig. 3. A 51-ns Q-switched pump pulse 
with estimated peak power of 3.2 kW is shown in Fig. 4. The 
pulse width increases with increasing repetition rate, and 
decreases with increasing pump power. The asymmetric pulse 
shape, typical for Q-switching, is attributed to reduced gain at 
the trailing edge of the pulse. 
Maximum output power in this regime was limited by the 
catastrophic optical damage on the input facet of the PCF. In 
the ns-pulse regime, the damage is mainly thermal, and the 
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Fig. 4. Pump pulse shape at the repetition rate of 1 kHz measured at the 
highest pulse energy. 
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Fig. 5. The Q-switched pump laser spectrum and the supercontinuum 
spectra at three values of average output power. The spectra were recorded 
with a resolution of 10 nm. 
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repetition rate of 1 kHz as a function of launched Q-switched laser power 
at 1090 nm. 
 threshold fluence depends on pulse width ? as ?1/2 [16], As 
elaborated in [17], the maximum sustainable peak power can 
be estimated as Pmax = XAeff??1/2, where X = 1.5 kW ns1/2/µm2, 
Aeff is the effective mode area in µm, and ? is the pulse 
duration in ns.  For Aeff = 18.1 µm2 and ? = 51 ns, this yields 
Pmax = 3.8 kW, which agrees reasonably well with the damage 
threshold observed within this study, albeit the actual 
threshold is affected by several technical details. Damage at 
the output end of the PCF was also occasionally observed, 
most likely due to facet imperfections, e.g. cleave and 
contamination defects. 
Fig.  5  shows  the  evolution  of  the  SC  spectrum  with  
increasing pump power, typical for nanosecond pumping in 
the anomalous dispersion regime [7], [8]. The black curve in 
the figure corresponds to the Q-switched laser spectrum, 
showing the fundamental wavelength of 1090 nm and low-
intensity residual pump at 970 nm. For the highest output 
power, the supercontinuum spans more than 1000 nm 
bandwidth from 600 nm to beyond 1600 nm within 5 dB 
intensity variation. 
III. CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, we have demonstrated high-energy, broadband 
supercontinuum generation using a sub-100-ns Q-switched 
tapered ytterbium fiber laser. The highest measured pulse 
energy of 251 µJ with spectral bandwidth over 1000 nm was 
limited by the optical damage on the facets of photonic crystal 
fiber used as a nonlinear medium. The smooth 
supercontinuum spectrum reveals excellent spectral flatness 
with intensity excursions less than 5 dB. It is understood, 
however, that the spectral features caused by pulse-to-pulse 
fluctuations are smoothed to a certain extent due to 
measurements using integration and averaging. 
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